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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by Textron's Bell
Aerospace Company (BAC), Buffalo, New York under USAF Contract
No. F-33615-69-C-1241. This contract is an extension of pre-
vious work initiated under Project No. 1467, "Structural Analysis
Methods," Task No. 146702,"Thermal Elastic Analysis Methods".
The program was administered by the Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory (AFFDL), under the cognizance of Mr. G.E. Maddux,
AFFDL Program Manager. The program was carried out by the
Structural Systems Department, Bell Aerospace Company during the
period 2 December 1968 to 2 December 1970 under the direction of
Mr. Stephen Jordan, BAC Program Manager.

This report, "MAGIC II: An Automated General
Purpose System for Structural Analysis", is published in three
volumes, "Volume I: Engineer's Manual","Volume II: User's Manual",
and "Volume III: Programner's Manual". The manuscript for
Volume II was released by the authors in January 1971 for
publication as an AFFDL Technical Report.

The authors wish to express appreciation to colleagues
in the Advanced Structural Design Technology Section of the
Structural Systems Department for their individually significant,
and collectively indispensible, contributions to this effort.

The authors wish to express appreciation also to
Miss Beverly J. Dale and Mr. Mark Morgante for the expert
computer programming that transformed the analytical development
into a practical working tool.
-This technical report has been reviewed and is

approve

FRANCIS J 1

Chief, Theo al BechaniP'ranch
Structures Divis o
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ABSTRACT

An automated general purpose system for analysis is pre-
sented. This system, identified by the acronym "MAGIC II" for
Matrix Analysis via Generative and Interpretive Computations, is
an extension of structural analysis capability available in the
initial MAGIC System. MAGIC provides a powerful .framework for
implementation of the finite element analysis technology and pro-
vides diversified capability for displacement, stress, vibration
and stability analyses.

The matrix displacement method of analysis based upon
finite element idealization is employed throughout. Ten versatile

finite elements are incorporated in the finite element library.
These are frame, shear panel, triangular cross-section ring, tra-
pezoidal cross-section ring (and core), toroidal thin shell ring
(and shell cap), quadrilateral thin shell and triangular thin shell
elements. Additional elements include a frame element, quadrilateral
plate and triangular plate elements which can be used for both
stress and stability analysis. The finite elements listed include
matrices for stiffness, mass, incremental stiffness, prestrain load,
thermal load, distributed mechanical load and stress.

The MAGIC II System for structural analysis is presented
as an integral part of the overall design cycle. Considerations
in this regard include, among other things, preprinted input data
forms, automated data generation, data confirmation features, re-
start options, automated output data reduction and readable output
displays.

Documentation of the MAGIC II System is presented in three
parts; namely, Volume I: Engineer's Manual, Volume II: User's
Manual and Volume III: Programmer's Manual. The subject document,
Volume II, contains instructions for the preparation of input data
and interpretation of output data.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The MAGIO II Systems for Structural Analysis is a logical
extension of the original MAGIC System reported in References
1, 2 and 3. All capabilities available from the original MAGICSystem have been retained. Extension of the program capability
is primarily in the following areas.

(a) The implementation of four additional finite element
representations and their associated element matrices.

(b) The improvement of output displays- to facilitate ease
of interpretation by the User.

(c) The provision of an "Agendum Library" to accommodate
the following classes of analyses:

(1i) Statics

(2) Statics with Condensation

(3) Statics with Presciibed Displacements

( Stability

(5N Dynamics (Modes ahnd , Fequencies)

(6) m ynami -s itii:Condehsation)

(d) Thead'dition of iv 0ut-of;-core eigenvalue routine for non-,symmetric matrices- 'based- on the w "on d the
order 'of" 300b0 x 3000.-pwrmehd'

(e) The addition of improved and expanded error diagnostics.

(f) Theiddition of a -prescribed displacement option to
acc6mmodate more than one- load- c6ndition per execution.

(g) The addition of the capability to accept either rec-
tangular, cylindrical or spherical coordinates as input data.

(h) The addition of miscellaneous -arithmetic modules to
the System to support the computatlonal procedures.

(i) The addition of a new assembly module to increase the
permissible assembled system matrix size.
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Numerous other extensions have been provided with the MAGIC II
System. These extensions will be delineated in detail in the Sec-
tions to follow.

the MAGIC 11 System is made up of three primary functional

elements; namely, Preprocessor, Execution and Structural Monitors.
The organizational interrelation of these monitors is considered

in Volumes T and I-IT of this report (References 4, 5). Of interest
'here are the interfaces of these monitors with the MAGIC System
User.

The Preprocessor Monitor relies wholly upon the FORMAT System
for its capability. This Monitor has the responsibility for read-

ing and interpreting FORMAT data, setting ,system parameters, allo-
cating available internal and external storage, and translating the
input abstraciion instructions into a form useable by the Execution
Monitor. Under normal operation of the MAGIC System for structural
analysis, User provided data to the Preprocessor Monitor consists
of a preset control deck. On the other" hand, nonstandard operation
of the MAGIC System to perform matrix &lgebra kequires development
of 'a complete problem oriented control deck for the Preprocessor

° Monitor.

The Execution Monitor carries out instructions passed from the
Preprocessor Monitor and has no interfaces with, the MAGIC System
user. ' The pimary input data ihterface:resides in the Structuril
M6nt6r_, Modules underlying th'e Structural Monitor, red;, inht6ret,
and store the structure inpt, ,generate the requested-matri'ces- and.
furnish these matrices i a form Useable by the, Exeeuti'me nitor.

&o0respondihg to the computational flow thrugh the 'MAGIC Sys-
-tem, Section If 'of this -report begin with'ia -description of the
general arrangement of the 'MAGIC II System and continues -with a des-
-.cript'ion of the options available to tihe user _ia the available ab-
straction instructions-. Attention is then 'focused on- -the." Stiuc-
ural data. Preprinted input data sheets are described that facili-
tate the specificb.t!6n of stru6tural data.

Section III is -devoted to interpretation of the output from,the MAGIC II System. Pint opto6hs which provide p~ecise User oi-
ented output are enumerated by reference to specific exampie problems.
These examples utilize each of the finite elements which comprise

J the MAGIC II System -element library.'
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SECTION Ii

INPUT TO THE MAGIC II SYSTEM

A. INTRODUCTION

The MAGIC II System presents two input data interfaces to
the Structural Analyst. The first encountered is referred to as
the System Input Data interface. The System data instructs the
program as to what operations should be performed during any exe-
cution. These operations may be viewed as the interpretive por-
tion of the MAGIC System. For example, the matrix abstraction in-
structions which are required to perform a structural analysis are
System Input Data. These instructions along with all other Sys-
tem options available to the User will be discussed in detail in
the next section.

The second input data interface with the User concerns the
Structural Input Data. For example grid point coordinates-and
boundary condition information are viewed as Structural Input
Data. This prob.em oriented data accounts for nearly all the
effort expended in conducting structural analyses.

Separate subsections, devoted to instructions for the speci-
fication of System and :Structural Input Data follow utilization of
both types ofdata is covered in depth. An in depth description of
detailed instructions on carrying out general matrix computations is
presented-in Reference-6. qptions frequently used in the MAGIC II
System are clearly delineated in the next section.

13. ,SYSTEM INPUT.DATA

1. General Description

- e general arrangement -of the MAGIC II digital computer pro-
gram~system is slown in Figure-II-a; he supervisory program consists
of th FORMAT control ad two monitors; the Preprocessor Monitor,
and: the Execution Mbnitr.. The maih -program controls th6 normal
two-phase operation by delegating -ontrol, in tuin, to the two
'monitors.

The preprocessor Monitor directs the processing, of card input.
data describing the-machine configuration, the problem specification,
the abstraction -instruction sequence and the matrix- data.

-A standard, modified standard, or totally new machine configura--
tion may be-defined for ea6h MAGIC II case.

3
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General output format and labeling information, and identify-
ing names of the master input and output data sets (tapes) con-
stitute the problem specification data.

The matrix and pseudo-matrix operations are input in the re-

quired sequence of execution in the abstraction instruction sequence.
Abstraction instructions are submitted in free form on standard
-Fortran coding sheets for punched card reproduction.

Card input matrix data are specified on a standard form.
Matrices may be of order 3000x300, and may contain up to 6000
randomly ordered, single precision real elements, using 45600
words of storage on an IBM 360/65 Digital Computer.

For the general case, preprocessing involves straightforward
sequential processing of data by each of the modules under the
Ppeprocessor Monitor. Special ,preprocessing can be specified by
proper use of the control cards described in Section II.B.2.

The final preprocessor operation is to pre-plan the data
storage allocation through the problem and to record this program
of the "complete problem solution logic" for use by-the Execution
Monitor.

The Execution Monitor directs the processing of data by the
various operational modules according to the program prepared by
the Preprocessor Monitor.

The standard matrix operational-modules provide for matrix
addition, subtracti6n, multiplication, and transpose multiplication,
#fth. ptionai concurrent scaling, and formatrix -scalarmltiplica-
tioh, transposition, adjoining, dejinng,'and inversion. Modu14s
for the solution of- simultaneous, equations by elimination and- itera-
tive techniques comp te -the -basic'.stahdard matrix bpera0tio' cpa-

The pseudo-matrix operational modules provide for the element
by element multiplication of two matrices of identical order, the
,elements 6f-a-matrix t6 be ,raised to a scalar power, the extraction
of the algebraic maximum.and minimum elements of the row's or columns
Of a matrix (i.e., -the envelope of a matrix)', the diag6nalization of
a row or column matrix, the generating of null and'identity matrices,
and the renaming-of a matrix. Included in the classification of
pseudo-,matrix operational modules is the "Structure Cutter" subrou-
tine which generates-awell conditioned solution of "n" linear
simultaneous equations in "im" unknowns by Jordanian elimination (where
n~m).

5
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Matrices produced as the results of standard and pseudo-matrix
operations may be as large as 3000x3000 witn no restriction on
population density. Storage of matrix data is by column sort, and
when individual column population density is less than 50 percent,
storage is in compressed format. In compressed format, each non-
zero element and its corresponding row location are sequentially
stored, and zero elements are omitted. Where feasible, the sub-
routines operate directly on the compressed data.

MAGIC II includes two subroutines for the calculation of eigen-
values. The first subroutine calculates the specified number of
eigenvalues, beginning with the largest, and the corresponding
elgenvalues of a matrix, whose maximum order is limited by the work-
ing core storage available to the subroutine. Typically, with a
32K storage unit, the matrix may be as large at 160 x 160. This
subroutine is written for a real symmetric matrices only. The
second subroutine also calculates the specified number of eigenvalues
and eigenvectors beginning with the largest eigenvector. However,
the real eigenmatrix can be symmetric or nensymmetric and the only
limit on its order is the amount of working storage available to the
MAGIC system. For example, with a 32K storage unit, the matrix may
be as large as 2000 x 2000.

Up to nine special operational subroutines can be coded by the
user and added to the system. The fourth user coded module is the
structural generative system of MAGIC and will be described in
Section II.B.2.d.

The sequence of operation is controlled by simple abstraction
instructions prepared by the user, keypunched, -and read directly
by the -machine. com'ments may be included in the *abstraction in-
struction sequence for explaation of the results.

Limited logic is avaiable in the :f6rm of a conditional trans-
fer. A matrix may 1bete ted jrnndllity and, if true, control will
be transferred forward tO asp ciiedabstraictio-n instruction in
the sequence. Conditional transfer-is limited to a skip ahead"
in the abstractioninstruction sequence.

Matrices can be printed in ja standard form, with small number
suppression and row-colum olabeling. The -matrix elements are printed -

as floating point numbers with optional exponent.

The normal printed output for a MAGIC -IIcase includes a list-
ing produced by the preprocessor. The listing-unconditionally in-
cludes all control and specification data together-with the compJ ete
abstraction instruction-sequence. The listing will also include
matrix input data, special iiput data, and the machine generated
"lcomplete problem z.oluti6n logics if the appropriate options are
chosen in the control data.

- 6
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2. INPUT DATA

a. Organization

The input data for a general case consist of control
and specification data, the abstraction instruction sequence, and
problem data. Control, machine configuration and problem speci-
fication data constitute the control and specification data.
Matrix and special (non-matrix) data constitute the problem data.
These data must be sequenced as follows.

(1) Machine configuration data

(2) Problem specification data

(3) Abstraction instruction sequence

(4) Matrix data

(5) Special data

where each section is preceded by a control card which indicates
the beginning of and the options chosen for that section. The
last =section is followed by a coitrol card indicating the end of
all i.nput to a MAGIC case. The typical deck set-up is shown in
Figure II-b.

Columns 73 to 80 of all card input data are used for

card handlin purposes in-keeping -with norma- MAGIC procedure.

- b. Control and Specification Data

.(1)- Control Cards

The general format for control cards is as follows.

Card Column Contents

~$

2-15 Control card name, left justified

16-72 Variable field information
(options)

sThe following are MAGIC control cards for the five

sections of input data and the end of input data respectively: $MAGIC,
$RUN,- $1NSTRUCTION, $MATRIX, $SPECIAL and $END.

Summary examples of code for the available control and
specification data are shown in Table I.

7
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The $MAGIC card indicates the beginning of a MAGIC
ease and the options control the machine configuration that is
used during the running of the case. The form of the card is:

1 16

$MAGIC STANDARD

where the option available to the engineering user is:

STANDARD - the standard machine configura-
tion i- used for this run.

In the implementation of the MAGIC II System at any
installation a standard logical machine configuration is compiled
into the machine configuration processor modu2e. This logically
defines the data processing capability of tne computing hardware
at the particular installation and may require temporary modifi-
cation due to day-to-day variations in the machine resources
available. To this end options are provided on the MAGIC card
to allow such temporary changes by the entry of appropriate machine
configuration data cards (Reference 5). Modification of the stan-
dard configuration is properly a function of specialists in sys-
tems maintenance, and the STANDARD option will always be chosen,
therefore, by the engineering- user and may be omitted.

The $RUN card indicates the beginning of the problem
specification data and the options control the manner in which
the case is executed, The form of the card is:

1 16

fGO NOLOGIC
$RUN

$NOGO LOGIC

where the execution options are:

GO the case is executed after
it has been preprocessed.

NOGO - the case is not executed and
the run is terminated after
all preprocessing is complete.

NOTE: The underlined option is the default option and
will be taken if no option is specified.

10



and the logic cpt.ions are:

NOLOGIC - no listing of the problem solution
logic is given.

LOGIC - a listing of the complete problem
solution logic is given showing
the complete sequence of instructions
to be executed and the associated
external storage allocaticn for the
case. This is included as part of
the preprocessor output.

The $INSTRUCTION card indicates the beginning of the
abstraction instruction sequence and the options define the type
of aIbstraction sequence which is entered. The form of the card
is:

1 16

(SOURCE
$INSTRUCTION S

(NOSOURCE

where the options are:

SQURC - the abstraction instruction sequence
is card input.

NOSOURCE - (this option is provided for future
development of a method of entry
of frequently occurring abstraction
sequences.)

The $MATRIX card indicates the beginning of the matrix
data and the options deTine whether the matrix data is included'
in the preprocessor output. The form of the card is:

1 16

$MATRIX NOLIST NOPRINT

LIST , PRINT

where the options are:

NOLIST - the card images of the matrix data
are not printed.

LIST - the card images of the matrix data
are printed as they are read.

]i
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NOPRINT - the matrix data are not printed
after sorting.

PRINT - the matrix data are printed after
being sorted by row and column.

The $SPECIAL card indicates the beginning of the
special (nonmatrMx) data and the options define whether the
special data is included in the preprocessor output. The form
of the card is:

1 16

$SPECIAL (NOLIST

where the options are:

NOLIST - the card images of the special
data are not printed.

LIST - the card images of the special data
are printed as they are read. This
option applies only when the NOGO
option is entered in the $RUN card.

The JEND card indinates the end of all card input

i.  data to a FORM T case " e form of the card is:

1 16 72

$END (any variable text)

The contents of the $END card are reproduced as the
last line of printed output for a case.

The standard options on the control cards are shoin
underlined, and these are automatically selected if the option
field is blank.

$MATRIX and $SPECIAL cards are required if matrix data
and special data are submitted, respectively. All other control
cards are unconditionally required.

(2) Machine Configuration Data Cards

The machine configuration data cards define the logical
machine configuration used during the running of the case if the
standard configuration is temporarily modified. No entriec are
made when the STANDARD option is entered on the $KAGIC control card.

12



(3) Problem Specification Data Cards

The problem specification data cards provide general
output format and labeling information and identify the master

input and output tapes that are used by the problem. The follow-

ing are problem specification data cards: ANALYSIS, PROBLEM,
INPUT TAPE, OUTPUT TAPE, and PAGE SIZE.

The ANALYSIS card provides labeling information for

the listing of the abstraction instruction sequence and the list-

ing of the problem solution logic. If the ANALYSIS card is

omitted, a totally blank header is used. Only one ANALYSIS card

per case is allowed. The form of the card ist

1 7 72

ANALYSIS (variable text)

The variable text is printed at the top of each page
of the listing of the abstraction instructlon sequence, and each
page of the problem solution logic if the appropriate option is
entered in the $RUN card. The text should identify the type and
origin of the analysis under consideration.

The PROBLEM card provides labeling information for the
output from the problem. If the PROBLEM card is omitted a totally
blank header is used. Only cae PROBLEM card per case is allowed.
The form of the card is:

1 7 72

PROBLEM (variable text)

The variable text is printed at the top of each page

which is produced as the results of-the abstraction instruction
sequence, and each page of matrix and special input data if the

appropriate options are entered in the $MATRIX and the $SPECIAL

and $RUN control cards respectively. The text should identify

the specific problem under consideration.

The INPUT TAPE cards provide identification of the

master input tapes used by the problem. If io INPUT TAPE cards

are entered, the tapes normally assigned to this function are used

as scratch tapes during execution. The form of the card is:

2. 7

IiPUT TAPE (name, modif)

13



where the arguments are:

name - a six character alphameric name
used to identify the master input
tape.

modif - an integer number used as a modifier
to the name (usually the date).

When master input tapes are used in a MAGIC case, the
appropriate instruction for the machine operator to mount tapes
must be made external to tlhe normal card input.

The OUTPUT TAPE cards provide identification of the
master output tapes used 'by the problem. If no OUTPUT TAPE cards
are entered, the tapes normally assigned to this function are
used as scratch tapes during execration. The form of the card is:

1

OUTPUT TAPE (name, modif)

where the arguments are:

name - a six character alphameric name
used to identify the master output
tape.

modif - an integer number used as a modifier

to the name (usually the date).

When master output tapes are used in a MAGIC case, the
appropriate instruct-ion for the machine operator to save tapes
must be made external to the normal card input.

The PAGE SIZE card indicates the limit on the size of
the printed output which is produced as the results of the abstrac-
tion sequence. 'A standard print format of six lines per inch is
used. If the PAGE SIZE card is omitted tho standard limits of 14
inches by 11 inches are used., Only one PAGE SIZE card per case
is allowed. The form of the card is:

1 7

PAGE SIZE (width * height)

14



4where Ute arguments are:

width - the width in inches of the printed
output.

height - the height in inches of the printed
output.

Allowable page sizes for printed output are 14 * 11,
11 8 or 8 11 where only the integer part of the width or
height dimension need be entered (i.e., 8 for 8.5).

Entry of the nonstandard limits on the PAGE SIZE card
should be accompanied by an external instruction to the machine
operator of the required output page size.

c. Abstraction Instruction Sequence

(1) General Format

Abstraction instructions are submitted in free form on
standard FORTRAN coding sheets, (i.e. blanks are ignored).

The general format for an abstraction instruction is:

Card Column Contents

1-5 A one to five (1-5) digit statement
number.

1 7-72 An input/output, control or arith-
metic statement.

The statemtnt number is a unique index, and is required
only for statements to which control can be transferred by a con-
trol statement.

Comments may be inserted in the sequence of abstraction
instructions. Comments must have a C in card column 1 and any text
in card columns 2-72. The only effect of a comment is that the
text is printed in the printed listing of the abstraction instruc-
tion sequence.

The abstraction instructions are executed in the se-
quence in which they are submitted. Consequently, any matrix used
in an abstraction instruction either must appear as the result of
a previous abstraction instruction or must be input by card or tape.

t15
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A MAGIC matrix name consists of one to six (1-6) alpha-
meric characters, the first of which must be alphabetic. When the
matrix name is interpreted, all non-blank characters are left
justified and the remainder of the word is filled with blanks.

A scalar is processed as an element of' i matrix and is
identified by the matrix name modified by subscripts, which res-
pectively define the row and column location of the scalar in the
matrix.

Summary examples of code for the avail.able abstraction

instructions are shown in Table II.

(2) Input/Output Statements

Two Input/output statements are available: a matrix
print statement which is used to print matrices in a standard form
and a matrix save statement which is used to save matrices in a
standard form on a physical tape for future use.

Matrix Print statements are of the form:

PRINT (a, b, c, d)e

where the arguments are:

a - a six character alphameric name which is printed
as a label on the rows of the printed matrices e.
The row labelis ROW if a is blank.

b - a six character alphameric name which is printed
as a label on the columns of the printed matrices
e. The column label is COL if b is blank.

c - the element print code Ef or Ff. If-the code isEf, the matrix elementd-a-re prTnted as floating

point values with exponent, With f decimal digits
to the right of the decimal point7 The Value of
f is an unsigned integer with the limitation 0 f 8.
If the code is Ff, the matrix elements are printed
as floating poin values without exponent, with
f decimal digits to the right of the decimal point.
If c is blank, the matrix elements are printed
by The element print code E6.

d - an unsigned floating point number, with or without
exponent, bounding matrix element values that are
trivial and not to be printed. -That is, the matrix
element aij is omitted from printing if IaiJjd.
If d is blank, zero valued elements are omitted
fro(ii printing.

16
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- alist of' valoldin marix names, separated by commas.
ih matricets identified in the list are printed

when the mat.rix print statement is encountered.

Print intruiet lons are executed as they occur in the
:1U'',, (,f al fract.lon instructions and consequently they should
• 'lwav,,,:8 "p,-r aft.er th,. generation of the relevant matrices, and
imn,,.di ltely aft,*r -.uch generat ion for optimum utilization of

raeRne'i a du ring exc-tLi on.

An example of' the standard form of matrix printing
'iown in ,et2,,ion lT. 3.,

Matrix 2Iave statements are of the form:

SAVE (a) b

where '*he arguments are:

a - a valid tape name that has been declared in the
problem specification data.

b - a list of valid matrix names separated by comianas.
"'lie matrices identified in the list are written
on tape a as they are generated.

( ) Control Statements

A single control statement of li'mited scope is
available. This is a conditional transfer statement which is used
t. "skip ahead" Ln the abstraction instruction sequence.

Conditional Transfer statements are of the form:

If (a .NULL.) GO TO b

where the arguments are:

a - a valid matrix name

b - the statement number to which control is transferred
if matriy a is null, Transfer to b is limited to
a "skip rteld" in the abstraction Thstruction sequence.

18



A(4) Arithmetic Statements

The basic form for arithmetic statements is:

c = ± a Op. ±b

where a and b are known matrix names,. c is thename of the matrix
to be computed, Op is the operation to be performed in computing
from a and b and the positive signs of a and b may be omitted.

Variations of this basic form are required for certain
operations. These variations are described with the corresponding
operational definitions when they occur in the following arithmetic
statements.

Matrix Addition statements are of the form:

c = ± a .ADD. ±b .SCALE. ± f(i,j)

where the signed matrix b is added matrically to the signed matrix
a each element of the matrix sum is multiplied by the signed scalar
f i, and the matrix of scaled elements Is named c.

The abbreviated form is:

c = ± a .ADD. ± b

where the scale is omitted.

Matrix Subtraction statements are of the form:

c = ± a .UBT. ± b .SCALE.± f(i,j)

where the signed matrix b is subtracted matrically from the signed
matrix a, each element of the matrix difference is multiplied by the
signed scalar fkj) and the matrix of scaled elements is named c.

The abbreviated form is:

c = ± a .SUBT. ± b

where the scale is omitted.

Matrix Multiplication statements are of the form:

c = ± a .MULT. ± t .SCALE. ± f(i,j)

where the signed matrix b is pre-multiplied matrically by the
signed matrix a, each element if the product matrix is multiplied
by the signed scalar f (ij), and the matrix of scaled elements is
named c.

The abbreviated form is:

c = ± a .MULT. ± b 19



where the scale is omitted.

Matrix Transpose-Multiplication statements are of the form:

c = ± a .TMULT. ± b .SCAIE. ± f(i,j)

where the signed matrix b is pro-multiplied matrically by the
transpose the signed matrix a, each element of the product matrix
i:; multiplied by the signed scalar f(i,J), and the matrix of scaled
elements Is named c.

The abbreviated form is:

c = ± a .TMULT. ± b

where the scale is omitted.

Element-by-Element Multiplication statements are of the form:

c = ± a .EMULT. ± b .SCAIE. ± f(i,j)

where each element of the signed matrix b is multiplied by the
corresponding element of the signed matrix a, each element of the
matrix of element products is multiplied by-the signed scalar
f(ii), and the matrix of scaled elements is named c.

The abbreviated form is:

c = ± a .EMULT. ± b

where the scale is omitted.

Matrix-Scalar Multiplication statements are cf the form:

c = ± a .SMULT. ± b(i,J)

where each element of the signed matrix a is multiplied by the
signed scalar b(ij), and the matrix of scaled elements is named c

Matrix Transposition statements are of the form:

c = ± a ,TRANSP.

where the transpose of the signed matrix a is formed and named matrix c.

Matrix Adjoin statements are of the form:

c = ± a .ADOIN. ± b

where the signed matrix b is adjoinel to the signed matrix a and
the resulting matrix is named c (i.e., c =L±I±b

20



Matrix DeJoin statements are of the form:

CI, C2  = A.DEJOIN.(b,d)

or
C1 , 02 A.DEJOIN.(B(i,j),d)

where the matrix (A(MNxN) is deJoined, columnwise to
form the two matrices C (MxJ) and C (Mx(N-J) ) or
dejoined row-wise to fo~m the two matrices C (JxN)
and C (M-J)xN) where, l-J4N is the partition
number i.e., A=CCI C 22 the following definitions

apply:

b - an integer specifying the row or
column at which the matrix A is to
be partitioned to form Cl and C2

B(i,j) the element bij of matrix B specifies

the row or column at which the matrix A
is to be dejoined

d = o, for column dejoin

= 1, for row dejoin

Matrix Column Repeat statements are of the form:

C A .COLREP. B

where the column dimension of matrix B specifies the
number of times the column matrix A is to be repeated
to form the matrix C. If the dimension of A is(N x 1)
and the dimension of B is(L x M)then the dimension of
C will be(N x M).

Null Matrix statements are of the form:

C A.NULL.B

Where a null matrix C is formed. C has a row dimension
the same as the row dimension of matrix A and C has a
column dimension the same as the column dimension of
matrix B.

21
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Identlt.yMatrix statements are of the form:

B - A .IDENTC.

where B is an identity matrix having an order the same as the
column dimension of matrix A (i.e., if A(MxL) then B(LxL) =I)

and B A .IDENTR.

where B is an identity matrix having an order the same as the
row dimension of matrix A (i.e., if A(MxL) then B(MxM) =I)

Matrix Power statements are of the form:

c ± a .POWER. -b(i,j)

where the absolute value of each element of the matrix a is
raised to the power of the signed scalar b(ij.) and the-resulting
matrix is given the sign of matrix a and named c

Matrix Inversion statements are of the form:

c = - a .INVERS.

where the inverse of the signed matrix a .s formed by Jordanian
eliminetion, and is named matrix c.

This subroutine unconditionally prints pivot element
values, with column indices, as special output data.

Solution of Equations by Elimination statements are
of the form:

c = ± a .SEQEL. ± b
where the solution, Y, of the system of "n" linear simultaneous
equations in "n" unknowns, +- a Y = ±b, is formed by Jordanian
elimination, and the solution matrix-is named c.

This subroutine unconditionally prints pivot element
values, with column indices, as special output data.

Solution of Equations by Iteration statements are of
the form:

c = ± a .SEQIT. ±b, (d)

where the solution, Y, of the system of "n" linear simultaneous
equations in "n" unknowns, ± aY = ±b, is formed by matrix iteration,
and the solution matrix is named c. Execution is terminated when the
number of iteration cycles is equal to d. 7his subroutine requires
that the leading diagonal of matrix a dominates.
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Eigenvalue - Eigenvector Extraction statements are
of the form:

cl, c2 = ± a .EIGEN. (d)

where d eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors are extracted
from the signed symmetric matrix a and named matrix SI and matrix c2,
respectively. The parameter d is an unsigned integer constant.
Matrices c1 and c are of order (d x 1) and(n x d) respectively
with a matrix a tF order (n x n).

Eigenvalue - Eienvector Extraction statements are
of the form:

CI, C2, C31 C4 = A,B .EIGENI. (d,e,f,g)

where d eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors are extracted

from the elgenmatrix A and named C and C2, respectively. With
matrix A of order (NxN), matrix C Is of order (dxl) and matrix
C2 is of order (Nxd). The following definitions apply:

A - Initial Eigenmatrix (N x N) real, input

B Input guess for vectors (N x 2)
1st column is guess for eigencolumn vector
2nd column is guess for eigenrow vector

d integer specifying the number of eigenvalues
and vectors requested

e If e = o, then 2nd column of B is not used
If e = 1, then 1st column of B is used and
must be conveyed eigenvector corresponding to A

f Integer specifying the number of iterations for
each pass. There are 10 passes with the criteria
updated each time for each eigenvalue calculation
(CRIT = CRIT N +. G). Default is 500 iterations.

g - Convergence criteria for elgenvalues and vectors.
Default value is .001

C1  - Output Eigenvalue Matrix (d x 1)

C2  - Output eigen column. vector matrix (N x d)

C3 Saved deflated eigen matrix for restart

C4  - Saved vector matrix for restart (N x 2). First
column in last iteration of last eigen column
vector. Second column is last iteration of last
eigen row vector.

23
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NOTE FOR VECOUT AND MATOUT

A. If the first elgenvectcr column does not
converge, then C4 consists of 1st column -

last iteration of the
elgenvector (column)
vector

2nd column - not used

C consists of the original A eigenmatrix
3

Use e =0 for restart with C for A and C4 for B

B. If the first eigen (row)vector does not converge
or the eigen row root does not correspond to the
eigen column root within the specified criteria*,
then
C4 consists of 1st column -converged eigen column vector

2nd column -last iteration of the eigen
row vector

C consists of the original A eigenmatrix
{ 3

Use e = 1 for restart with C for A and C for B
3 a C4 oB

*This case occurs only when there is more than
one eigenvalue requested, since eigenrow conver-
gence is only required for sweeping the eigenmatrix
to prepare it for calculating the next eigenvalue.

C. If an intermediate or the last eigen (column) vector
does not converge, then

C4 consists of 1st column-last iteration of the
eigen (column) vector

2nd column-converged eigenrow vector
from the previously calcu-
lated eigenvalue

C3 consists of the swept eigenmatrix used for calcu-

lating the unconverged column vector

Use e =0 for restart with C3 for A and C4 for B
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D. If an intermediate or the last eigen (row) vector
does not converge or its root does not converge
to the column root, then C4 consists of

1st column - converged eigen column vector

2nd column - last iteration of eigen (row) vector

C consists of the swept eigenmatrix used for

calculating the converged eigen (col) vector

Use e = 1 for restart with C for A and C4 for B

E. If the last eigen (column) vector converges, then

04 consists of

1st column - converged eigen (column) vector

2nd column - converged eigen (row) vector from the
previously calculated eigenvalue

C consists of the swept eigen matrix used for

calculating the converged eigen (col) vector

Use e = 0 for restart with C for A and C4 for B

Matrix Envelope statements are of the form:

c = ± a .ENVROW.

or c = ± a .ENVCOL.

where the algebraic maximum and minimum values in each row
(or column) of the signed matrix a are found, and the matrix
of the extreme values is named c.- The maximum values occupy
the first column (or row) of maTrix c respectively.

Matrix Diagonalization statements are of the form:

c = ± a .DIAGON.

where a diagonal matrix is formed from the signed column (or
row) matrix a and named c. The elements on the diagonal of c
are the corriesponding eliments of matrix a.

Matrix Rename statements are of the form:

c = ± a .RENAME.

where a copy of the signed matrix a is generated and named
matrix c.

25



'J:Ell-Coded Subrotutine statements have the general form:

C. 1, (etc.) -- !al, (etc.) .USI RXX. ±bl , (etc.)

where ,moutat. Loiis are performed on the signed matrices a,, (etc.)

arid the s igrned matrices b I , (etc.) by the subroutine corresponding

o the operation .USERXX. and the results are named matrices
el, ('t" . where ol < xx K09.

[f no output matrices are formed by the subroutine,
indiation is provided in the statement by an ( ) to the left
o*' the equal sign.

(5) Matrix Data

Card Lnput matrix data are specified on the Standard
Form shown on the following page.

A matrix header card having an 11 in card column 1, and
containing the matrix name and its row and column dimensions is
required for each matrix. The last card after all $MATRIX data must
contain an E in card column 1 with the rest of the car. blank.

Each matrix may contain up to 6000 randomly ordered
elements. Machine sortability requires that the sequence number
(first three digits) for each matrix is unique and identical
in both header and element cards.

26
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d. USERo4

The fourth user coded module of the program is the struc-
tural generator for the MAGIC System.

Since the .USER04. instruction plays a very important role
in MAGIC II, a detailed analysis follows to aid the user in under-
standing the flexibility it provides to the total System.

(1) Input and Output Matrix Position Functions

The Structural Generative System may have as many as
fifteen actual output matrices and require as many as four actual
input matrices. The basic form of the .USERO4. instruction may be
represented as follows:

OMP1, OMP2, OMP3, OMP4, OMP5, OMP6, OMP7, OMP8,
OMP9, OMPlO, OMPll, OMP12, OMP13, OMP14, OMP15 -

IMP1, IMP2, IMP3, IMP4 .USERo4. ;

where OMP is read as output matrix position and IMP as input
matrix position. All matrix positions, whethez input or output,
must be present. They may contain matrix names or be blank,
but there must be nineteen matrix positions represented by the
appropriate number of commas. Blank matrix positions are
discussed in the next section. The output matrix positions, if
nonblank, will contain.the following matrices upon exit from the
Structural Generative System:

OMPI - copy of input structure data deck
1OMP2 - revised material library
OMP3 - interpreted input katructure.input

data as stored after being read
and interpreted)

OMP4 - external system grid point loads
and load scalar matrix

OMP5 - transformation matrix for application
of boundary conditions

OMP6 - transformation matrix for assembly
of element matrices

OMP7 - element stiffness matrices stored
as one matrix

OMP8 - element generated load matrices
stored as one matrix

OMP9 - element stress matrices stored as
one matrix

28



OMPl0 - element thermal stress matrices
stored as one matrix

0MPI - element incremental stiffness
matrices stored as one matrix

OMP12 - element mass matrices stored as
one matrix

OMP13 - structural system constants stored
as one matrix

OMPIA - element matrices in compressed format
stored as one matrix

OMP15 prescribed displacement matrix

The input matrix positions, if nonblank must contain
the following matrices:

- 1structure data deck (this would be
a previously generated matrix saved
in OMP1)

IW ~ - interpreted input (this would be a
previously generated matrix saved in
OMP3 used for restart)

IMP3 existing material library (this
would be a previously generated matrix
saved in OMP2)

IMP4 displacement or stress matrix to be
used for stability analyses (the stress
matrix must have been generated by
the structural abstraction instruction
.STRESS.)

It should be noted that the following matrix positions
are called matrices only in the sense that all input and output
entities are considerea matrices by FORMAT II - OMP1, IMP2, OMP3,

oMP14, !MP1, IMP2 and IMP3.

It is important to note that OMP14 is mutually exclu-
sive with OMP6, OMP7, OMP8, OMP9, OMPlO, OMPll, and OMPI2. In
order to retain compatability with the MAGIC I system and elimin-
ate redundant execution time, the following rules must be observed.

(a) If OMP14 is suppressed then OMP6, OMP7, OMP8, OMP9,
OMP1O, OMPI1, and OMP12 will be generated according to their defini-
tion listed previously. If this is the case then it is assumed the
user is using MAGIC I abstraction instructions to solve his problem.

(b) If OMP14 is not suppressed then OMFr, OMP8, OMP9,
OMPlO, OMP11 and OMPI2 will serve only as indicators to the .USER04.
instruction for generation or non-generation of their respective

29
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element matrices. Since no matrices will be generated in OMP6
through OMP12 (if OMP11 is not suppressed) they should never
be referenced in subsequent abstraction instructions.

(2) Suppression Option

Incorporated into the Structural Generative System
is an option to suppress the generation and output of any
of the output matrices and also to indicate the absence of any
of the input matrices. This option is indicated to the
Structural Generative System by the absence of a matrix name in
the desired position in the 1SERO4. instruction. A matrix
name is considered to be absent if the matrix position contains
all blanks or the character length of the name is zero. For
example, an instruction of the form: ,, INTINP, LOADS, TR, TA,
KEL, FEL, SEL, SZALEL,,,,, = ,,MATLBI, .USERO4.; would cause
suppression of the copy of the data deck, the revised material
library, the element incremental stiffness matrices, the
element :mass matrices, the structural system constant matrix,
the compressed element matrix and the prescribed displacement
matrix. The instruction also indicates that there is no
input data deck on tape, (directing the Structural Generative
System to read data from cards), no interpreted data on tape
and no input data deck on tape, (directing the Structural
Generative System to read data from cards), no interpreted data
on tape and no input displacements or stresses. it should be
noted that certain sectionsaof the data-deck are necessary
for the generation of each of the output matrices and that
error checking is done to determine, if the required sections
are present. Accordingly, error' checking is invoked for'
the input'matrix positions to-determine if ambigUOus or

' conflicting input indications have bedn made.,

e. Use of FORMAT.II Data Sets

(1) Master Input and Master Output-Use for Material Libiary

References to the Material Library are indicated
by output matrix position two and input matrix position three
in the .USERO4. abstraction instruction. Retention of a newly
generated or revised Material Library is governed solely by
use of the SAVE abstraction instruction at the discretion of
the User. If retention is desired, the matrix name and output
matrix position two must appear in a SAVE abstraction instruction,
in which case it will be placed -dn a Master Output tape. If a
non-blank matrix name ,-pears in input matrix position three,
the Master Input Tape will be searched for that name.

30
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Usage and generation of the Material Library is
controlled by the three legal combinations of suppression of
output matrix position two and input matrix position three.
Ef the matrix name in output matrix position two is non-blank,
but input matrix position three is suppressed, a npiw Material
Library will be generated and used. If both involved matrix
positions are non-blank, the old Material Library will be
located on the Master Input tape, will be revised, stored as
the matrix named in the specified output position, and then
this revised Material Library will be uscd. If output
matrix position tw o is suppressed and input matrix position
three is non-blank, then the named input Material Library
will be used: Suppression of both involved matrix positions
results in an error condition.

Since the Material Library is stored under a matrix
name on Master Outpat tapes. and also, therefore Master Input
tapes, any other matrices may also be saved on the same tape,including other Material Libraries.

(2) Output Matrices

a. Output Matrix Vosition one (OMPl)

Contents - Copy of card input data deck
Number of rows - Set to eighty (80)
Number of columns - Number of card9 in data deck
Column records - One data card per column

record, one card column per
ro

b. Output Matrix Position Iwo (OMP2)

Contents - Material library
Number of columns - 306 (maximum number of

words possible for one
material entry)
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Pumber of columns - Number of material tab-les in
library plus one

Column records - One material table per column
record.

c. Output Matrix Position Three (OMP3)

Contents - Interpreted input
Number of rows - Set to number of wcrds in maximum

record created
Number of colunns - Number of elements plus four
Column records - One element input block per

record.

d. Output Matrix Position Four (OMP4)

Contents - External system grid point loads
Number of rows - Number of degrees of freedom

in total system plus 1,
Number of columns - Number of load conditions
Column records - The first word is the external

load scalar followed by one load
condition per column record
(use .DEJOIN. to obtain the load
scalar).

e. Output Matrix Position Five (OMP5)

Contents - Transformation matrix for
application of boundary conditions

Number of rows - Number- of degrees of freedom in
total system

Number of columns Number of degrees of freedom
in total system,

Column records - (1) for desired degrees of free-
dom - contain a one in the
assigned reduced degree of
freedom row

(2) for undesired degrees of
freedom - column record is
omitted (null column)

f. Output Matrix Position Six (OMP6)

Contents - Transformation matrix for
assembly of element matrices

Number of rows - Number of degrees of freedom
in total system

Number of columns - Summation of element degrees
of freedom

Column records - Contain a one in the assigned
degree of freedom row for that
summed element degree of freedom32



g. Output Matrix Position Seven (OMP'()

Contents - Element stiffness matrices
Number of rows - Summation of element degrees

of freedom
Number of columns - Summation of element degrees

of freedom
Column records - Each record contains a column

of an element stiffness matrix

h. Output Matrix Position Eight (OMF8)

Contents - Element applied load matrices
Number of rowr - Summation of element degrees of

freedom
Number of columns - One
Column record - Contains all element applied

load matrices

i. Output Matrix Position Nine (OMP9)

Contents - Element stress matrices
Number of rows - Summation of element stress

point and component orders
Number of colis - Summation of element degrees

of freedom
Column records - Each record contains a column

of an element stress matrix

J. Output Matrix Position Ten (OMPIO)

Contents - Element thermal stress matrices
Number of rows - Summation of element stress

point and component orders
Number of columns - One
Column record - Contains all element thermal

stress matrices

k. Output Matrix Position Eleven (cMPIl)

Contents - Element incremental stiffness
matrix

Number of rows - Summation of element degrees
of freedom

Number of columns - Summation of element degrees
of freedom

Column records - Each record contains a column
of an element incremental
stiffness matrix
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i. Output Matrix Position Twelve (OMP12)

Cont ents - Element mass matrices
Number of rows - Summation of element degrees

of freedom
Number of Columns - Summation of element degrees

of freedom
Column records - Each record contains a column

of an element mass matrix

n. OutpuM Matrix Position Thirteen (OMP13)

Contents - System constants
Number of rows - Twenty-seven
Number of s:olumns - One
Column record - Nineteen structural system

constants (for uge outside of
the .USERO4. module)

The following is a description ,of the variables
in this matrix:

Word 1 - Number of directions allowed
Word 2 - Number of types of movement allowed
Word 3 - Number of reference points (highest

reference node in element connections)
Word 4 - Order of the reduced system (number of

l's plus 2,s)
Word 5 - Number of bounded degrees of freedom

(number of O's)
Word 6 - Number of unknown degrees of freedom

(number of l's)
Word 7 - Nu mber of known degrees of freedom

(number of 2 1s)
-Word 8 - Number of O's plus l's
Word 9 - Element type code, equal to zero

if word 1 = 3, equal to one otherwise
Word 10 - Order of the total system
Word 11 - Number of elements'
Word 12 - Number of load conditions
Word 13 - Word 20 - Reserved for future expansion
Word 21 - Number of eigenvalues requested
Word 22 - Eigenvalue/vector convergence criteria
Word 23 - Maximum number of iterations
Word 24 - Control for iteraticn debug print
Word 25 - First normalizing element for print
Word 2 Second normalizing element for print
Word 27 - Control for guess vector iteration start
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n. Output Matrix Position Fourteen (OMP14)

Contents - Element matrices in compressed
form

Number of rows - Varies depending on problem
Number of columns - One column for each element
Column records - Each record contains all ele-

ment matrices generated by
.USERo4. instruction in com-
pressed form (to be used by
structural modules outside of
.USERO4I.)

o. Output Matrix Position Fifteen (OMPI5)

Contents - Prescribed displacements
Number of rows - Number of degrees of freedom

in system
Number of columns - Number of load conditions
Column records - One prescribed displacement

condition per column record

f. Structural Abstraction Instructions To Be Used in
Conjunction With The .USER04. Instruction

In designing the MAGIC II System for Structural Analysis,
provision was made for accommodating new abstraction instructions
peculiar to the .USERO4.module. In keeping with the philosophy of
generating a highly flexible USER oriented system, specialized in-
structions were designed for items such as element stress and force
determination, element assembly and print controls. These additional
USER options provide output capabilities of the MAGIC II System,
consistent with input-requirements.

The following abstraction instructions, .STRESS.,.FORCE.,.ASSEM.
.EPRINT.,and .GPRINT.are to be used in conjunction with the .USER64.
abstraction instruction. OMP will be used to represent an output
matrix position name and IMP will be used to represent the input
matrix position name when referring to the .USERo4. instruction.

(I) To compute the net element stress matrix and generate
optional engineering print of apparent element stresses, element
applied stresses and net element stresses use the .STRESS. abstrac-
tion instruction.

C = A, B .STRESS. (d,e)
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Where matrix A is OMP 11! of the ,.USER04. instruction and Matrix B
is a matrix containing the unredued displacement column for each
load condition. The output matrix C will contain the net.element
stresses for each load condition. The following definitions apply:

d - 0, for no print
= 1, for apparent element stress print
= 2, for element applied stress print
= 3, for net element stress print
= 4, for apparent, applied, and net element stress print

e - an unsigned floating point number, with or without
exponent, boundary matrix element values that are
trivial and to be printed as zero. That is, the
matrix element cij = 0.0 1CijcJ e.

If e-is suppressed, then the value of e is defaulted
to 0.0.

(2) To compute the net element force matrix and generate
optional engineering print of apparent element forces, element
applied forces and net element forces use the .FORCE. abstraction
instruction.

C = A, B .FORCE. (d,e)

Where matrix A is OMP14 of the .USER04. instruction and matrix B
is a matrix containing the unreduced displaeiment column for each
load condition. The output matrix C will conairi the net eement-
forces for each load condition. The foliowing definitions apply:

d - O, for no ,print1, for appArit element force _print
- 2, for element applied force print
- 3, for net element force print
4 , for apparent, applied, and net element

stress, pring

e an unsigned 'floating point number, with or without
exponent, -bounding matrix element values that are
trivial and to be printed as zero. That is, the
matrix element cii = 0.0 if 1Ci 1k< e. If e is
suppressed, then the value of-e is defaulted to 0.0.

(3) To generate engineering printout of'the net element
stresses or net element forces use the.EPRINT.-abstraction
instruction.

.EPRINT. (a, b, c) D

where matrix C is OMP14 'rom the .USERO4. instruction and
matrix D is either a net element stress matrix generated by a
previous .STRESS. abstraction instruction or matrix D is a net
element force matrix generated by a previous .FORCE. abstraction
instruction. The following definitions apply.
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a. element matrix print code
a = 1, for net element stress print
a = 2, for net element force part

b. an unsigned floating-point number, with or without
exponent, bounding matrix elentent values that are
trivial and to be printed as zero. That is, the
matrix element dij = 0.0 if Idijl I b.

If b is suppressed, then the value of b is defaulted
to be 0.0.

(4) To-assemble the element stiffness mtrices, element mass
matrices, element incremental matrices and element thermal
load matrices as output by the .USEL)4. instruction
use the .ASSEM. abstraction instruction.

C = A .ASSEM. B, (d)

where matrix A is OMP14 and matrix B is OMP13 of the .USERO4.
instruction, respectively. The output matrix C will be the assembled
stiffness, mass, incremental or thermal load matrix depending on the
value of d. The following definition applies:

d = 10, to assemble element stiffness matrix
= 20, to assemble element mass matrices
= 30, to assemble element incremental matrice
= 40, to assemble element applied load matrices

where for d = 10, 20, and 30 and tC] will have an order (NSYS x NSYS)
and for d = 40, (NSYS x 1), where NSYS .is the, total number of system degree
degrees of-freedom for the structure'being analyzed. If we let o's
represent retained (or i;ouneed) degrees of freedom, l's represent
unknown 'degreIs of freedom, and 2' s represent known degrees of
freedoms then 'the matrix C will be ordered as follows:

C 00 01 0021C
C= o Cl l or 0= C

(5) To generate engineering printout of reactions,
displacements, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and user-matrices
use,the .GPRINT. abstraction instruction.

.GPRINT. (a,b,c,Cl.C'.C3.C4.C5.C6.C7.C8.C9.lC0.ClI.Cl2,D,E)F,G

where the arguments are defined as follows:-

a. print-code to select type of print desired
a = 1, for reaction matrix print
a = 2,, for displacement matrix print
a = 3, for eigenvalue and eigenvector matrix print
a = 4, for user matrix print
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b. an unsigned floating point number, with or
without exponent, bounding matrix e.:ement
values that are trivial and to be printed as
zero. That is, the matrix element fu = 0.0

if JIf b. If b is suppressed, then the

value of b is defaulted to be 0.0.

c. a one to six character alphanumeric name which is
printed as a l&bel on the rows of the printed
matrix F. If c is suppressed, then the default
label is ROW.

Cl - C12 Each C is a one to six character alphanumeric
name wAich is printed as a label on the columns of
the printed matrix F. It is possible to suppress
any or all of the C . For each suppressed Ci

a blank column label will be written over the
corresponding column. If a Ci is suppressed then a

dot (.) mv.st be present to indicate its absence,
If all column labels are suppressed, then no dots
must be present -and data between the last supprezsed
labe± and the comma need not be present.

D. This matrix must-be OMP13 of the .USER04. instruction.

E. This matrix is optional. It may be Suppressed if input
matrix F is already in reduced form. If matrix F is unreduced,
i.e., contains all system 'degrees- 6f frieedom thenE must be a
transformation matrix (OMP5) used. to reduc' -matrix F for printing.
If a - 3 then' this ,matri-x must be present.

F. The matrix to be printed, it can be the reactib,

displacement, eigenvector or use-' -ti t t .

G. This matrix is input only when a - 3, -and must conta4vn the
eigeuvalues- corresplonding to the eigenvector. Otherwise, it
must be Omitted and no comma should l'e presient to indicate its
absence.
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g. Abstraction Instructions For Structural Analyses

The previous sections have detailed the abstraction
instructions available to the MAGIC II User.

Instructions of a general nature were discussed; i.e.,
.ADD., .MULT. etc. as well as instructions pertaining to the
.USER04. module such as .STRESS. and .ASSEM.

This section will present the method of using these
available instructions to perform structural analyses.

Instructions to perform the following types of analyses
are presented.

1. Statics

2. Statics With Condensation

3. Statics With Prescribed Displacements

4. Stability

5. Dynamics (Modes and Frequencies)

6. Dynamics With Condensation

The analyses listed above may -be performed in -two
different ways. n the first the User can, elpect to place the
-proper set of abstrantion instructions in front of his structural
input data deck for any given analyses. The second option,
utilizes the Agendum level abstraction capability which has
been incorporated into the MAGIC II System. Using this option,
;he abstraction instructions for the type of analyses
desired are autoiatically generated by the System when the
User specifies the corresponding option ,on the $Instruction
Card. This Agendum level capability will be discussed in
detail after the presentation and explanation of the
abstraction instructions themselves.
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(1) Statics Instruction-Sequence (STATICS)

Figure Ii-c presents the suggested set of 
abstrac-

tion instructions for use in performing a linearly 
elastic

displacement and stress analysis. It is to be noted that

the User is not restricted to this particular 
set of

instructions. The flexibility of the System:allows the use

of additional instructions to acconuodate special 
needs and

requirements of the User. As a supplement to the instruc-

tions listed in the Figure, Tables III, 
IV and V are pro-

vided. Table III lists definitions of terms 
used in each

abstraction package, while Table IV provides 
engineering

definition for each abstracttbn instruction 
which is

executed by the System. in addition,-T
able V provides

Matrix Definition for all matrices used 
in the STATICS

instruction Seqttence.

4
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kSTATICS 00000010
C 00000020
C--S-TA1ICS AGENflUM WITHCUT PRESCRISED DISPLACEMEN~T$ 00000030
C 00000040
C * 4 * * 50000050
C 00000060
C STATICS INSTqUCTION SEQUENCE 00000070
C 00000080
C * *00000090

C 00000i00
C 6f %ERATF FLCMENT MkATICES 00000110
C 00000120

IML 0 #.t XLO.W ,KELFTELSELSTELv 9,SC vEM, 9, 9 tUSF004o 00000130
C 00000140
C 00000150
C LuM( X 1 ) tJNT'T ANO (L X I I NULL PAT FICES 00000160

C ~ C I tERMI' 14 f4 1CMA F TYPE CF kLEOPENTS USEC 00000110

C 00000180
11 z SC*IOENTC* 00000190
13 - -1 i.NIJLL. SC, 00000200
I)IFF i i 'OSMUL-T. SC11 00600210

C 00000220
I. AS'SE!AgLE STIFFNESS MATRIX AND ELEMENT APPLIED LCACS 00000Z30o
C 00000240

iEL4A 2 EM- *ASS-4.- -SC 9 1101 0000250
FTELA - EM, *ASSEA .*SC (4401 00000260
CkALE jLOA0S u )*DEJOI N. £1 1) 00007

k j 00000 Ze0
C P~Ff)UCE STIFFNESS VkATRI x AND-PRINT OOC9

C, 00000300
KC4KN'J s KEL:A .etJOIN.'( SCISA,911~. 0000310
Cc,SIF PK0DJIN.,(, SC(5,A 901

P:RINTiF6?ipCE,SP,,j ;STIFF 0003
C'00000340',

C' F,1V1, REDUCED TOTAL- LOAD COLUMN 0000035.0

P9L T I P L.Y f LENT A01'LIfi , LOADS 1-Y L'GAd' SC ALAR 0003
FTELS' QzEEAML~SAE000030

C, IRAN SFnR4 M-EfTRAL iLOADS TO 0-1i -Z ASEPBLiC S$YStEM 00000390
LJDon 'it 1!.MULT.o0A n-S '0000046b0u

C_ 06. 4 TO L .146~t CLMN ',40 0410
tLOjA~. ' FIELS .)D *LOAD C 0000-420'
TL,1I LOADR 4, 1040 .DFJOIN4( g ~C-5,11ill C000430

C, ~000,00440
~C.S.hVE FlkJ I SPiLACENE1NTS -06004"300

( 0000460-
*x AX, _ST.IFi.SEQEL..TLOAOt 0000470
'TRCTR42 *a .EJOIN.USC45v1 ,U1 6000480
X 1 $,120TM IT.XX 00000490

'X 'TP.MULTw_. 66000

CCALCOLIAr RE'AC'TIONS' AND INVERSE C"ECC 00000520
C 000005-10

- REACTS- KELA.M.UL7.NO "0000440,
REACrP REACITS. SUBT TLqAO: _0000,50g
IF- IIF.NULLe1"Gd tC.# I 06000560

C 00000570
C-PRINT ELEMENT APPLI-ED LOADS* -EXTERNAL -LOADS, DI1SPLACEMENTS, 0900050

KtRACTIONS AND INVERSE CHECK -iN. 4NGINEERING FdaMAT 00000590

Figure I -STATICS Agendum Without Prescribed Displacements



0, c 00000600

cELE4ENTS HAVE L OR 2 DEGREES CF OREEOCM 0000610

GPkINr(4,,,FXFYFZPX.MY*SCtTR IFTELA 00000630
(PkINI(4,,,FY.FYFZ.MX.My.*mzSC, ILCAOS 0~00640
(;PR IN T .?*,, , W, THE lA X. THE TAY.IHETA19SC,)1 X 00000650
GPW INT(i,,tF:X.FY.Fl.MX.AV.g-Pi,,TP, IREACTP 00006660
IF (13*NUL1.-) GU TO 6c0 00600670

00000680
CELFMENTS HAVE~ 3,DEGREES OF FREEDCP 00000690

1'0- GPR INT149,,,FP0o.F I*-00BET4A.0iFle.F3,SCTR' I FTEL Rj00000710"

-;PP IN I(i? 99,U.o~W.0.THEJA*Y0. W* 4o.*!' ipisSC9 ox '00600730
GPRINT(1t,,F-k.0.F-Z.-0.MABETA-i.0F1.O9F3,SC,*TR lREACTP 00000740

c C.ENERATE STRESSE'S AtNQ FORCES 0005
Ic '000007-70

s b 'SiPEDEMxo .SrRESS(40 00000.80
FURCEP iEMi-XO FRC.4 0009
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TABLE III

PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS

Unordered System The arrangement of the assembled
system according to the boundary
table and grid points. Points which
are free, fixed or displaced are
intermixed.

O's Points which have a 0 boundary
condition. No displacements are
allowed at these points.

l's Points which have a 1 boundary

condition. Displacements are
allowed at these points.

2's Points.which have prescribed dis-
placements on them.

0-1 Ordered System - System where all U's are placed first
and all l's afte7., them. The ASSEM
abstraction instruction generates
uatrices in this formi All processing
by the -abstraction sequences uses
this form with the exceptin of -he
print routines. The system can be

- written as:

LK10 Kl, 1~J [f
Note that this system is the 0-1-2
-ordered system with no 2's.

NSYS - The order of the assembled unreduced
system, i.e., the number of 0's +
l's+ 2's.

NMDB The order of the reduced system (i.e.,
the number of l's plus the number
of 2's.
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TABLE III
(CONCLUDED)

NMDBO - Number of O's in the system.

NMDB1 - Number of l's in the system.

NMDB2 - Number of 2's in the system.

NL - Number of load conditions in the
problem.

0-1-2 Ordered System System where all 0's are placed first,
all i's next, and finally all 2's
are last. The.ASSEM instruction
generates matrices in this form.
All processingby the abstraction
instructions uses this form with the
exception of the print routine. The
system, for the statics problem can be
written as

00 K01  K02  0P 0
KO K1 1  K 2  X1 P1------------------ --------4.-----..

--------------------- --- e--

Not e that thisreduces -to- the- 0-1 ordered:
system .when 9?bB2 . 0.

- ' :Reduced-System 0-1-2 ordered system or O-l ordered
fieuce Sste - systeimwith 0's removed.'

NL48 - Product of the number of degrees of
freedom-f6r the element (maximum is
48) an-dthe number 6f 1 ading conditions.

-NELF.M - Number of elements -used in idealization

NVALUE - - Number of eigenvalues and eigenvectors

de4Ired.
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TABLE IV

STATICS INSTRUCTION SEQUENCE

(Step by Step Description)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

,MLIB,,XLD,TR, KELFTEL,SEL,STEL,,,SC,EM,
=,,MATL,.USER04.

Generates element matrices required for
the statics problem. Note that names
must be included for KEL, FTEL, SEL, STEL
even though they are not used in the
abstractions directly. The names must
be present to insure that the matrices
are generated by the module and placed in
the EM array. MATL is an optional material
library maintained by the user.

2 Il-SC.IDENTC.
Porms a 1.x 1 identity matrix in I1. This
corresponds to a scalar value of 1.0 which
is-used in multiplication later to form
the print control matrix DIFF.

3 I3=IlvNULL. SC

Forms a l xi null matrix which is used to
generate unconditional 'GO TO' statements
needed below.'

DIPPI.SMULT.SAc(9; 1)EDIFJ-E Ii] RSC(9, 1

Forms the print cantrol matrix which Is
used to generate the correct headings for
engineerii' prifitout. A value 6f 0.0 for
.DIFF Mieans that the elemets and the -system
have.3odegrees of freedom er grid point.
IfDIFF is not zero, the system and elements
have 1 or 2 degrees of -freedom per grid
point.
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TABLE IV

(Continued)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

5 KELA=EM.ASSEM.SC,(IO)
Forms the assembled stiffness matrix KELA
in the 0-1 ordered system from the element
stiffness matrices stored in EM as columns.
SC contains system constants required by
the.ASSEM. routine.

6 FTELA=EM.ASSEM.SC,(40)

Forms the assembled element applied load
column in the 0-1 ordered system from the
element applied load dolumns stored in EM
as columns.

7 LSCALELOADS-XLD.DEJOIN.(ll)

SCALEJ [XLD]

The load scalars LSCALE and-the external
load columns LOADS are dejoined from the
XLD matrix. The XLD matrix consists of the-
external columns with:the corresponding
load scalar as ihe first'row.

Ko,KN-KELA,.-DEjOIN.(SC(5,l),I)

The-NMDB rows of KELA which correspond to
the 1's are formed -in-KNO.

9 KCO,'STIFF-KNO.-DEJOIN. (SC(5,I1Y,o)

.[kCoST I-Fj -"[KNO]

The (NMDB x NMDB) .reduced stiffness matrix
'is formed in STIFP. :Matrix STIFF is
analogous to partition K11 in the definition

of the 0-1 ordered system.

10 PRINT(FORCEDISP,,) STIFF

Prints the reduced stiffness matrix.
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TABLE IV

(Continued)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

11 FTELS-FTELA .MULT .LSCALE

EFTELS] - CFTELA) ELSCALE]

Forms NL element applied load columns
by multiplying the element applied load
column by the corresponding load scalar.

12 LOADO-TR.MULT.LOADS

CLOADO] - [TRJ [LOADS]

Forms the transformed 0-1 assembled external
load columns from the unordered LOADS.

13 TLOAD-FTELS.ADD.LOADO

UTLOAD) - [PTELSJ + [LOADOJ

Forms the total load column
TLOAD -! (scalar) * FTEL + LOADO
in the 0-1 assembled system.

14 TLTLOADR-TLOAD.DEJOIN.(SC(5,l),l)

C TLOADJ

Foqrms the reduced total load ~column TLOADR-
whc rf~t nlhiepins TLOADR- is

analogous to prtition P' In the dfnto

of the 0-1 ordered system.

15 XX-STIFF.SEQEL .TLOADR

'[STIFF] [0XJ := £LOADRJ

Solves for the displacements in the reduced.
system XX by-using Jordan elimination process
to solv'e the sy;-tem of simultaneous
equations.
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TABLE IV
(Continued)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

16 TR0,TRl2=TR.DEJOIN.(SC(5,l),l)

R02 n1 [TRJ
Forms matrix TR12 which when transposedwill map the reduced system of XX into

the full unordered system of displacementsX.

17 X-TRl2.TMULT.XX

X - [TR12]TEXX]

Forms unordered system of displacements
used for printout in X.

18 XO=TR.MULT.X

1xo -Em) [xI
Forms 0-1 ordered, displacement columns in XO.

19 REACTS-KELA. MULT. XO

OrqMs, product <.of assembled ordered stiffness
imati'ix, KELk and asebled ordered :disp~acemet
c6lumhsnsX.

20 REACTP-REACTS. SUST.TLOAD

F6rms reactions .and-inyerse check in
REACTP.

21 IF(DIFF.NULL.) GO TO
- . .Test print -control for number of degrees

O f freed6m pergrid,' pin:
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TABLE IV

(Concluded)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

22 GPRINT(4,,,FX.PY.FZ.MX.MY.MZSC,TR) FTELA
23 GPRINT(4,,,FX.FY.PZ.MX.MY.MZ,SC,) LOADS
24 GPRINT(2,,,U.V.W.THETAX.THETAY.THETAZ,SC,) X
25 GPRINT(,,,FX.FY.FZ.MX.MY.MZ.SC,TR) REACTP
26 IF(I3.NULL.) GO TO 600

Print out element applied loads, external
loads, displacements, and reactions in
engineering format for elements with 1 or

degrees of freedom. Control is then
passed to statement numbered 600.

27 10 GPRINT(4,,,FR.0.FZ.0.MBETA.0.FI.0.F3,SC,TR) FTELA
28 GPRINT(4, .,FR.0.FZ.0.MBETA.0.F1.0.F3,SC,) LOADS
29 GPRINT(2,,,V.0.W.O.THETAY.0.W*.0.W**,SC,) X
30 GPRINT(1,,,FR.0.PZ.O.MBETA.0.F1.0.F3,SC,TR)REACTP

Print out element applied loads, external
loads,-displacements, and reactions In

engineering format for elements with 3
degrees of freedon per grid point.

31 600 STRESP=EM,XO.STRESS.(4,)

Calculates and prints net element stresses
for each element and each load :condition.
The stress computations are based on
displa'ements.

32 FORCEP=EM, XO.FORCE.(4,1

Calculates and prints net element forces for
each -lement and 4achload ccndition. The
force computation Is based on displacements.
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(2) Statics Instruction Sequence With Condensation
(STATICSC)

Figure II-d presents the suggested set of abstrac-
tion instructions for use in performing a linearly elastic
displacement and stress analysis with condensation. The
condensation (reduction) technique is that of Guyan
(Reference 7). With the use of this option, the User is
provided the flexibility to perform a static analysis
utilizing a rational condensation procedure. The only
basic difference in abstraction instructions between using
the statics with condensation option and the standard
statics option is the additional instructions required to
form the condensed stiffness matrix, i.e.,

FKT -1KK]R = [11 - K1 2 T K22 K21]

These differences can be clearly noted upon comparison of
STATICS (Figure II-c) with STATICSC (Figure II-d).
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SSTATICSC 00003460

C 00003470

C.-.STATICS AGENDUM, hIRTH CONDENSATICN 00003480

C 00003490

C * * 6 6 * * * * * * * * * * * * *00003500

C • 00003510
C $TATCS INSTRUCTICN SEQUENCF 00003520

C 00003530

(I**. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *00003540

r 00003550

C GENERATE ELEMENT MATRICES 00003560

C 00003570

9MLIH,,XL()DTko vKEL9FTELtSFLrSTELq#9SCtEP, ',i qgUSER04. 00003580

C 00003590

C FtIRM (& X 1) UNIT AND (L X 11 NULL PATPICES 00003600

C. CLTERM1IE PRINI FCRM1AT FOR TYPE CF ELEPENTS USEC 00003610
11 SC*IOENTC* 00003620

13 II.NULL.SC 00003630

01FF = It *S4LLT. SC(9,1 00003640
C 00003650

C ASSEMBLE STIFFNESS MATRIX AND ELEPEIT APPLIED LCACS 00003660

r 00003670

KELA = EN vASSEM, SC9(IOP 00003680

I-TELA a EM ,ASSEM *SCi'0 00003690

C 00003100

C kEJUCE StIFFNESS MATPIX AND PRINT 00c33710

C 0000 3720

KCKN3 = KFLA ,UEOJIho SCI59)911 00003730

KCCSTIFF .= KNO*OEJOIN.-( SC(Std1100 00003740

PRIkT(IFORCFO ISPtt STIFF 00003750

C 00003760

C FORM REDUCEU TOTAL LOAD CGLUMN 00003770

C 00003780

LSCALELOADS a XLD aOEJOIN. I ) 00003790

M ULTIPLY ELEMENT APPLI'ED LOADS -BY LCAD SCALAR 00003800

FTELS = FTELA.MULToLSCALE 00003810

C..COCENSE ASSEMBLED STIFFNESS MATRIX '00003820
TOPt T STII:F , SC(6, --,i 00003840

KI!,Kt2 z TOP ,OEJOiN. (SC460),O 00003840

K)2T,(K2 x RUT *OEJOIN. ISC(613,0O 00003850

c 00003860

C----CONCE4SE EXTEPN&L LOAD COLUMNS 00003870

PUP1 s LUAUS- OEJOIN. ( SC15 ,1) 911 00003880,
P1,P^_ = P12 DEJOIN. (SC(6,L ,i 00003890

C 00003900

-.. UP (KII - K12iK2Z(INS)*K12T) 00003910

C 00003920

KEil = -K22 *INVERS. 00003930

KPI = K221 *MUL-T, KL2T 00003940

KR2 2 KL2 .MLLTeKRI 00003950

KR 2 K11 *ADD* KR2 00003960

C-.SOLVE FOR OISPLACEMENTS 01 00003970

11. Kk *SEOFL. PI q0003980

C--. SOLVE FOR DISPLACEMENTS 02 00003990

02 KRI, eMULT. 01 00004000

Figure II-d Statics Agendum With Condensation



C--- FORM TOTAL DISPL:CFNET VECTOR 000040)0

012 = DT eAOJOLN& 2 00004040
XX 012 TRtNS(. 00004050

z-,PN OISPLACLM4S TO TOTAL SYSTEP DEGR~EES (IF 00004060
-Fk.E1JiM ANI) FEARRANGF TO tJ-L-2 SYSTE' 00004070

TikOtTtO2 = TF90EJOIN*(SC(5,Il,1) 00004G80
x 1Rl2,.TMULT*XX 00004090
X0j TR*MULToX 00004100

C 00004110
C. CALCULATE REACTIONS AND INVERSE CHECK 00004120
C 00004130

PEACTS 2KELAoMULT*XO, 00004140
IREAC1Pz REACTS* SUt3T9TLOAD 00004150
IF IOIFF*NULL.) GO TO J10 00004160

* 300004170
C PRINT ELEMENT APPLIED LOADS# EXTERNAL LOADSv DISPLACEMENTS, 00004180
C kEACTIONS AND INVERSE CHECK IN ENGINEERING FCPMAT 00004190
C 00004200
C ELEMENTS HAVE I OR 2 DEGREES CF FREEOM 00004210
C 00004220

G;: !INT('.,,FXFY.PL.MX.MY.MLt-SC.TR IFTELA 00004230
Gf?9INr(4vqvFXeFY&FZ*MX*MY.MZ#SC# ILCADS 00004240
GPR INT( 2p tvUoV* W* 74E TAX*THE TAY*THETA19SCtlX 00004250
GPkiNru,,,FX0 FYFr.MX.MY.ff?,SCTR )REACTP 00004260
IF (IS.NULL.) GO TO 60C 00004270

C 00004280
C ELEMENTS HAVE 3 DEGREES OF FREEOCO, 0000 42q0
C 00004300
10 GPK1NT(4,,,FR.0.Pl.0.MBETAs0.F1.0.F3,S$CTR )FTELA 00004310

GPRINT(4,,,FR.0.FZ.0.,MBETAO .Fl.0.F3,sc, )LCAOS 00004320
-PR1N7(2,,U0.oi.0THETAY.0.-Wp.0.h%3*,SC, IX 00004330
GPRINT(,,F.0FZ0.MBTA.0.F.0oF3SCTR )REACTP 00004340

CGENERTE STRESSES 043 F~lrCES 000043 60
C. 00004310

600, STRESP zEtMXU *STRESS., (4,) 00004380
FORCEP = EM,XO *FORCE* (491 00004090

Figure 11-d Statics Agendum With Condensation (Concluded)
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(3) Statics Instruction Sequence with Prescribed
Displacemehts (STTICS2)

Figure II-e presents the suggested set of
abstraction instructions for use in performing a linearly
elastic displacement and stress analysis with prescribed
displacements. With the use of this option, applied loading
may be prescribed in terms of non-zero displacement values.
The number of prescribed displaced grid points is the number
of grid points that are assigned known values of displacement
other than zero. A specialized pre-printed input data form is
provided for input of prescribed displacements. This form will
be discussed in detail in the Structural Input Data Section.

Tables VI and VII are provided as supplements
to Figure II-e. Table VI provides engineering definition for
each abstraction instruction listed in Figure II-e; while
Table VII provides matrix definition for all matrices used in
the STATICS2 Abstraction Instruction Sequence.
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$STATICS2 00000800
C 00000810

C ---- STAIICS A6ENDkLM WIT4 PRESCRIBED DISPLACEPENTS 00000820
C 00000830
C STATICS INSTUCTICN SEQUENCE 00000840
C 00000850
C GhE4ERATE ELE14ENT MATRICES 00000860

,MLIf3,,XLDTP, ,KELtFTELSELtSTELttSCEItPOSY v 9USERO4 00000870
, C 00000880

C FJRM (I X 1) UNIT ANU () X 1) KULL PATRlICES 00000890
C CETERMINE PRINT FCPMAT FOR TYPE CF ELEPENTS USEC 00000900
C 00000910

I j SCoIDENTCe 00000920
1 '3 x lINULLSC 00000930
DIFF = I1 *SPLLT. SCIS9II 00000940

C 00000950
C ASSFMBLE STIFFNESS MATRIX AND ELEIMENT APPLIED LCACS 00000960
C 00000970

KELA " EM *ASSE*4, SC9(10 000009.0
FTELA aEM *ASSE *SCt(40) 0000090
LSCALEtLJADS i XL) oDEJOIN 191.1 00001000

C 00001010
r RC)UCE STIFFNESS PATRIX AN) PRIT 00001020
C 00001030

KCPKNO a KELA oDEJOIN*( SC(5,lbtl) 00001040
KCC STIFF 0 KNO*DEJOIN*( SC(Stl)1O) 00001050
PRINT(FORCE9I0SPtt STIFF 00001060

C 00001070
C MULTIPLY ELEMENT APPLIED LOADS eY LOAD SCALAR 00001080

FTELS a FTELA.MULT.LSCA.E 00001090
C -TANSFURM EXTERNAL LObAS TO 0-1-Z ASSEIP8LEO SYSTEM 00001100

LGIACO a I ,aL T, LOAOS 0000 1110

C 'F3PM TOTAL LOAD CCLUMNS 00001I20
TLAD - FTELS.ADO.LOADO 00001130
TLoTL.AOR - 1LOAD.0E JOtN.(SC(.1)# 11 00001140

C 00001Lt50

C StILVE FOR DISPLACEMENTS 00001160
C PRESCRIBED DISPLACEMEN4TS ARE PRESENT 00001170
C 00001180

Figure II-e Statics Agendum With Prescribed Displacements
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7C 00001190
KI#K2 ST1PNDEJUINo(SC~b91),I1) 00001200
KIA,K 2 = K(ioUEJ0INo(SC(6,1),0M 00001210
PDO TP*MIULroP3 00001220

pi,12 = POO .oEJOINo ( SCt1t,1) A) 00001230
K3=KL2*MULTlfl2 00001'240

P) *P? TL0ADRoiEJJIN* (SC (6#1),1) 00001250
K4 z PI.SU8ToK3 00001260
X1 K11oSEQEL*K.4 00001270
X ,T X) .TRANSP., 0000128)
X2T = D2,TRANSP, 00001290
XI11= X!T.-%DJ0INoX21 NOTREPODUIBLEOI 00001100

XT=XJT*NULL.KCC 00001310
XT=KCT*ArDJUINoX12T 00001320

XTkoTMULT.EoX 00001340

C. ALCJLA T ANO PR INT REACTI CNS 00001350
C 00001360

PEACTT KF.(LA.I'~dLToX0 00001370
I.. ACT . AC7 T SU6To TOAD00001380

C 00001390
CELEMENTS HAVE I Op 2 DEGREES OF FREEOU 00001400

C 00001410
CPP INT ELEMENT APPLIED LOADS AND EXTERNAL LCADS 00001420

C PRINT ASSEMBLED OfSPLACEt4ENT CCLUMN 00001430
C 00001440

IF (IFFeNULL*) Gil TG 10 00001450
GPP INTI4,,,r-X.FY.FlSIX.MY.MZSCTR IFTELA 00001,46a
GPRINT--(4,t,,FX.FY.FZ.MX.MY.PLS-C. )LC46S 00001470
GPR 1NT (2, ,vU. Vo-,W THE TA X*THE-TAYoTHETAZ, SC,) X 00001480
GPkINTt,FX.FYFZ.4X.MY.MZ,SC,TR )REACT 00001490
It- ([?*NULL*) GO TO 60 00001500

C 00001510
C ELEMENTS HAVE I DEGREES Or- FPEEDC~d (0001520

10 GPF-'T(T4,,,FPP.0FZ.0.MBETA.0.F1.o.F3,SCTR )FTELA 00001540
GPR 1'4T(4,,,tFF.0.F1.Q.MBETAo0.Ft.0.F3,SCt ILCAOS 00001550
GPP INT(2,,,U.CW.0.THFTIAY.0.h*.0.k19,SC,)X 00001560
GPQ INT( I .. FP.U.Fl.0.MBETA.0.f1l.0.F3,SCTR I REACT 00001570

C 00001580
C GEN4ERATE STRESSES AND) FORCES 00001590

bo STRESS a E'4,XD *STRESS. (4,) 00001610
FORCE -zEMX0 *FORCE* (4#1 00001620

Figure II-e Statics Agendum With Prescribed Displacements (Continued)
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TABLE VI

STATICS WITH PRESCRIBED DISPLACEMENTS INSTRUCTION SEQUENCE

(Step by Step Description)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

1 ,MLIB,,XLD,TR,,KEL,FTEL,SEL,STEL,,,SC,
EM,PD=,,MATL,.USER04.

Generate the element matrices needed for
the statics problem with prescribed dis-
placements. The names KEL, FTEL, SEL, STEL
must be present to cause these matrices to
he generated in EM. MATL is an optional
material library maintained by the user.

2 Il=FTEL.IDENTC.

[Il] = (1.0

Forms a (1 x i) identity matrix in Il. The
value of 1.-3 will be used to form the print
control matrix DIFF.

13=Il.NULL.FTEL

£I3) = (0.0}

Forms a (1 x 1) null matrix in 13 which
is used to generate an unconditional GO TO
when used in an 'IF' instruction.

DIFF=I1.SMULT.SC(9, 1)

DIFF = (1.0) * {SC(9, 1)

Forms the print control matrix DIFF which
is used to generate the correct headings
for engineering printout. A value of 0.0
for DIFF means that the elements and the
system have 3 degrees of freedom per grid
point. If DIFF is non-zero, the elements
and system have 1 or 2 degrees of freeaom
per grid point.
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TABLE VI (Continued)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

5 KELA=EM.ASSEM.SC,(1O)
Forms the 0-1-2 ordered assembled stiffness
matrix KELA from the element stiffness
matrices stored as columns in EM. SC
contains system constants required by the
SSEM. routine.

6 FTELA=EM.ASSEM.SC,(40)

Forms the 0-1-2 ordered assembled element
applied load columns from the element applied
load columns stored in EM.

7 LSCALE,LOADS=XLD.DEJOIN.(1,1)

[LSCALE] [XLD]

The load scalars LSCALE and the external
lead columns LOADS are dejoined from the
XLD matrix. XLD consists of the NL external
load columns with the corresponding load
scalar as the first row.

8 KO,KNO=KELA.DEJOIN.(SC(5,l),l)

Te N [KELAw

The NMDB rows of KELA which correspond to
l's and 2's are formed in KNO.

9 KCO,STIFP-KNO.DEJOIN.(SC(5,1),0)

[KCO:STIFF] - [KNO]

The (NMDB x NMDD) reduced stiffness matrix
is formed in STIFF. This matrix corresponds
to the

K11 ; K2

--- i--
.~ KI K

partitions in the definition of the 0-1-2
ordered system.
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TABLE VI (Continued)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

10 PRINT(FORCE,DISP,,) STIFF
Prints the reduced stiffness matrix.

11 FTELS=FTELA.MULT.LSCALE

[FTELSJ = [FTELA] [ SCALE]

Forms NL element applied load columns
FTELS by multiplying the element applied
load columns FTELA by the corresponding
load scalar LSCALE.

12 LOADO=TR.MULT.LOADS

[O J [LOADS]

Transforms the unordered total load columns
LOADS into the 0-1-2 ordered assembled load
columns LOADO.

13 TLOAD=FTELS.ADD.LOADO

[TLOAD] = [FTELA] [LSCALEJ + [LOADJ

Forms the NL total load column in the 0-1-2
ordered assembled system by adding the
external load columns and a scalar times
the element applied load column.

14 TL,TLOADR=TLOAD.DEJOIN.(SC(8,1),I)

[5TLA] = CLOAD]

Forms the reduced total load column TLOADR
which reflects l's and 2's. P2 is
analogous to the P2 partition in the
definition of the 0-1-2 ordered system.

15 Kl,K2=STIFF.DEJOIN.(SC(6,l),l)

[Kl1] [SIF

Forms the NMDB1 rows of STIFF which
corresponds to l's in K1. K1 corresponds
to partitions in the definition
of the 0-1-2 ordered system.
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TABLE VI (Continued)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

16 KI,KI2=Kl.DEJOIN.(SC(6,l),0)

[Kll:K12] = [Kl]

Forms the submatrices KII and K12 which
correspond to the partitions with the
same names in the definition of the 0-1-2
ordered system.

17 PDO=TR.MULT.PD

[PDo] = [TR] [PD]

Transforms the unordered prescribed dis-
placement columns PD into the 0-1-2 ordered
assembled prescribed displacement columns
PDO.

18 PR,D2=PDO.DEJOIN.(SC(8,1),I)

EL = PDOI
PR2

Forms the NMDB2 rows of PDO which correspond
to the 2's in D2. D2 corresponds to partition
X2 in the definition of the 0-1-2 ordered
system.

19 K3=KI2.MULT.D2

[K3] = [K121 [D2

Forms the product of the K12 matrix and theI D2 displacement columns in matrix K3.

20 Pl,P2=TLOADR.DEJOIN.(SC(6,l),I)

PLOADR]

Forms matrices P1 and P2 which correspondto the loads for l's and 2's respectively.
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TABLE VI (Continued)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

21 K4=Pl.SUBT.K3

[K4]I= [P1] - EK12] [D2]

Forms the new reduced total load columns
in K4. This represents the elimination
of the prescribed displacements from the
problem.

22 XI=Kll.SEQEL.K4[Kll1] [Xl13 = [K 4
Solves for the unknown displacements l's
using a Jordan elimination scheme to solve
the reducted system of simultaneous equations.

23 XlT=Xl.TRANSP.

EXlT] = [Xl]T

Form the transpose of the displacement
columns Xl in XlT.

24 X2T=D2.TRANSP.

[X2TJ = [D2]T

Form the transpose of the prescribed
displacement columns (2's) in X2T.

25 X12T=XlT.ADJOIN.X2T

E-2D= rXlTJ rl.r

Form the transpose of the displacement
columns corresponding to l's and 2's
in X12T.

26 XOT=XIT.NULL.KCO

Form a null watrix which represents the
displacements for fixed points. (ie.,
no displacemients are allowed for O's).

27 XT=XOT.ADOIN.Xl2T

[XT] - [XOT'! FX12T]

Form the transpose of the 0-1-2 ordered
assembled displacement columns in XT.
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TABLE VT (Continued)

Statement Number instruction and Explanation

28 XO=XT.TRANSP.

[xo] = [xT]T

Form the 0-1-2 ordered assembled
displacement columns in XO.

29 X=TR.TMULT.XO

X = [TR]T[Xo]

Form the unordered displacement columns
in X which will be used for printout.

30 REACTT=KELA.MULT.XO

[REACTTJ = [KELA] [XO]

Forms the product of the 0-1-2 assembled
stiffness matrix KELA and the 0-1-2
assembled ordered displacement columns
XO.

31 REACT=REACTT.SUBT.TLOAD

.[REACT] - [KELA] [Xo] - fTLOAD]

Forms the reactions and inverse check in

REACT.

32 IF(DIFF.NULL.) GO TO 10

Test print control for number of degrees
of freedom per grid point.

33 GPRINT(4,,,FX.FY.FZ.MX.MY.MZ,SC,TR) FTELA

34 GPRINT(4,,FX.FY.FZ.MX.MY.MZ,SC,) LOADS

35 GPRINT(2,,,U.V.W.THETAX.THETAY.THETAZ,SC,) 
X

36 GPRINT(.,,,FX.FY.FZ.MX.MY.MZ.SC,TR) REACT

37 IF(13.NULL.) GO TO 600

Print out element applied loadt, external
loads, displacements, and reactions in

engineering format for elements with 1 or

2 degrees of freedom. Control is then

passed to statement numbered 600.
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TABLE VI (Concluded)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

38 GPRINT(4, ,FR.O.FZ.0.MBETA.0.FI.0.F3,SC,TR)FTELA
39 GPRINT(4,,,FR.0.FZ.0.MBETA.0.FI.0.F3,SC)LOADS
40 GPRINT(2,,,V.0.W.O.THETAY,0.W*.0.W** ,SC,) X

41 GPRINT(I,,,FR.0.FZ.0.MBETA.0.F1.0.F3,SC,TR)REACT

Print out element applied loads, external
loads, displacements, and reactions in e
engineering format for elements with 3 degrees
of freedom per grid point.

42 600 STRESS=EM,XO.STRESS.(4,)

Calculates and prints net element stresses
for each element and each load condition.
The stress computations are nased on
displacements.

43 FORCE=EM,XO.FORCE.(41,)

Calculates and prints net element forces
for each element and each load condition.
The force computations is based on
displacements.
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(4) Stability Analysis Instruction Sequence (STABILITY)

Figure II-f presents the suggested set of abstrac-
tion instructions for use in performing elastic instability
analyses. The abstraction instructions presented in Figure II-f
are given engineering definition in Tables VIII and IX.

The structural stability analysis is a two-phase
process, the first step of which is a linear elastic stress
analysis for which the initial stress state is zero. The
second phase of the analysis procedure, begins with the
formation of element incremental stiffness matrices which
are derived from the mid-plane stress resultants determined
in the linear stress analysis. After assembly of element
incremental stiffness matrices, a linear eigenvalue solution
is obtained for the critical buckling load. Using this
approach, the assumption is made that all mid-plane forces
remain in a fixed ratio to one another at all levels of
applied load, frcm the onset of loading to the achievement
of instability. A detailed derivation of the algebraic
expressions used for the Stability Analyses is given in
Section III of the Engineer's Manual (Volume I).

It is to be noted that in the MAGIC II System,
incremental stiffness matrices are provided for the following
finite element representations:

a. Quadrilateral Plate (Identification No. 28)

b. Triangular Plate (Identification No. 27)

c. Incremental Frame (Identification No. 13)

The derivations of these elements are presented in detail

in the Engineer's Manual, Volume I. In addition, the
Element Input Section o- this manual provides additional
description for the proper usage of these elements within
the MAGIC II System.
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STA6 ILI TV 00001630
c 00001640

C-----STAflIL ITY 4(;EN)'.JM ANALYSt S 00001650
c

00001660C TABsILITY 4N4LYSIS INSTRUCTIC1N SECUE:NCe 00001670

r.Cc'4EQATE ELE:ENT FOATRICES 00001690

00001720
r F JkM (.X I.) UNI T AN[) (1 X 11 hLLL tATRICES 00001 730
c CrETFRM!'E PRINT FCRMAT FUR TYPE CF ELEcIFNTS USEE 00001740

c 00001750
11 C.IENTC.00001760

Ij I1.NULL.SC 00001770

OIFF =Ii *SMULTo SC(9,I) 0018
00001790

c hiEMBLE STIFFNESS MATRIX AND ELEMENT APPLIED LCACS 00001800

STIPF F* M *ASSE-4. SC9I1) 00001820
F7FLA zEM .ASSE4 .SC9(401 00001830
I.'SCALE9LOADS = XLC% *OEJOIN*Q1) 00001840
PRINT(rOtRCE901SPti) STIFF 00001850

00001860
c rULIIPLY ELEM4ENT APPLIED LOAM~ PY LOAD SCALAR 00001870

FTELS =FJELA*MULT*LSCALE 00001R80
C 1k %NSF11RM EXTERNAL LOAnS To 0-1-2 ASSEPBLEG SYSTEM 00001890

LU:A00 = Tk*MULT*LCADS 00001900
C FORM TOTAL LOAD CCLJJMNS 00001910

TL(O4I) r FTELS*A00.LOAVC 0000 1920
C F.o)d REDUCED TUTAL LOAD COLUMN 00001930

TL, 1L1)AQ = lLOAU~Fj.IWJON.( s0(5,1) I l) 00001940
C 00001950

C PRINT FLEXIBILITY MATRIX 00001960
C 00001970

FLEX = STIFF.INVERS, 00001980
PRIN (DI~iFOCF.t) FEX fjl00001990

C 00002000
C SOLVE FOR DISPLACEMENTS 00002010
C 00002020

Xk2 ILEX*MULI.TLLIAOR 00002030
TRCTR12 c TRoDEJOIN*(SC(5,1),11 00002040
X = TR12*TMULT*XR 00002050
XO s TR*0MULT*X 00002060
IF (DTPF.NULL.) GO TC LO 00002070

C 00002080

Figure II-f Stability Agendum
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" PR INT FL MENT APPLIED LOADS AND EXTERNAI LCADS 00002090
C 00002100
( ELEMENTS HAVE I rP 2 DGREE S CF FREEOC1 0OO0211O
r 00002120

GPR IT(\4,FXFYfF7*,MX,MY, MZ,SCTR IFTELA 00002130
GPP ItJT(4F,,,F FY.FZMXMYMZSC, )LOADS 00002140
GPI1;iT(2,,,U,Vew. THE1AX*THETAY* THETA, C, X 00002150
IF ( I"NULL.) 'I T(I 60 00002160

C 00002i70
C ELLMFNTS HAVE 3 JF(;RFE S OF FIEEDCM 00002180
C 0U002190
to GPR INTi4,,toOFZOMBETA.O.FlOF3,SC,TP )FTELA 00002200

(;I'KINT(4,,,FR U.F ZOMBETAOF1,OF3,SC, )LCADS 00002210

GPR IN T(2, ,,U 0. , C, THE TAY, 0, WmO, W** SC, ) X 00002220
C 00002230
C GENEPATE SrR SSES 00002240
C 00002250

6,0 STRESS = FM,Xd .STRESSe (4, 00002260
C 00002270
C GE4ERA1E ELEMENT INCREMENTAL STIFFNESS MATRIX 00002280
(r, 00002290

,,,,,,,,,,NCk,, ,EL,=9INTP, tSTRESS*USER049 00002300

C 00002310

C ASSEMBLE AND REDUCE INCREMENTAL MATRIX 00002320
C 00002380

INCR = EL ,ASSEM SCt{3 00002340
PRINT(t,t) INCR 00002350

c 00002.60

C CREATE INPUT EIGENVALUE MATRIX 00002370
c 00002380

EIG = FLEX,.MLLT, INC R 00002390
PRINT 9,,q) EIG 00002400

C 00002410
C CALCULATE . AND PRINT E-VALUESE-VECTCRStFRECUENCIES 00002420
C 00002430

SVALUF9EVECTR9, = EIG, *EIGENl, SC 00002440

GPRINT(3t,,SCtTR12) EVECTREVALUE 00002450

Figure Il-f - Stability Agendum (Lontinued)
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TABLE VIII

STABILITY INSTRUCTION SEQUENCE

(Step by Step Description)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

1 ,MLIB,-NTP,XLD,TR,,KEL,FTEL,SEL,STEL,,,
SC,EM,=,,MATL,.USER04.

Generates element matrices required for
the statics problem. Note that names
must be included for KEL, FTEL, SEL, STEL
even though they are not used in the
abstractions directly. The names must be
present to insure that the matrices are
generated by the module ana placed in the
EM array. MATL is an optional material
library maintained by the user.

2 Il=FTEL.IDENTC.

Forms a 1 x 1 identity matrix in I1. This
corresponds to a scalar value of 1.0 which
is used in multiplication later to form
the print control matrix DIFF.

3 13=I1.NULL.PTEL

Forms a 1 x 1 null mc : 'ix which is used to
generate unconditional 'GO TO' statements
needed below.

4 DIFF=I1.SMULT.SC(9,1)

[DIFF] = [II] * sc(9,1)

Forms the print control matrix which is
used to generate the correct headings for
engineering printout. A value of 0.0 for
DIFF means that the elements and the
system have 3 degrees of freedom per grid
point. If DIFF is not zero, the system
and elements have 1 or 2 degrees of freedom
per grid point.
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TABLE VIII (Continued)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

5 STIFF=EM.ASSLM.SC, (1)

Forms the assembled stiffness matrix
STIFF in the (NMDBxNMDB) reduced
system from the element stiffness
matrices stored in EM as columns.
SC contains system constants required
by the.ASSEM.routine.

6 FTELA=EM.ASSEM.SC, (40)

Forms the assembled element applied
load column in the 0-1 ordered system
from the element applied load columns
stored in EM as columns.

LSCALE,LOADS=XLD.DEJOIN.(1,1)

LSCALE = [LDJ

The load scalars LSCALE and the external
load columns LOADS are dejointed from
the XLD matrix. The XLD matrix consists
of the external columns with the
corresponding load scalar as the first
row.
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TABLE VIIT (Continued)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation _

8 PRIhT(FORCE,DISP,,) STIFF

Prints the reduced stiffness matrix.

S9 FTELS=FTELA.MULT.LSCALE

EFTELS] = [FTELA] [LSCALE

Forms NL element applied load columns
by multiplying the element applied load
column by the load scalar.

10 LOADO=TR.MULT.LOADS

ELOADO] = [TR] [LOADS]

Forms the transformed C-! assembled external
load columns from the unordered LOADS.

11 TLOAD=FTELS.ADD.LOADS

[TLOAD] = [FTELS] + [LOADS]

Forms the total load column
TLOAD = (scalar) * FTEL + LOADO
in the 0-1 assembled system.

12 TL,TLOADR=TLOAD.DEJOIN.(SC(5,1),I)

LO[ADAD

Forms the reduced total load column TLOADR
which reflects only free points. TLOADR
is analogous to partition P2 in the

definition of the 0-1 ordered system.
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TABLE VIII (Continued)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanatlen

13 FLEX=STIFF.INVERS.

[FLEX] = [STIFF]
- 1

Forms the inverse of the reduced siiffness
matrix in KINV.

l14 PRINT(DISP,FORCE,,) FLEX

Print inverse of stiffness matrix
(flexibility matrix).

15 XR=FLEXDiUdT.TLOADR

[XR] = [STIFF]-1[TLOADR]

Form reduced displacement column in XR
by forming the product of the flexibility
matrix and the reduced total load columns.

16 TRO,TRl2=TR.DEJQ1N.(SC(5,l,l)

[ ] = ETR=

Forms matrix TR12 which when transposed
will map the reduced system of displacements
XR into the full unordered system of
displacements X.

17 X=TR12.TMULT.XR

[X ]= [TRl 2] T ExR]

Forms the unorderea system of displacement
used for print out in X.

18 XO=TR.MULT.X

[xo] = [TR] [X]

Forms the 0-l ordered system of displacements
in XO.
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TABLE VIII (Continued)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

1) IF(DIFF.NULL.) GO TO 10

Test print control for number of degrees of
freedom per grid point.

20 GPRINT(4,,,FX.FY.FZ.MX.MY.MZ,SCTR) FTELA
21 GPRINT(4.,,,FX.FY.FZ.MX.MY.MZ,SC,) LOADS
22 GPRINT(,,,U.V.W.THETAX.THETAY.THETAZ,SC,) X
23 IF(I3.NULL.) GO TO 60

Print out element applied loads, external
loads, and displacements, in engineering
format for elements with 1 or 2 degrees of
freedom. Control is then passed to statement
numbered 600.

24 GPRINT(4,,.,FR..FZ.0.MBETA.0.Fl.0.F3,SC,TR)FTELA
25 GPRINT(4,,.FR.0.FZ.0.MBETA.O.Fl.O.F3,SC,)LOADS
26 GRINT(2, ,,V.0.W.O.THETAY.O.W*.O.W**,SC,)X

Print out element applied loads, external
lcads, and displacements, in engineering
fcrmat for elements with 3 degrees of
freedom per grid point.

27 STRESS=EM,XO.STRESS.(4,)

Calculates and prints net element stresses
for each element and each load condition.
The stress computations are based on
displacements.

28 ,,,,,,,,,,NEL,,,EL,=,INTP,,STRESS.USER4.

Generates the element incremental stiffness
matrices based on the interpreted input
generated by the first USER04 instruction
and the STRESS matrix.

29 INCR =EL.ASSEM.SC,(3)

Assembles the (NMDBxNMDB) reduced incremental
stiffness matrix INCR. The element incre tental
stiffness matrices are stored in EL.
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TABLE VIII (Concluded)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

30 PRINT(,,,) INCR

Prints the reduced incremental stiffness
matrix.

31 EIG=FLEX. MULT. INCR

[EIG] [STIFF] - ' [INCR]

Forms the product of the inverse of the
reduced stiffness matrix and the reduced
incremental stiffness matrix.

32 PRINT(,,,)EIG

Prints the e.genvalue matrix.

33 EVALUE,EVECTR,,=EIG,.EIGEN1.SC

)jLEIG] - [EVALUE] [I]l] [EVECTRJ 0

Solves fcr the requested eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the EIG matrix using the
power method. The eigenvalues are stored
in the column matrix EVALUE and the
eigenvectors are stored as columns in
the EVECTR matrix. The frequencies and
mode shapes are printed out along with
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

34 GPRINT(3,, ,SC,TR12)EVECTR,EVALUE

Prints the eigenvalue column and the
eigenvector matrix in engineering format.

!
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(5) Dynamics Analysis Instruction Sequence (DYNAMICS)

Figure II-g presents the suggested set of abstrac-
tion instructions for use in performance of a vibration analysis,
This particuJar set of instructions provides modes and
frequencies for a structural system in which the rigid body
modes have been suppressed (i.e. the assembled stiffness matrix
has been rendered non-singular by the appropriate application
of physical boundary conditions. As seen from Figure II-g
the .EIGEN 1. abstraction instruction is used in this sequence.
As pointed out previously this instruction is based on the
"1power method" of extracting eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
The desired number of modes and frequencies are supplied as
input by the User in the Structural Analysis Input Section.
This information is contained on a specialized preprinted
input data form entitled DYNAM. This form will be described
in detail in the Structural Input Data Section.

Additional output data from this set of instructions
include generalized mass and generalized stiffness values for
each mode.

Tables X and XI are provided as a supplement to
Figure II-g. These tables provide engineering and matrix
definition for each abstraction instruction listed in
Figure II-g.

It should be noted, and emphasized, that this set
of example abstraction instructions which have been presented
serve only to provide the User with a guide for usage of abstrac-
tions for a particular type of analyses. The User, at his
option, can modify any set of abstractions to fit his particu-
lar need. As an example the User may have a problem which
requires "non-structural" masses to be added to the structural
mass matrix which is assembled by the System.

If this is the case, the assembled mass matrix is
modified by adding the non-structural mass matrix with an
available .ADD. instruction and the analysis then proceeds
in the usual manner. In general, the non-structural mass
matrix would be supplied to the program as input data thru
the $ matrix option which has been explained previously.
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I

5:)YN AM ICS 00002460
C 00002470
t- YNA4ICS AGENOUM ANALYSIS 00002460

00002490
C (YNAMILS ANALYSIS INSTUCTICN SECUECE 00002500

00002510
flrATi4 t.rA*NT MATRICES 00002520

r 00002530

#ML 13,tt1,W9KF. Lt Mt-LSCEM9 = tt .USERO4o 00002540
00002550

" ASSEMLFE SrIFFNESS MATRIX AM) PASS PATRIX 00002560

r 00002570
SY IFF= - ,ASSA.14, SC,(1I 00002580

AS. = EM e.SSF4. SC,(21 00002590
c 00002600

C P'wINT STI-'=NFSS 4ATRIX AND PASS MATRIX 00102610
00002620

PR INT(F'WCE,LISot) ST-FF 00002630
00002640

PR INT(FtJF(.EACC*-EL,,) MASS 000002650

00002660
GLNIRATE DYNAMICS MATRIX 00002670

00002680

KIN'v STIFF.INVFS. 00002690
OY,, = KINV I'ULTMASS 00002700

(" 00002710

C FIN E-VALUES, E-VECTORSt NOFPAL t0CkSt 00002720

C Fk0-UENCOIES ANfI PRINT 00002730
: 00002740

VALUCFVECT,, = DYNAM, ,EIGEN1. SC 00002750
C 00002760

TkCT2 = TR .OEJOIN9 (SC(5t1)91) 00002770

(;PINT(3t,,SC*TR12) EVECT9EVALUE 00002760

C 00002790

C. GENFQ,Tc STIFFNESS AND GENEPALIZED PASS 00002800

C UATRICES AND PRINT 00002810
r 00002820

KGFN1 z EVECTTMULT, STIFF 00002830

KGEN = KGEN1.MULTsEVECT 00002840

'4GEN" = EVEC7.T*4ULT.MASS 00002850
,4GEN = ;4GEN1,MULTEVECT 00002860
PF INTI (t) MGENtKGENtKINVtOYNAM 00002870

Figure 1i-g Dynamics Agendum Analysis Sequence
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I
TABLE X

DYNAMICS INSTRUCTION SEQUENCE

(Step by Step Description)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

1 .MLI-3,,,,,KEL,,,,,MEL,SC,EM,=,,MATL,.USERO4.

Generates the element stiffness matrices
KEL and element mass matrices MEL needed for
the dynamics problem. Note that names must
be present for KEL and MEL even though
they are not used in the abstractions
directly. The names must be present to insure
that the matrices are generated and placed
in the EM array. MATL is an optional
material library maintained by the user.

2 STIFF=EM.ASSEM.SC,(l)

Forms the assembled stiffness matrix STIFF
from the element stiffness matrices stored
in EM. SC contains system constants
required by the .ASSEM. routine.

3 MASS=EM.ASSEM.SC,(2)

Forms the (NMDBxf4MDB) reduced mass matrix
in MASS from the element mass matrices
stored in EM. System information required
by .ASSEM. is input in SC.

4 PRINT(FORCE,DISP,,) STIFF

Prints the reduced stiffness matrix.

5 PRINT(DISPFORCE,,) MASS

Prints the reduced mass matrix.

6 KINV=STIFF. INVERS.

[KINVJ = [STIFF]-'

The inverse of the reduced stiffness
matrix is formed in KINV.

7 DYNAM=KINV. MULT. MASS

[DYNAMJ = LSTIFFJ -l[MSS

Forms the product of the inverse of the
reduced stiffness matrix KINV and the reduced
mass matrix MASS in the dynamics matrix DYNAM.
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TABLE X (Continued)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

8 EVALUE EVICTR,,-DYNAM,.EIGEN1.SC

solve L[DYNAM] - [EVALUE] [I)] [VECTR] 1 [0]

Computes the required eigenvalues and
corresponding eigenvectors of the dynamics
matrix using the power method. The eigen-

values are stored in the column matrix EVALUE
and the corresponding eigenvectors are
stored as columns in EVECTR. The
frequencies and mode shapes are also
printed out.

9 KGEN1=EVECT.TMULT.STIFF

[KGEN1 h VECT T[STIFF]

Forms the product of the transpose of the
eigenvector matrix and the reduced
stiffness matrix.

10 KGEN=KGEN1.MULT.EVECT

[KGEN] - [EVECT T [STIFF] [EVECT]

Forms the generalized stiffness matrix
'in KGEN by forming the product of KGEN1
and EVECT.

) rGEN-EVECT.TMULT.MASS

[MGEN13 = [EVECTjT[MASSj

Forms the product of the transpose of the
eigenvalue matrix and the reduced mass
matrix.

12 MGEN-MGEN1.MULT.EVECT

[MGEN3 j [MASS] [EVECT

Forms the generalized mass matrix in MOEN
by forming the product of MGEN1 and
EVECT.
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TABLE X (Concluded)

Statement Number Instruction and Explanation

13 PRINT(,,,)MGEN,KGEN,KINV,DYNAM

Print the generalized stiffness matrix,
generalized mass matrix, inverse of the
stiffness matrix and the dynamics matrix.

14 TROTR12 = TR.DEJOIN.(SC(5,l),l)

RoR1] = ETR]

Forms the matrix TR12 which will be used
by the UPRINT. instruction.

15 .GPRINT.(3,,,,SC,TR12)EVECT,EVALUE

Print the eigenvalue column and the
eigenvector matrix in engineering
format.
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(6) Dynamics Instruction Sequence With Condensation (DYNAMCSC)

Figure 11-h presents the suggested set of abstraction
instructions for use in the performance of a vibration analysis
utilizing condensation. The condensatlon technLque utilized
is that of Guyan (Reference 7).

The use of this technique allows degrees of freedom
considered to be superflous to be eliminated through a conden-
sation trans formation. This technique yields a eigenvalue problem
whi,'h is :nu'ch reduced in size.

Degrees of' freedom that are to be elimi.nated in a
particular analyses are designated by the number '2' Li
the Bondary Condition Section which will be discussed 1n detail
in the next section.

Given below is a detailed algebraic statement of the
condensation procedure which is performed using the Instructions
of Figure II-h.

The equations of motion which govern dynamic response of

structural systems can be written in matrix notation as follows:

[M2] { .} + [K2] =Fi (A)

The corresponding strain and kinetic energy functi.onals for
this equation can be written as follows:

foi the strain energy and

K =1/2 621A%]IJ

The assumption made in applying this technique is that the
com',lete set of gridpoint displacement degrees of freedom (6 2 1

are not essential to the objective structural dynamics analyses.

1'or example, the g;idpoints in the finite element model may have
been dictated by the natural breakdown of the structure into
components, or the intended use of the model for stress an.,.lyses.



The complete set of substructure gridpoint displacement
degrees of' freedom is partitioned to reflect the division into

,3 and superfluous (6 2b] subsets. Partitioning
of the dlsp]acer, nt set implies a corresponding partitioning of
the total potentLal energy as

0P.2 82a] 82b]] [K2aa I2abi] 82a

2b] i.2bb] (1 )82

-[.2at82b)I {P *

By definition, the 16 2b } are superfluous to the objective

structural dynamics analyses. This being the case, they are
condensed from the model via the static principle of potential
energy. This principle yields a matrix equation governing
static behavior, i.e.,

K 2 ] i[K2 2 "1

S-It--- --- -- " (2)
[K2ab] I[K2b 2b P2b

Solution of this relation for the superflous degrees of freedom in
terms of the essential degrees of freedom produces a concensing
transformation relation of the form{&21 = { 3} + [r ] {83} (3)

where

183j 1 2al 
4
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and

S(5)

to) I
IK 2bb] 1'{p2b}I

Introducing the condensation transformation of Equation 3 tnto the
energy functions of Equation 1 references these functions to
essential. degrees of freedom. For example, application to the
strain energy Equation B yields

*=18 [K] (7)

'IU 2 33131

where

[K]] =[Kr]T[K][r3 ]. (8)

The other energy functions are similarly transformed asfollows:

(9)
4K = 1/2 k]3 [M3] ji~

where

[M3] ]T(10)

The introduction of this condensation transformation to
the set of stiffness and mass matrices can substantially reduce
the order of the matrices involved in th~e determination of
modes and frequericies.
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h. Agendum Level Abstraction Instructions

An Agendum Level abstraction capabillty has been incor-
porated into the MAGIC II System. The abstraction instruc-
tions for any type of analysis will be automatically generated
for the user when he specifies the corresponding optiorn on the
$IISTRUCTTON card. The Agendum library is expandable arid the
addition of more abstraction instruction sequences (Agendum)
only requires the updating of subroutine AGE.NDM, ard of course
the Agendum library itself. The use of an Agendum in no way
restricts the User because he can include in his input deck
his own abstra-ctions to be merged with the selected Agenidum.

Subroutine AGENDM controls the selection from the Agendum
library of the abstraction instruction sequence requested on
the $INSTRUCTION card. At present, this subroutine has the
capability to select six Agendums, STATICS, STATICS,;, STATICS2.
DYNAMICS, DYNAMICSC and STABILITY. The programming procedure
utilized to add additional options to the library is 'isussed
in Appendix IX, Section 11 of the Programmer's Manual
(Volume III).

The following examples are provided to explain typical

usage of the Agendum Library.

The most important points to note from these examples are
that an Agendum for any particular run may be modified by
addition of additional instructions which are input by the User.
However, these additional instructions can only be added to the
end of' any particular Agendum at the present time.

I~
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L

Examples of Agendum Usage

CCl CC7 cc16

(a) $MAGIC

$RUN GO

$INSTRUCTION STATICS

$SPECIAL

rReport Form Input Deck for .USER04. Instruction]

$END

(b) $MAGIC

$RUN

INPUT TAPE (OLD, 1969)

OUTPUT TAPE (MAG, 1970)

$INSTRUCTION DYNAMICS

A=DYNAM .ADD .LMASS
SAVE (MAG) DYNAM, LMASS, A

$SPECIAL

[Report Form Input Deck for .USER04. Instruction]

$END

Ii9
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C. STRUCTURAL !NPJT DATA

1. General Description

Significant portions of the labor and computer costs of
structural analysis are occasioned by incomplete or improper
specification of structural input data. Tn recognition of this,
a number of features have been incorporated intQ the MAGTC System
to assist in the confirmation of problem data prior to execution.
The most important of these are the prelabeled input data forms
which are an integral part of the MAGIC System. These input data
forms contain a number of special features, e.g.:

(1) " MODAL" Options are provided which preset a table
to a given set of values. This MOPAL
option may be used where indicated.

(2 "I REPEAT" Options are provided which minimize the
input data specified by the User. This
REPEAT option may be used where indicated.

(3) The User exercises control options simply by placing
an 'X' in a given location on a prelabeled input
data form.

(4) The prelabeled input data forms have permanent label
cards which automatically precede subsets of data
thereby allowing flexibility in the arrangement of
input decks.

(5) Zeros must be indicated where pertinent. Blanks are
never zeros except where specifically indicated.

(6) Only prelabeled input forms associated with options
that are exercised in any particular problem are
needed. Data associated with options not exercised
are simply omitted.

(7) A program option is provided to conduct a read and
write of input data with execution suppressed. Output
from the data read and write option includes the
material properties derived from the Materials Library
as well as tables completed by MODAL specification of
data. This option is exercised by simply placing the
prelabeled input data form designated as CHECK at the
end of the input data deck.

The prelabeled input data forms are separable into four
main categories; namely, Material Library, Control Data, Problem
Data and Data Read and Write.
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- ; a1I,11'I r, ;ec tion is a particuI arly useful
i111111 'ure ot' tht > hAh l 's em This library Is a permanent
fl: , .,; "',ai a it, Lt Vor ii &,vi-rop,ati on by the system. Additions

*/r ,/,, ct , ot.; to t1,1e Htteri al 1, 1brary are executed by the
(.A.;II C';em. '.'ht) updatin ol" the Material Library may be con-

d.,,,, o i'iepe,,eztiy ,or pr,g r'n execution or as an integrated
pre/po-It e.\eeion ope.a. o.

A lilbrae'y specit'icati on of' material mpay include Elastic
Constat",s. kol'ficie:,tS of Thermal Expan:sion and Mass Density.
MK' eriu al:i sotr-py is assume, as well as temperature dependence.

':t.v.; .; mat t'or data at up to tent temperature levels. Linear
ilterpolatlOi n,; emplo3yed in interrogation of the material specifica-

Tt: numler of* entries In the Material Library need not be
Ltmielt.&, Oou,0,h the time for interrogation is affected by the
:,umber! ol *mstrti . Lis ,t, rs ol" the complete library or specified
poroious Dre -.onvenienty available by program option.

The Control Section provides the User with controls on
'-stem parameters. Aprelabelec input form is provided. Figure 11-3

hOS t.,e prelabeJed data form whi.ch pertains to System Control
I'Vormation.

The Probl,.m Data Section consists of the following input:

(i) Grid point coordinates

(2) Grid point pressures

(3) Grid point temperatures

(4) Rotational transformations

(5) Boundary conditions

(6) External loads

(7) Prescribed displacpmnents

() Element input

(') Dynamics information

The numerical input pertinent to the above problem data is presented
in floating loint and fixed point notations. In floating roint
notation, the decimal point is always shown on the input data and in
fixed point, notation the decimal is never shown. The floating point
otatior. is applicable, for example, to measurable quantities such

as loads, coordinates, etc. The fixed point notation is limited to
whole number.; or integers such as grid point numbers.

in floating point notation, a number may be written in
either the conventional manner Pr as a factor of ion; for example,
:,he iumber 30 000 000 30 x 10 can .,e written as either 30 000 000
,r p.o [.. Fur numerical input data (both fixed and floating point)



plus signs are not normally used. Negative numbers and negative
exponents, however, must be preceded by a minus sign.

Tn the Problem Data SecLir,n, extensive use can be made
of the MODAL and REPEAT options. Identical elements should be
grouped in order to maximize the use of REPEAT options. Grid
points should be numbered in such a mariner that full advantage
is taken of stiffness matrix banding.

T' )ata Read anCi Write Section is provided to conduct
r-a'i and write of' input data with primary calculations suppressed.
This is exercised via the prelabeled input data form designated
a- CHECF.

It is recomiended that this feature be used routinely to
miriimi .e execution against incorrect problem specifications.
Reduction in costs and frequently, reduction in elapsed calendar
time can be expected with disciplined use of this feature.

The input data package has been designed to minimize
redundant information. As a consequence, consistency checks do
not verify that the same information given at different times is
-n-fact the same. Rather, these checks insure that prespecified
types and quantities of data are consistent with the data of
reference. For example, the specification of a certain type of
analysi's implies the need for associated items of data. Messages
are printed corresponding to inconsistencies identified and
execution is suppressed though complete Read and Write is attempted.

The procedure used in the preparation of the prelabeled data
forms will now be explained in detail. The description will proceed
by data ,ctions. It is important to note that slashes (/) which
appear on the prelabeled input data forms, instruct the Keypunch
Operator to proceed to the next entry position on the input data
form, or if all entries have been punched, to the next data section.

2. ritle Section (Figure II-1)

A prelabeled input data form is provided for the TITLE
Section and is shown in Figure II-1.

The first entry on the form is prelabeled REPORT and requires
no information from the User. It is to be notpd that this label card
designated REPORT must be the first, card for aLl data decks which
use these prelabeled input data forms.

The second entry on the form is prelabeled TITLE and also

requires nr. information from the User/

The third entry on the form concerns the Number of Title
Cards lihich are to follow. This information appears in Columns 7-9
and i , given in fixed point form.
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Alphameric description of the problem is placed on the
following cards. The total number of these cards must be equal
to the number which appears in Columns 7-9 of the third entry,
(Number of Title Cards).

3. Material Tape TIiput Section (Figure I!-?)

The Material Tape Input Section is used when a material is
to be added, revised or deleted from the material tape. It can
also be employed at the User's option to examine the contents of
the tape or to obtain a summary of the materials which appear on
the tape at the time the request is be'.ng made.

The labeled input data form providE'd for material tape
entries, is shown in Figure 11-2. The first entry on the form is
prelabeled MATER and requires no input from the User.

The second entry on the form concerns the number of requests
which are being made against the material tape. This information
appears in Columns 7-9 of the second entry, and the User may make as
many requests as desired against the material tape.

The third entry in the section contains the following
detailed information as shown in the figure.

Request Number - (Cols. 7-9)

The total number of requests which are made against
the material tape must be equal to the number of requests
specified on the second entry of the form. It should be
noted, however, that the first set of material data
(Material Properties Table) is input before a second
request is made.

Material Number - (Cols. 10-15)

The uaterial number for a material which is to be
added to the tape is chosen at the discretion of the
User. If a number is chosen that corresponds to the
number of a material which already appears on the tape,
the new material will not be accepted unless the lock
code associated with the new material is exactly the same
as the lock code of the material wlich already appears on
the tape. If this is the case the new material will be
added to the tape and the material that formerly appeared
there will be deleted. The material number can be any
combination of alphameric characters.
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Lock Code - Cols. 16-17)

A lock code is associated with each material
specification. Any User has access to the entire
material library but modification of an existing
material specification requires a prior knowledge of
the lock code. The lock code is not disclosed by
displays of the material library. As a consequence
revision or deletion of any entry remains under the
control of the initiator. The lock code may be any
combination of alphameric characters.

aterial Hentification - (Cols. 13-41)

The material iMentiftcation is left to the
discretion of' the UJ3er. I. serves only to provide
the analyst with a means of identifying the material
and is riot interrogated by the program.

Material Tape Input - (Cols. '12-,".

The information in columns 42 through 50 is
mutually exclusive, that is, the User should enter
no more than one 'X, in columns 42-50. If the User
enters more than one 'X' in columns 42-50, then only
the first choice will be retained and the others
will be ignored by the program. An 'X' in any of
columns 42 through 46 will indicate that a material
is to be added or revised. Whenever this is the case,
a summary of the material tape will be printed and
the material table for the new or revised material
will be displayed. When an IX: is placeO in column 47,
the soecifted material will be deleted from the material
tape ind a summary of the new tape will be printed.
Columns 118 through 50 are used to interrogate the tape
to ascertain wiat it contains. If an 'X' is placed in
column 48, 49 or 50, the existing material tape will b.;
printed with no update of the material tape taking
place.

Number of Material Points - (Cols. 51-52)

The number entered in these columns determines
the number of material (temperature) points which will
appear in the material properties table. At the
present time, the number of allowable material points
is --. 9.
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Material Properties Table

All the data input o the Material Properties Table,
appears in floating poir.t form. If the material in
question is isotropic, only the Modulus of Elasticity,
E, Poisson's Ratio, 0 iJ, and the coefficient of thermal

expansion, ( , are needed for each temperature point.
The value of the modulus of shearing rigidity, G, is
calculated by the program.

For an orthotropLc material there are three cards
Arequired for each tenperature point entered. For thEse

cases, the value of j must be entered by the User for

A each of the x, y, and z directions.

IMPORTANT REMINDERS:

(1) Poisson's Ratio, 0 ij is defined as strain induced

in the j direction by a stress in the i direction.

(2) For isotropic materials Pcisson's ratio, 0 jj,

must 21e between 0.0 and 0.5 (0.0.ii.. X- 0.5).
Violation of this rule causes the mate ial properties
matrix EEI to become non-positive definite.

(3) A maximum of nine (9) material (temperature) points
may be input per material and a minimum of 1 must
appear for a material of constant temperature.

(4) Certain limits on material properties must be observed.

These limits :,re as follows:

(a) Young's Modulus (E) EI 1.0

(b) Thermal Coefficient ( o() -1.o 4 rx . 1.O

(c) Shear Modulus (G) G > 1.0

(5) If it is desired to bypass the internal check of
input material properties an asterisk (*) is placed
in Column 10, the first column of the material number
in the third entry.

(6) The Number of Requests and/or Revisions of Material
Tape must be specified on the System Control Infor-
mation Data Form (Figure 11-3).
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4. y.o'tem Control Information Section (Figure 11-3)

The prelabeled System Control Information data form is
shown in Figure 1I-3. The first entry on the form is prelabeled
SYSTEM, and requires ,io rinput from the User.

The second entry on the form contains the eleven (11)
items of information defined in the list which follows. All 'tems
of information are written in fixed point notation with the
exception of Item 11 which is written in floating point form.

(1) Number of System Grid Points -. ols. 1-6)

The- number of System Grid Points is equal
to the largest integer number which participates
in element connection (assembly). This number is
best obtained from a scan of the completed Element
Control Data, Cards. These will be described in
detail in a subsequent data section.

(2) Number of Input Grid Points - (Cols. 7-12)(

The number of input grid-points is equal to
the integer number of grid points for which co-
ordinates are data specified. This number is best
obtained from a scan of the completed Grid: Point
Coordinate Input Secti!h-. The number entered is
equal to the total number ,of grid points- fok which
coordinates are-specified. (Maximum allowable = 999).

(3), Number of Degree of Freedom/Grid,.,Point - (ColS. 13-l-)

The number of 4dgrees of freedom per ,grid point
is- dictatid -bj: the 6ype ,of "fftnite eOlements ;which are

big used for any partcuar anayis

(a) -Three-:(3) Degrees- of -Freedom per Grid Point
1 - Triangular Cioss -Section. Ring Element

- Trapezoidal Cross-Section Ring (And Core)
-4 Element

(b) Six (6).Degrees of Freeddm--pei, Grid Point
1 -Frame Element
2--Quadrilateral Shear Panel Element

3-Quadrilateral Thin Shell E.ement
4- Triangular Thin Shell Element
5 - Incremental Frame Element

6-Quadrilateral Plate Element

-,7 - Triangular Plate Element
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ii (c} Nine (9) Degrrees of' Preedom per Gridl Point

Toroida2 Thin Shell Ring Element

At the present time, only elements that are
characterized by the same number of degrees of
freedom per grid point i:an be used together in any
one analysis. For example, the toroidal thin ahell
ring and frame elements ave not compatible.

W Number of Load Conditions - (Cols. 15-1b)

The Number of Load Conditions is equal to the
number of external load conditions that are applied
t-. the system. Note thaL external ].nads are not to
br confused with element applied )czulings such as
t i:derature an~d pressure.

At least o-ne load c ondition Ls required for
every analysis even if there are no external loads
applied to the system. An entry -m ust be made in the
E~xternal Loads Section even Por ze--{o-loads.

At the present time, the maximum number of
external load conditions allowed is one hund~red (100).

(5) Number of Initially Displaced Grid Points - (Cols. 17-22)

Initially displaced grid points are present only
If function minimization (or other iterative technique),

~is employed in the analysis.- In the present MA\GIC
, System no provision is made for init ally displaced

grid points. Therefore. no entries snould be made in
this-location.

(6) Number of Prescribed Displaced Grid Points -(Cols. 21-28)

Applied .loadings may be prescribed in terms of
- non-zero displacement values either one displacement

-. %-- .load condition or the NL displacement load conditions
~can be accommodated per execution. NL is defined as

the total number of , xteknal load conditions in any
-given analysis. The number of prescribed- displaced
grid points is the number of grid points that are
assi'gned knoiq values of displacement other than zero.
If there are no prescribed non-zero grid point dis-
placemenrs, this entry is ignored by the User.
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(7) Number of Grid Point Axes, Transformation Systems -
(Cols. 29-30).

The number cf grid point axes transformation
systems required by the problem ib entered in this
location. If grid point axes are being used in an
analysis, the number of systems employed is best
obtained from a scan of the completed Rotational
Transformation (GRAXES or TRANS) Sections which
will be described in a following section. If there
are no grid point axes transformations employed,
this entry is ignored by the User.

(8) Number of Elements - (Cols. 31-36)

The total number of elements to be employed in
the analysis is entered in this location. The
allowable number of elements is equal to 3000.

(9) Number of Requests and/or Revisions of Material Tape-
(CCls. 37-38)

The total number of requests and/or revisions
being made against the material tape for any prti-
cuiar run are, entered in this location. This number
must be equal, to the number which appears on the,
second entry under Section Ii, Material Tape Input
Section (-Figuire I-2).

(10) Number of Input Bouhdary ,Condition Points-. (C01s. 39-40)

The Number of Input Boundary Conditi'on Points
is equal to the number of exceptions to the MODAL
card associated -ith the Boundary Condition Section.
This number is best obtained by scannin, the completed
Boundary Condition Section and counting -.,he total
number of grid points which are entered as Listed Input.

(11) To For structure (With Decimal Point) - (Cols. 45-521

The number entered in- this location is equal to
the equiliblrium temperature for the structure to be
analyzed.- If it value is -not entered -in -this location,an ambient temperature of zero degrees will be assumed.

If- a thermal stress analysis is being run, then
the ambieht- temperature-must be entered if different
than zero degrees.

-0
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SC 1611

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION

ENTER APPROPRIATE NUMBER, RIG

ADJUSTED, IN BOX OPPOSITE |4 IAPPLICABLE REQUESTS I 2 451 2 3 4 5 6

1. Number of System Grid Points I----FT----
2 3 4 5 6

2. Number of Input Grid Points I I I I I
7 6 9 I.0 11 12

3. Number of Degrees of Freedom/Grid Point

4. Number of Load Conditions

5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid Points
17 1o 19 2o?

6. Number of Prescribed Displaced Grid Pointa 25i18

7. Number of Grid Point Axes Transformation

29-30

8. Numbejr of Elements

31 32 333435 36
9. NUmber-of Requests and/or Revisions of

Material Tape.

10. Number of Ihput Boundary
Condition Points,

11. TO For Structure (With Decimal Point) - (/ )

q; 4746 4 9 5051 52

FIGURE 11-3 SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION DATA FORM
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5. Print Control Section (Figure i-k)

The labeled input data form provided for the Print
fControl Section is shown in Figure II-4.

On this form provision is made for printing the
following items:

(1) Assembly- Stiffness - (Col. 1)

(2) Inverse - (Col. 2)

(3) Triangularized -Stiffness - (Col. 3)

(4) Displacements - (Col. 4.)

(5) Intermediate Function Minimization (Col. 5)

This section is not applicable in the present MAGIC
System. It is included because it s o nticipated that these and

other options will he provided in +') - manner in future MAGIC
Syrtems. The present print controi options reside in the abstraction
instruction capability associated with the System.

It is noted, however, that output from the Structural

Monitor records the input data problem description as well as

optional intermediate results. These optional intermediate results

L can be obtained using the element matrix print options which are
described in the Element Control Section.

6. Grid Point Coordinate Section (Figure Ii-5)

The labeled input data form provided for the Grid£1I!  Point Coordinate Section is shown in Figure 11-5. The first entry
is prelabeled COORD and requires no input from the User.

The second and following entries contain information

pertaining to the grid point numbers and 'their corresponding
coordinates as follows.

Coordinate System Definition- (Col. 5)

For each grid point entered in the ,grid point coordinate

section, the code corresponding to the coordinate system emdployed

for a particular-grid point should be entered. An R in Column 5

indicates tshat the coordinates for that particular grid point are

entered in a Cartesian system. A C indicates entry in a cylindrical

system and an S in column ' indicates an entry in a spherical

system. If column 5 is left blank then the program assumes that

grid point dada is input in' the Cartesian system.
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.'JAC 165o

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

JR INZL

1 2 3 4 5 6

PLACE 'X' IN BOX OPPOSITE

DESIRED PRINT

I1
1. Assembly - Stiffness

2. Inverse - Stiffness LD-
2

3. Triangularized - Stiffness

4. Displacements
4

5. Intermediate Function Minimization

5

FIGURE 11-4 PRINT COITROL DATA FORM
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Tt is possible to mix coordinate systems since
the program converts all coordinates to the Cartesian system
before beginning an analysfi. It should also be noted that the
output such as displacements, and element forces will be refer-
!nced to a Cartesian global system even though the input co-
crdinates may be in a different system. Tf the User desires
output in a system other than the (artesian global, the Grid Point
Axes Transformation Section should be consulted.

Grid Point Number -:(Cols. 7-12)

-Grid points are entered as fixed point numbers
and can be entered in any sequence desired. The maximum number
of input grid points allowed is equal to 999. The total number
of grid points entered in this section must be called out on the
System Control Information Data Form in the entry reserved for
the Number of Input Grid Points (Figure I1-3).

Grid Point Coordinates - (Cols. 13-42)

Grid point coordinates are entered as floating
point numbers. For each grid point number entered, a corresponding
set of coordinates must also be entered.

I O
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SAC 1622

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

1 23 45 6

IL~E1 wGRIDPOINT COORDINATE

Grid Poin
Numbcr1 X -R Y-4 - z

COORD. INUTS 5681 1 2 2 3 3 4
57890 1 2 34 5 67 9 9) 1 234586789 901 2 34 56 7 89 01 2

RECTANGULAR A I H l

SPHERICAL jji I

I H

A BLANK

A I I I

I 1-d(I

I fl , -I

I I'd 1- 1)

t I I I

T-1,~ III I

If coordingie, Information must be, co ntinued on wacnd sheet,
user MUST deletet Coord. Label Card from second sheet.

FIGURE 11-5 GRID POINT COORDINATE DATA FORM
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7. rid P~oinL Pressure Sect ion (Fi:gure. :EI-6)

oPressure loading is considered as element applied
loading and it; transformed into consistent energy equivalent
grid point load. within the MAGIC System. For convenience to
the User, th pressures are input at each grid point. In order
to a,'ompli-h this, a labeled input data form is provided for
thc :rid Point Pressure Section. T*Ms form is shown inleirure 1!-6.

In thin section the User may employ two time saving
devices.

(1) MODAL - The MODAL option automates the specifica-
tion of recurring values within a subset of input
data. This feature- enables data-prescribed
initialization of tables. Explicit data require-
ments are thereby limited to specification of
exceptions to the modal initialization.

(2) REPEAT - A Repeat- option is available which
allows the User to retain data from a previous
point for the indicated point.

The first entry on the form is prelabdled PRESS and
requires no input from the User. The second entry on the form

- is the MODAL entry. MODAL is prelabeled In Columns-1-5 of this
entry. Columns 13-2I a-re reserved for input pressures. This
MODAL option allows the User to, inrt a pressure value or set
of pressure values (depending on the finite elemnt employed)

*- which the system applies to every grid point unlesS& otherwise
indicated by a separate entry on the grid -point card-s which

f - follow the M3DAL entry.

In the present MAGIC Systemh, a mafiniur of three pressure
values may be input per grid point. These pres -(ntered in-
floating point notation) are interpreted accordiig -to the element
whi,.h is being employed in the aaalysis.

The third -and following entries in the section contain
i " Informnation pe-taining to-the Gfid Point Number-s, Repeat Option

-- - and corresponding pressure values as follows:,

-C 0
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Grid Point Number - (Cols. 7-11)

(1) GriA points are entered as fixed point
numbers.

(2) Grid points can be entered in any sequence
desired.

(3) Along with each grid point a maximum of' three
pressure values can be input. The pressure
entry is a function of the type of element
or elements employed in the analysis (See
Element Control Section).

Repeat - (Col. 12)

The repeat option allows the User to repeat re-
occurring pressure from grid point to grid point.
This is accomplished in the following manner. If
pressures at a number of grid points are identical,
the User enters the grid point number and associated
pressure or pressures for the first grid point at
which the pressure or pressures are acting. For
the -following points with identical pressures, Just
the grid point number (Col. 7-11) and an, 'X' in the
-Repgat -(Col 12) need be entered.

REMIMBER:

(.) For a ,problem with equal pressures at- all grid
pointg, only the MODAL entry is required.

(2) The Repeat option can be used effectively for
sets of grid points which-have identical
pressures.

('3) For V problem where pressure loading iS not
pertinent, the User simply ignores the Grid
Point Pressure Section.

(4) Pressures associated with each finite element
aie completely described in the Element
Control Section.,

(5) Pressure loadings are element related and
are not to be confused with External Lbads.

llV
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SAC 1623-1

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

1 23 456

tE~l GRID POINT PRESSURES

PP 2  P3

78901134 5~890123467802416891

Nuc~b( / P2 -P

lfl

ft t ." 1, I /

I IIt

I-(I;

7 1

FIGURE 11-6 GRID POINT PRESSURE DATA FORM



[ SAC 1623.2

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

GRID POINT PRESSURES
(continued)

Grid Poin
Numbe P I 2 P

1 1 2 3(3
7 89 01 1 3 5 7 9 1 3 5 7 9 1 3 5 7 9(I1

FIGURE 11-6 CONCLUDED



8. Grid Point Temperature Section - (Figure 11-7)

Temperature loading is considered as element applied
loading and is transformed into consistent energy equivalent
grid point loads according to element type. For convenience
to the User, the temperature values (or temperature gradients)
are input at each grid point. In order to accomplish this, a
labeled inoit data form is provided for the Grid Point Tempera-
ture Section. In this section (as in the Grid Point Pressure
Section) the User may employ two time saving devices.

(1) MODAL - The MODAL option automates the specifica-
tibn of recurring values within a subset of input
data. This feature enables data-prescribed
initialization of tables. Explicit data require-
ments are thereby limited to the specification
of exceptions to the MODAL initialization.

(2) REPEAT - A Repeat option is availab~e which
allows the User-to retain data from a previous
po:nt for the indicated point.

The prelabeled input data form-provided for the Grid
Point Temperature Section is shown-in Figure 11-7. The first
entry on the form is prelabeled TEMP and requires no input from
the User.

The-second entry on the foim is the -MODAL-entry.
MODAL is prelabeled in Colu-sMrs -5 of this entiy. Ciuimns 13-42
are reserved: -input temperaturs -(or temperature gi'adients).
The MODAL oztionh allows the User to input a temperatuire, or,t emnerature-grdint,. (depjendihg .6n thie finite", element employed)l

which the system applies to everfgrid point uness otherwise
indicated bfl tMODeparate entry on the grid point cards which'I ,-follow the MODAL entry.

T'he second And following entries in the section contain

informati6n pertainlng to the Grid Point- Numbers, Repeat Option.
and correspohding temperature values -(or gradients) as follows:

- Grid- Point Number .- (Cols. 7-1-1)

_(l) Grid points are entered as fixed point
numbers.

(2) Grid points can be -entered in any sequence

desired.
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Repeat - (Col. 12)

The repeat option allows the User to repeat
reoccurring temperatures (or gradients) from grid
point to grid point. This is accomplished in the
following manner. Tf temperatures at a number of
grid points are identical, the User enters the grid
point number and associated temperature data fbr the firt
grid point. For the following points having the same
tem-oerature data, just the grid point number (Col. 7- 11)
and'an 'X' in the Repeat (Col. 12) need be entered.

From Figure 11-7 it ts noted that provision is made for
three values of temperature (or temperature gradients) depending
on what finite element is being used in the analysis. A complete
description of each element along with appropriate instructions
for the input of temperatures and temperature gradients will be
presented in the Element Control Section.

REMMBER:

(1) For a problem with equal temperatures at all
grid points, ohly the MODAL entry is required.

(2) The Repeat option can be used effectively for
sets of grid points which- have the -same
temperatures.

(3) Renember t-o specify T on the System Control
Information Data Form°(Figure II-3).

(It) For a problem where temperature loading -is-not
pertinent the User simply ignores the Grid
Point- Temperature Section.

(5) Temperature loadings are element related and
are not to be confused with External Loads.

(6) The temperatures input in the Section must be
consistent with the units of the coefficient
of thermal expansion, oc , which was input in
the Material -Tape Input Section (Figure 11-2).
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SAC-1624-1

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

1 23 4 56 GRID POINT TEMPE RAT," *,ES

T EM P E- RAT U R E S

12356 9T12 T~78021~7 121

7689- 01 12 3-45 67 8 90 1 2 3 4 56 7 8 9-0 1 2 34 56 7 8 90 1 2

I 
(I)

r- I

7 7r)

JI

Fl(3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( IUE1- )1 ON EPRTR AAFR
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BAC-1624-2

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

GRID POINT TEMPERATURES
(continued)

I I

I~ HI
I (Im

PIGUR 11- CONLUDE
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9.a. Rotational Transformations Section -

Input Matrices - (Figure II-8a)

In general, a reference axis system is associated
with each grid point. This Local System (X, Y, 7) may be
specified in two ways. Firstly, it can be specified in terms
of a 3 x 3 transformation relative to Global Axes (X, Y, Z).
Alternatively, axes for a grid point may be specified by a set
of coordinate points. The three by three transformation
relative to Global Axes is then generated internally and exhib-
ited in the edited display of problem description data. This
feature enables treatment of boundary constraints arbitrarily
oriented with respect to Global Axes. It also allows displace-
ment output to be displayed in convenient Local Systems (e.g.
shell midsurface and normal directions).

This section deals with the case in which the User
inpi s the three by three transformation matrices relative
to Global Axes.

The labeled input data form provided for this section
is shown in Figure II-8a. The first entry is prelabeled TRANS
and requires no input from the User. The second and subsequent
entries contain the following items of information.

System Number- (Cols. 7-9)

The System Number is entered as a fixed point
number. This nuimber can be frdm 1 to n where n is
-the number of 1&ocl Systems' which are being trans-formed. The Value of n must be called out on the

System Control'1hformation Data Form L(Fi~gure II -3).

Number of Applicable Grid Points - (Cols. 10-12)

The entry-made in this position is equal to the
number of grid points which aie contained in the
Local System being transformed. This number is
entered as a fixed point number.

The next entries made by the User pertain to the
applicable grid points themselves. The -number of grid points
entered must be equal to the number which was entered in the
Number of Applicable Grid Points Location (Cols.'10-12).

1).8
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Applicable Grid Points - (Cols. 7-51)

There is provision made for a maximum of 15
applicable grid points per system number in this
location. Eauh grid point is contained in a three
column field and is entered as a fixed point number.
If more than 15 grid points are applicable to one
transformation, the remaining points must be defined
under additional systems.

Transformation Matrix

The following entries are the elements of the
three by three transformation matrix itself. The
transformation matrix is of the form

(XGI [T] tXLI

where the X} refers to Global (X, Y, Z) coordinate

'ector and the tXLl refers to Local System (X, ?i Z)
coordinate Vector. The transformation matrix is of the
form:

A X ux vx

[T] Ay my
y y y
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y, v

Local
System Axis

Global Axis;

0 Xju

A-= Cos q u = Cosy. =R Cos et-

Co0s e.. u'7. = Cos e -1ose.9xy = yy yZY

A.= Cos u = Cose v.. = ose.z X2 zz zY 2 z

and the input to the preiabeled-inp~ut data form
is as follows;

COLU'MN 4- COLUMN, I MC KUNtrriiy T 9lT T 4 TH i

4, 120



RE)EMBER:

i) Total number of Systems which are being
transformed must be set forth on the Systems
Control Information Data Form (Figure 11-3).

f2) In this section the transformation matrices
are input by the User. In the following
section, titled GRAXES the transformation
matrices are calculated internally by the
MAGIC System.

•11
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AC 1631 MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEEM.

, ;NPUT DATA FORMAT

cYT oEM [iembelf APPLICABLE GRID POINTS

IApIc ble

A wl ta1bm I 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 1 1 " 1 1 4 - -
kI 10i 11.12JL 901F 2 34567k 9 I111 6?8o 123456? 9 Ii35

SYSTEM 4mberof APPLICABLE GR 1) POINTS
Applicable

NUMBER Gi Points I I 2 3 4 5 6I 7I a .10 1 12 13. 1

q- 061- 1 7601 i" 7 l34 7i9634

SYSTEM Numb-r of APP.ICABLE GRII POINTS,

4NUS pplicable 3 5 6 S 1

4II0I i l01234511 nIIl I 7!1 I13i!!

SY tEM]NemberefR O. APPLICABLE GRIi POIN

NUM39ER 'Gid Points 12 3 4 5 W,7 a 9 1011I 3 45

SYSTEM A.Nubef, APPLICABLE GRID POINTS,

Applicable
NUMBER Grid-Peinti I 2 3 4 5 117 9 10 1 121 13 14

415341 6

FIGURE II-8a ROTATIONAL TRANSFORMATION (INPUT MATRICES) DATA FORM
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

ROTATIONAL TRANSFORMATIONS
INPUT MATRICES)

10 POINTS TRNFRAINMTI
7- , 8 9 10 II It 13- 14 15 COLUMN I COLUMN 2 COLUMN 3

4 6 7 8 12 b41516 :9 12345 47 o '45f~41112'456S90112']1 1111011

1I 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 COLUMN I COLUMN 2 CLM

~* .3 9 1 II12 3 1 I, COUMNI CLUM 2 COLUMN 3
3 0

* (V)

VI)

WXO 'POINTS.- TRANSFORMATION MATRIX _____

6-7 .9 10,1 It. 1l3 14~ I5 COLUMN I -COLUMN 2 COLUMN1 3

456769" G 71114645 78 45 189120t '145161709- 2 [4151617

I H V
.4

CE)DTA. FORMSORATO

4-42
V W
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9.b. Rotational Transformations Section - General Trans.
Ma.trices (Figujre II-8b)

A reference axis system is normally associated with
each grid pc int. This Local System ( may be specified in
two ways. irstly, it can be specified in terms of a 3 x 3 trans-
fornation r-"-tive to Global Axes (X,Y,Z). Alternatively, axes
for a grid 7 int may be specified by a set of coordinate points.
The three b- three transformation relative to Global Axes Is
then generated internally and exhibited in the edited display of
problem description data. This feature enables treatment of
boundary cortraints arbitrarily oriefnted with respect to Glob L
Axes. It also allows displacement output to be displayed in
convenient :ocal Systems (e.g. shell midsurface and normal
directions).

This section deals with the case in which the trans-
formation matrices are generated internally by the MAGIC System
based on instructions supplied by the User.

is nThe labeled input data form provided for this section
is shown in Figure II-8b. The first entry is prelabeled GRAXES
and requires no information from the User. The second and sub-
sequent entries contain the following items of information.

Systerm Number - (Cols. 7-9)

The grid point triad System Number is an integer
identification code which 6nables convenient and
explicit reference to particular grid point axes
transformations, of the form

{XtG1 M~ {xfJ
X = Global Coordinate Vector

= Local System Coordinate Vector-

T] Transformation Matrix
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Lo:Ll Axis Direction - (Cols. 10-12)

A grid pointh axis system is described by specifying
thF -dentif'o':.tion numbers of two grid points whicb
li along one axis together with the identificaVion
nurzber of a gridpoint, which lies in one of the Local
e' .dinate planes. The integer number Ill is placed
in olumn 10, 11, or 12 corresponding to the respec-
tive definition of the l, Y, or Z axis by two

cocrdinate points.

Pla-ne Definition Grid Point Numbers - (Cols. 13-24)

The grid point number column 1 and 2 identify the
twc grid points which lie along an axis of the grid
point coordinate system. The positive direction is
assumed from 1 toward 2. The coordinate plane (in
which the coordinate point assoctated with the grid-
point column labeled 3 resides), depends upon the
axis defined by the first two points. The
interpretation is as follows:

(1) If points 1 and 2 define the X-axis then
point 3 lies in the (7,Y) plane.

('2) If points 1 and 2 define the Y-axis then
point 3 lies in the (X,-- plane.

(3) If points- 1 and 2 define the Z-axis then
point 3 lies in the (VXZ) plane.

Applicable Grid Point Numbers - (Cols. 25-69)

This data specifies the list of grid points
associated with the grid',point axis coordinate
system identification number. If the list length
exceeds the available space on the first line,
then the remaining points must be redefined under
additional Systems.

REMEMBER:

(1) Total number of Systems which are being
transformed must be set forth on the Systems
Control Information Data-Form (Figure 11-3).

(2) In this section the transformation matrices

ate generated internally-by the System. In
the preceding section entitled TRANS the
transformation matrices were input by the User.
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10. Dynamics Section (Figure 11-9)

The labeled input data form provided for the calcula-
tion of eigenvalues and eigenvectors using the .EIGEN 1.
abstruction instruction is shown in Figure 11-9. The first
entry orn the form is prelabeled DYNAM rnd require no input
from the User.

- The second entry on the form contains the seven (7)
items of information defined in the list which follows. All
items of information are entered yin fixed point notation, with
the exce--tion of Item 2 (Convergence Criteria).

(1) Niw.ber of Eigenvalues Requested - (Cols. 1-2)

The number of eigenvalues desired for a particular
analyses is entered in this location. The maximum
number of eigenvalues requested for any particular
rt n is equal to twenty (20).

(2) Convergence Criteria .. (Cols. 3-14)

The convergence criteria desired- for each eigenvector
is entered in Columns 3-14. The default 'option-is
0 .00-. The program will automatic 11y perform a maxi-
mur. of 500. iterations (unless oherwise sr-cdifted in
Item (3) below) * ith this criteria tring to obtain
-convergence-. If convergence isn't obtained in 500
iteriiihs, the crieria i automtically relak6 to
0.002-and :the ur e This prC dure
will b(e -pi'frmi --a ixi~um: 6f - -timesuti6hN final .riteria is 04.01. I Idonvergenie hasn't been
obtained -at tkii level the prbram will automntically
terminate with expl~rtory daiostic messages.

(3) Maximum Number of Iterations -(Cols. 15-17)

The -desired maximum number of iterations per convergence
criteria for each mode is entered in Columns- 15 thru 17.
If an entry is ,not -made in this location, the default
will be- 500 iterations.

- (4) Debug Iteration Print (Col . 18)

If the User desires a print out of each Iteration step,
in the analysis sequence a '1' is entered in Column i1.
If iteration prifit is not desired, Column 18 is left
blank or a zero is entered.
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(5) Ff.rst Normalizing Element for Print (Cols. 19-22)

.-:"the User desires eigenvector normalization, on some
v oIue other than the largest the option in Cols. 19-22
_,; used. If this option is to be used, the reduced
cxree-of-freedom on which the normalization is desired

entered.

(6) S,'nd Normalizing Element for Print (Cols. 23-26)

the User desires a second normalization on another
.ree-of-freedom, then the reduced degree-of-freedom

c;. which this normalization is desired is entered in
C,::."ns 23-26.

2; is to be noted that whether options (5), or (5) and
are activated or not, the User still obtains a print

o" the eigenvector normalized on the largest value con-
tC-n.ed in that vector.

(7) Control for Guess Vector Iteration Start (Col. 27)

Two types of iteration are available in the .EIGENI.
instruction Package. Column or row iteration can be
performed. If the User desires a row iteration start,
a "l is entered in Column 27. The normal procedure is
to utilize Column iterations. For this option a zero
is entered in Column 27 or it is left blank.

I'& is to be noted that the DYNAM Section is utilized to
interrogate the .EIGEN1. abstraction for both vibration and
stability analyses-. In stability analyses, usually only the
first buckling mode is of interest while in vibration analyses
the first five or maybe ten modes are of interest depending on
the .problem being analyzed.
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

DYNAMICS INFORMATION

I ~IDlY INIAIr-l
1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Number of Cigenvalues Requested
(less ,har or Equal to 20)

1 2

2. Convergence Criteria (Floating -i I
Point) _ _ I_
(Default Option - 0.001) 3 4 -5 6 7 b '9 10 11 12 1314

3. Maximum Ntumber of Iterations
(Defaul2 Option - 500 Iterations) 111111I

15 16 17

4. Debug Iteration Print
Iterate.on Print ON = 1
Iteration Print OFF = 0} - (Default optiofi -Print OFF)

5. First Formalizing Element for Print
(De,'aut Option --No First 19 20 21 22
Normalization)

6. Second Normalizing Element for Print
(Defau!t Option - No Second

.- Normalization)

7. Control for.'Guess Vector Iteration Start
Column Iteration Start = 0
Row I.teration Start = 1
(Default Option - Column Iteration Start)

Figure 11-9 Dynamics Control Information Data Form
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11. Boundary Condition Section (Figure II-10)

7h? labeled input data form provided for the Boundary
Condition Section is shown in Figure II-10. Three types of input
codes define -he types of displacement allowed:

1. Statics

(a) 0 = No Displacement Allowed,

(b) 1 = Unknown Displacement and

(c) 2 = Known (Prescribed) Displacement.

The input code designated, '2', Known Displacement,
pertains to displacement loading. If displacement loading is
present in an analysis, the degrees of freedom which have
known values of displacement are designated with the input
code '2 . A separate prelabelled input data form designated
as the prescribed Displacement Section is provided so that the
User may input the values of the known (prescribed) displacements
associazed with these degrees of freedom. This fo2am will be
described in detail in the following section.

2. Statics With Condensation

(a) 0 = No displacement allowed,

(b) 1 = Unknown Displacement and

(c) 2 = Displacement Degree of Freedom to be Condensed
(Eliminated) From the Stiffness Matrix Which
Define the System.

The-input code designated '2' pertains to a degree-of-
freedom that is to be condensed from the system. This procedure
is used in -cohjunction with the abstraction instructions designated
as STATICSC which were-described in detail previously.

3. Dynamics With Condensation

(a) 0 =No displacement allowed,

(b) 1 = Unknown displacement and

(c) 2 = Displacement degree-of-freedom to be condensed
(elimifiated) from the stiffness and mass
matrices which define the system.

The input code designated '2' pertains to a degree-of
freedom that is to be condensed from both the stiffness and mass

matrices which define the system. This procedure is used in

conjunction with the abstraction instructions desiguated as

DYNAMICSC which were described in detail. previously.
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W'ith regard to the Boundary Condition Section, the
User may enploy two time saving devices.

')_ MODAL - The MODAL option automates the
specification of reoccurring values within a
subset of input data. This feature enables
data-prescribed initialization of tables.

ExplLcit data requirements are thereby limited
to specification of exceptions to the MODAL
initialization.

"2) REPEAT - A REPEAT option is available which
allows the User to retain data from a previous
point for the indicated point.

The first entry on the Boundary Condition form is pre-
labeled BOU7ND and requires no input from the User. The second
entry on the form is the MODAL entry. MODAL is prelabeled in
columns 1-5 of this entry. Columns 13-21 are reserved for boundary
conditions. The MODAL option allows the User to input a set of
boundary conditions which the system applies to every grid point
unless otherwise indicated by a separate entry on the grid point
cards (Listed Input) which follcwthe MODAL entry.

A total of nine degrees of:freedom :per point has been provid-
ed on the prelabeled input forms. Three translati6n degrees of

freedom (u, v, w)-, three rotations (0x, 0, 0.) and threegeneral-
ized degrees of freedom (1, 2, 3;). The total nuMber
of degree of freedom entries per point is a fuhction of the typebeing employed in the analysis.

(l) Triangular Cross-Section Ring, Trapezoidal Cross-
Section Ring ( Core.)- Three DegreeQf Freedom
Entries per point: *Corresponding Displacements
(u, v, w).

(2) Frame Element Incremental Frame Element, Quadri-lateral Shear Panel, Q1adrilateral and Triangular

Thin Shell Elements,, Quadrilateral and Triangular
Plate Elements - Six Degree of Freedom Entries per
Point: Corresponding Displacements (u, v, w, Gx,
Gy, 0z).

(3) Toroidal Thin Shell Ring Element - Nine Degree of
Freedom Entries per Point: Corresponding Displace-
ments (u, o, w, o, Gy, o,-u', o, w").

Following the MODAL entry are the entries pertaining to

Listed Input. Included are Gri'd Point Numbers, Repeat Option and

corresponding boundary conditions as follows:
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Crrid Point Number- (Cols. 7-11)

(1) Grid points are entered as fixed point
numbers.

(2) Grid points can be entered in any order.

Repeat - (Col. 12)

The repeat option allows the User to repeat
reoccurring boundary conditions, from grid point to
Rrd point. This is accomplished in the following
i:.nner. Tf the boundary conditions at a number of
grid _poInts are Identical, the User enters the grid
.zcnt'number and associated boundary conditions for the
irst grid point. For the following points with
identical boundary ctnditions, just the grid point
number (Cols. 7-11) and an 'XI in the Repeat (Col. 12)
need be entered.

RBMEMBER:

(1) The repeat option can be used effectively
for sets of grid points which have identical
boundary conditions.

(2) The 'Number of Input Boundary CondJ. "on Points
must be specified on the System Control Infor-
mation -Data Form (Figure Ii-3,). This value is
o.iial to- the number of exceptions to the MODAL
card.

12. Prescribed Displacement Section (Fgure II-11)

Applied loading may-be prescribed in terms of non-zero
displacement values. The number of prescribed displaced grid
points is the number of grid points that are assigned known values
of displacement other than zero.

This section is used in conjunction with the Boundary
Condition Section when an input code '2' is used in that section
in a STATICS Analysis. This code designates that the grid point
degree of freedom for which '2' is entered has a -prescribed dis-
placement. In order to input the actual value for each prescribed
displacement, the Prescribed Displacement Data Form is pr6vided and
is shown inFigure II-il.
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SAC 1626-1

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

INPUT CODE - 0 - No Displacement Allowed
1 U Unknown Displacement
2 • Known Displacement

PfE.SE- VODE TRANSLATIONS ROTATIONS GENERALIZED

U V W Ox Oy ez I 2 3

1 2 3415'6 13 14 Is 16 17 Is 19 20 21

Grid Point
Number

LISTE;! INPUT 7890112 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

(I)

(I)

(/)

(I)

]TUR 111)BUDAYCNIIN AAY10

132)

I '(II)

~(/)

I I)

-- - (I)

; 11
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I SAC 1628-2
A 1MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
r- (continued)

INPUT CODE 0 - No Displacement Allowed c

1 - Unknown Displacement
2 - Knqwn Displacement
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A total of nine possible prescribed displacements per

grid point are provided for in the section. These are as follows:

(I) three Translations (u. v, w)

2) three Rotations (ex' ey, 0z) and

(3) three Generalized Displacements (1, 2, 3).

The total number of degree of freedom entries per grid point is
a function of the element type being employed in the analysis.

( ) Triangular Cross-Section Ring, Trapezoidal Cross-
Section Ring (Core) - Three Degree-of-Freedom
Entries per Point: Possible Displacements (u,v,w).

(2) Frame Element, Incremental Frame Element, Quadri-
lateral Shear Panel, Quadrilateral and Triangular
Thin Shell Elements, Quadrilateral and Triangular
Plate Elements - Six Degree-of-Freedom Entries per
Point: Corresponding Displacements (u, v, w, exP
ey' ez).

(3) Toroidal Thin Shell Ring Element - Nine Degree of
Freedom Entries per Point: Possible Displacements
(u , 0, w ,9 , P , o ,J u.9 U o9 0, w "I ) .

Where the (u', o, w" ) correspond to the last three
generalized displacements (1, 2, 3) which will be
completely described in the Toroidal Ring portion
of the Element Control Section.

The applicable values of prescribed displacement are
entered as floating point numbers. It is important to note that
Keypunch Personnel have been instructed to ignore entries that are

not filled in. Blank entries are not considered as zero's. Zero's
must be entered in an entry when applicable.

The first entry on the Prescribed Displacement Data Form
is prelabeld PRDISP and requires no information from the User.
The second entry is prelabeled PCOND in columns 1-5. Columns 7-11
are reserved for the Condition Number.

Condition Number - (Cols. 7-11)

The condition number is a fixed point number. In
the present MAGIC System either 1 or NL displacement load
condition can be accommodated per execution. NL is
defined as the total number of loading conditions in a
given analysis.
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etre- next entry on the form is the MODAL entry. This

entry ale',' the User to input a set of prescribed displacements
which the crogram assumes to apply to every grid point unless
otherwise _.r._cated by a separate grid point entry on the grid
point cards. MODAL is prelabeled on this card and the only Infor-
mation required by the User are the prescribed displacement values
which have been 1Hscussed previously.

- third and following entries contain information
piertain."nr -, the Grid Point Numbers, Repeat Option and prescribed
iipla me"', values as fol.ow,:

,r~d Poiut Number - ("ols. 7-11)

) Grid Points are entered as fixed point numbers.

'2) Grid Points can be eptered In any sequence desired.

Repeat - (C'nl. 12)

The repeat option allows the User to repeat values
of prescribed displacements from grid point to grid
point. This is accomplished in the following manner.
If the prescribed displacements at a number of grid
co-nts are identical, the User enters the grid point
number and associated displacements for the first grid
point. For the following points with identical dis-
placements, the only grid point number (Col. 7-11) and
-an 'X' in the Repeat (Col. 12) need be entered. No
additional cards are needed for repeated grid points.

REMEMBER:

(1) Zeros must be entered when applicable.
Blanks are not zeros.

(2) If the number of degree of freedom entries per
grid point is equal to three (3), then only the
translation entry (u, v, w) is applicable. The
other two entries (Rotations and Generalized) are
ignored by the User.

(3) If the number of degree of freedom entries per
grid point is equal to six (6) then the trans-
lation and rotation entries must be considered.
If for instance, at a certain grid point there
are prescribed values of translations, but not
rotations, zeros must be entered for the rotation
values or the rotaiTn entry will be ignored by
the Keypunch Operator. This would cause premature
termination of the run since six degree of freedom
elements require two cards per grid point, except
for repeated grid points.
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Q2. If the number of degree of freedom entries per
grid point is equal to nine (9) - (Toroidal Ring
Element) then entries for translation, rotation
and generalized values of displacement must be
entered where applicable. If some of these entries
are equal to zero, these zero values must still be
entered otherwise the entries will be--[g-ored by
the Keypunch Operator causing termination of the run.

'5) The Number of Prescribed Displaced Grid Points
must be specified on the System Control Information
Data Form (Figure 11-3). This value is equal to
the number of exceptions to the MODAL card.

0UYMIARY:

For convenience the last three Reminders are
briefly stated as,

(1) Three (3) Degree of Freedom Entries per

Grid Point; 1 Prescribed Displacement Card
Required per Grid Point.

(2) Six (6) Degree of Freedom Entries per Grid
Point; 2 Prescribed Displacement Cards
Required per Grid Point.

(3) Nine (9) Degree of Freedom Entries per Grid
Point; 3 Prescribed Displacement Cards
Required per Grid Point.

(4) Repeated grid points require only one card.

13. External Grid Point Load's Section - (Figure 11-12)

Ccncentrated loads are specified by component against
grid point number. For convenience the axes of reference may be
specified cptionally as Global or Local System (grid point) Axes.

The labeled input data format provided for the External
Grid Point Loads Section is shown in Figure 11-12. A total of
nine possible external loads are provided for in this section.
These are as follows:

(1) three Forces (F., Fy, Fz),

(2) three Moments (Mx, M, Mz) and

(3) three Generalized Forces (FI , F2 , F 3 ).
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Element Applied Load Scalar - (Cols. 13-22)

The Element Applied Load Scalar (EALS), entered
as a floating point number, is a device which enables the User
to scale the element applied load up or down by a scalar multiplier.
Element applied loading is pressure or thermal loading. The EALS
is utilized in the following way.

Total Load = External Grid Point Loads + (EAL:j)
x Element Applied Load:

For multiple load conditions, the FAL. in always applied

to the original element applied loads. As an example, ir for the
f1rst loading condition, the EALS = 0.50, the Total Load would
equal the following:

Total Load = External Grid Point Loads + (0.5)
x Element Applied Loads

If for the second load condition, the EALS = 0.10, the
Total Load would equal the following:

Total Load = External Grid Point Loads + (0.1)
x Original Element Applied Loads

External Loads Transformation - (Col. 24)

For User convenience an option hss been provided to
allow external loads to be input by specifying the axes of reference
as either Global or Local System (grid point) Axes.

If Graxes are not employed in an analysis the loads
are assumed to be in the Global System and Column 24 is left blank.

If GRAXES are employed (See Sections 9 and 10,
Figures 1I-8 and 11-9) the following applies:

(a) If a '' is entered in Column 24, the loads will
not be transformed, which indicates that the
l-oads have been entered with reference to the
gridpoint axes system-.

(b) If Column 24 is left blank the loads will be
transformed utilizing the grid point axes trans-
formation. This indicates that the program
assumes that the loads are entered with respect
to the Global System of reference.

The next entry on the form is the MODAL entry. This entry
allows the User to input a set of External Loads which the program
assumes to apply to every grid point unless otherwise indicated by
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The total number of degree of freedom entries per grid

point is dependent on the element type being employed in the analysis.
Three types appear in the MAGIC System, i.e.

'l) Triangular Cross-Section Ring, Trapezoidal Cross-
Section Ring (Core) - Three Degree-of-freedom
entries per point: Possible External Forces (Fx,
Fy , FZ).

(2) Frame Element, Incremental Frame Quadrilateral
Shear Panel, Quadrilateral and Triangular Thin Shell

Elements, Quadrilateral and Triangular Plate Elements
Six Degree-of-freedom entries per point: Possible
external forces (Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, MY, Mz).

(3) Toroidal Thin Shell Ring - Nine Degree of Freedom
Entries per Point: Possible External Forces (F , 0,
Pz, 0, My, 0, F1 , 0, F3 ). The F,, 0 and F3 are' a set

of generalized forces which will be described in
detail in the section dealing with the Toroidal Ring
Element.

The applicable concentrated Grid Point Loads are entered
as floating point numbers. It is important to note that Keypunch
Personnel have been instructed to ignore entries that are not
filled in. Blank entries ar not considered as zeros. Zer- must
be entered in an entry when appcable.

The first entry on the External Grid Point Loads Form
is prelabeled LOADS and requires no information from the User.
The second entry is prelabeled LCOND in Columns 1-5. The User
supplies two items of information for this entry as follows:

Condition Number,- (Cols. 7-11)

(1) Each external load condition requires a number.

(2) Each External Load Condition is entered on a
Separate labeled input data form.

(3) In every analysis, the User must designate at
*- least one (1) External Load Condition. This

applies even when there are no External Loads
acting on the syster.

(4) The condition number is entered as a fixed point
number.
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Element Applied Load Scalar - (Cols. 13-22)

The Element Applied Load Scalar (EALS), entered
as a floating point number, is a device which enables the User
to scale the element applied load up or down by a scalar multiplier.
Element applied loading is pressure or thermal loading. The EALS
is utilized in the following way.

Total Load = Externa. Grid Point Loads + (EALV)
x Element Applied Load:;

For multi.ple load conditions, the EALS i.- always applied
to the original element applied loads. A:- an examplo, if for the
first loading condition, the EALS = 0.10, the Total Load would
equal the following:

Total Load = External Grid Point Loads + (0.5)
x Element Applied Loads

If for the second load condition, the EALS = 0.10, the
Total Load would equal the following:

Total Load = External Grid Point Loads + (0 3)
x Original Element Applied Loads

External Loads Transformation - (Col. 211)

For User convenience an option has been provided to
allow external loads to be input by specifying the axes of reference
as either Global or Local System (grid point) Axes.

If Graxes are not employed in an analysis the loads
are assumed to be in the Global System and Column 24 is left blank.

If GRAXES are employed (See Sections 9 and 10,
Figures 1i-8 and 11-9) the following applies:

(a) If a 'I' is entered in Column 24, the loads will
not be transformed, which indicates that the
l-ads have been entered with reference to the
gridpoint axes system.

(b) If Column 24 is left blank the loads will be
transformed utilizing the grid point axes trans-
formation. This indicates that the program
assumes that the loads are entered with respect
to the Global System of reference.

The next entry on the form is the MODAL entry. This entry
allows the 'User to input a set of External Loads which the program
assumes to apply to every grid point unless otherwise indicated by
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a seaparate grid point entry on the grid point cards. MODAL is

prelabeled on this card and the only information required by the
User are the External Load Values which have been discussed
previously.

The third and following entries contain information
pertaining to the Grid Point Numbers, Repeat Option and External
Loals, as follows:

Grid Point Number - (Cols. 7-11)

(1) Grid Point Numbers are entered as fixed point
numbers.

(2) Grid Point Numbers can be entered in any
sequence desired.

Repeat - (Col. 12)

The repeat option allows the User to rvpeat values
of external loads from grid point to grid point. This
is accomplished in the following manner. If the external
loads at a number of grid points are identical, the User
enters the grid point number and associated external
loads for the first grid point. For the following points
having identical loads, only the grid point number (Col. 7-11)
and an 'X' in the Repeat (Col. 12) need be entered.

REII4EMBFR:

(1) The External Grid Point Loads Section must be
utilized even if there are no external grid point
loads acting on the structure. For this case. only
the MODAL Card is required with zero entries in
the appropriate locations.

(2) The Repeat option can be used effectively for sets
of grid points having identical external loads.

(3) External Grid Point Loads are not element related

and should not be confused witR--lement applied
loads such as pressures and thermal loading.

(4) The number of external load conditions must be
specified on the System Control Information Data
Form (Figure 11-3).

(5) Zeros must be entered when applicable Blanks
are not zeros.
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(6) If the number of degree of freedom entries per
grid point is equal to three (3) then only the
force values (Fx, Fy, F ) are applicable. The

other two entries (Moments and Generalized Forces)
are ignored by the User.

(7) If the number of degree of freedom entries per grid
point is equal to six (6) then the Force and Moment
Values must be considered. If for instance, at a
certain grid point there are applied forces but no
applied moments, zeros must be entered for the
Moment values or this entry will be ignored by the
'Keypunch Operator. This would cause premature
termination of the run since six degree of freedom
elements require two External Load cards per grid
point.

(8) If the number of degree of freedom entries per
grid point is equal to nine (9) then Forces, Moments
and Generalized Forces must be entered. If some
of these entries are equal to zero, these zero
values must still be entered otherwise the entries
will be ignored by the Keypunch Operator causing
-premature termination of the run.

'(9) Repeated grid points require only one card.

SUMMARY:

For convenience the last four Reminders are briefly
stated as,

(1) Three (3) Degree of Freedom Entries per Grid roint;
1 External Load Card Tequired per Grid- Point.

_(2) Six (6) Degree of Freedom Entries per Grid Point;
2 External Load Cards Required per Grid Point.

(3) Nine (9) Degree of Freedom Entries per grid Point;
3 External Load Cards Required per Grid Point.

(LI.) Repeated grid points require only one card.

-1I-;-
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14. Element Control Data Section (Figure 11-13)

The Element Control Data Section establishes control on
the types and number of elements which are to be used in a specific
analysis. A prelabeled input data form is provided for the Element
Control Data Section and is shown in Figure 11-13. This form is
applicable to all finite elements which are contained in the MAGIC
library. Upon examination of the form it is seen that certain data
are applicable to all of the elements in the library while other
data are element dependent.

The first entry on the form is prelabeled ELEM and requires
no information from the User. The second and following entries
contain the following information.

Element Number - (Cols. 7-10)

(1) The element number which defines the element
being considered is entered in this location.

(2) Elements can be entered in any sequence desired.

(3) The element number is entered as a fixed point
number.

Plug Number - (Cols, 11,-12)

(1) Each finite element in the Element Library has an
identification number as follows:

(a) Number 11 - Frame Element

(b) Number 13 - incremental Frame Element

(c) Number 25 - Quadrilateral Shear Panel

(d) Number 40 - Triangular Cross-Section Ring

(e) Number 41 - Trapezoidal Cross-Sectlon Ring (Core)

(f) Nuber 21 - Quadrilateral Thin Shell

(g) Number 20 - Triangular Thin Shell

(h) Number 28 - Quadrilateral Plate

(i) Number 27 - Triangular Plate
(W) Number 30 - Toroidal Ring

(2) Identification Numbers are entered as fixed point numbers.

Material Number - (Cols. 13-18)

The material number is the number of the material
associated with the element in question. This number is
referenced to the material tape. For instance, if the
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User were using material number 138, this material would
have had to be on the tape at the time of the run or be
a material that the User was adding to the tape for this
particular run. The material number must appear exactly
as it was tn Cols. 10-15 of the MATER section.

Temperature Interpolate Option - (Col. 19)

The Temperature Interpolate Option is exercised in
the following manner:

(1) If an entry is not made in Column 19, the program
will average then--ode point temperatures of the element
in question and use this average temperature when
establishing material properties from the material tape.

(2) If a 'l' is entered in Column 19, the program will use
the Material Temperature entered in Columns 20-27 when
establishing material properties from the material tape.

(3) If a number n (n>)l) is entered in Column 19, then this
number is equal to the number of node points which will
participate in the averagine process. The first n node
points entered in Columns 36-71 (Node Point Section),
of the Element Control Data Section will then be used
in the averaging process.

Material Temperature - (Cols. 20-27)

If the User exercises the Temperature Interpolate
Option by placing a Ill in Column 19 then a temperature
associated with the element in question should be entered
in Columns 20-27 in a thermal stress analysis. The program
will then use this temperature when establishing material
properties from the Material Tape.

Repeat Element Matrices - (Col. 28)

Element matrices generated for assembly against a
particular finite eiement specification can also be used
for the next element in the calculation sequence. This
avoids repeated calculation'of ilientical element matrices.
Experience indicates a -high f .. y of opportunities for
ex loiting this feature. Input data requirements and
execution times can be significantly reduced with use of
this feature. The option is exercised by the User by
placing an 'X' in Col. 28 opposite the Element Number for
which element matrices are to be repeated.
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Element Input - (Col. 29)

Certain of the elements contained in the MAGIC
System element library require Element Input peculiar
to that element. All of the elements available in
the MAGIC element library require Element Input with
the exception of the Triangular and Trapezoidal Cross-
Section Ring Elements where it depends upon the type
of analysis being performed. For elements which require
Element Input, an 'X' is placed in Column 29.

A prelabeled input data form is provided especially
for Element Input. This form will be discussed in detail
immediately following the discussion of the Element
Control Data input form.

Interpolated Input Print - (Col. 30)

If the User places an 'X' in Column 30, the following
information is obtained:

(1) Material Number

(2) Material Identification

(3) Type of Material, i.e. Isotropic or Orthotropic

(4) Interpolated Material Properties, which include

(a) Temperature

(b) Young's Modulus

(c) Poisson's Ratio

(d) Thermal Expansion Coefficients

(e) Rigidity Moduli

Element Matrix Print - (Col. 31)

If the User places an 'V in Column 31, a print
of element matrices associated with the element in
question is obtained.

Full Print (Col. 32)

If the User places an 'X' in Column 32 a total print
of all element matrices and intermediate computations is
obtained for the element In question. In general, this
option is exercised when debugging a problem
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Number of Input Nodes -(Cols. 33-34)

The number of input nodes is the number of node
points which define an element. The following number
of node points are applicable to the elements in the
MAGIC Library.

(1) Frame Element: 3 Node Points
(2) Incremental Frame Element: 3 Node Points

(3) Quadrilateral Shear Panel: 4 Node Points

(4) Triangular Cross-Section Ring, 3 Node Points

(5) Trapezoidal Cross-Section Ring (Core): 4 Node Points
(6) Quadrilateral Thin Shell: 8 Node Points
(7) Triangular Thin Shell: 6 Node Points

(8) Quadrilateral Plate: 4 Node Points
(9) Triangular Plate: 3 Node Points
(10) Toroidal Ring: 2 Node Points
Pressure Suppression Option - (ol. 35)

Pressure Load Matrices are generated at the element level
in the MAGIC System. The User has the option of placing
an 'X' in Column 35, if it is desired to suppress the
generation of the pressure Load Vector for any particular
element.

Node Points -_(Cols. 36-71)

These locations are reserved for the node points which
describe the element in question. The User should note
that three column fields are set aside for each node point.
There are 12 locations set aside for node points. The last
four locations (9, 10, 11, and 12) apply only to the quadri-
lateral and triangular thin shell elements. Their use will
be fully described in the section which pertains to the
quadrilateral and triangular thin shell elements.

REMEMBER:

The total Number of Eliments must be called out on
the System Control Information Data Form (Figure 11-3).
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15. Element Input Section -(Figure 11-14)

A labeled input data form is provided for the Element
Input Section. This form is used for elements which require
Element Input: (Column 29 of the Element Control Data
Section).

The first entry on the form is prelabeled EXTERN and
requires no information from the User. The second entry on
the input data form is the MODAL entry which allows the User
to inout element innut which the program assumes to apply to
every element unless otherwise indicated !n the Element
Number entries which follow the MODAL card. It can be seen
from the input data form that the Element Input is labeled
A, B, C, D, E, F with each item contained in a ten column
field. These are the locations where the element input is
entered, if the element being used requires element input.
The entries made in locations A through F are entered as
floating point numbers. The values which are entered in
these locations are functions of the type of element being
employed in the analysis. This input, therefore, is element
related and will be explained in detail for each element in
the following sections.

The third and following entries in the section contain

information pertaining to the Element Numbers, Repeat Option
and 'Element Input, i.e.:

Element Number - (Cols. 711)

(1) Element numbers-are entered as fixed point
numbers.

(2) Element numbers must be entered consistent
with the order in which they were entered
in the Element Control Data Section.
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Repeat - (Col. 12)

The repeat option provides the User with the
opportunity to repeat Element Input from element
to element. This is accomplished in the folJow-
ing manner. If the element input for a number of
elements is identical, the User enters the element
number and associated element input for the first
element. For the following elements having the
same element input, only the Element Number (Col.
7-11) and an 'X' in the Repeat column need be
entered.

REMEMBER:

(1) For a problem with identical Element Input
for every element only the MODAL entry is
required.

(2) The repeat option can be used effectively
for sets of elements that have the same
Element Input.

(3) The type of element input required for an
element is a function of element type.
This element input will be completely
described in the following sections.
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in. Element [nput Description

a. Frame Element (Ident. No. 11)

The frame disorete element is suitable for idealiza-
tion of' all. :.tructure which are adequately characterized by
"beam 'heory ". The frame element representation is developed
in detail In he!'erence 8, and is shown in Figure 11-15.

Geometric specification of the straight slender pris-
mati, frame element is given, in part, by the end point co-
ordinates. /, third coordinate point in the element X -Y
positive qur'dra.nt is required to specify twist g g
orientation.

The cross-section of the frame element is assumed
doubly symmetric with respect to element geometric axes. It
is characterized by moments of inertia about the three element
axes together with the cross-sectional area.

A linear Hooke's Law is assumed to govern material
behavior. Temperature referenced mechaical and physical
material properties are selected from the material library.

The frame element representstion includes membrane,
torsion, and flexure actions. These contributions are
uncoupled in consequence of the zero curvature and cross-
section symmetry assumptions.

Deformation behavior of the basic frame element isII described by the twelve displacement degrees of freedom
associated with the two grid points which it connects.
Description of stress behavior is accepted as the definition
of the twelve forces acting at the two grid point connections.

The fol.owing element matrices are provided for
the Frame Element in the MAGIC System.

tiffness

Stress

Distributed Loading

Axial Thermal Load

Incremental Stiffne.:

Consis tent Ma:;s
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Referring to Firre 11-15, it is seen that the Frame
Element is defined by three node points and that the third
point determines the X g-Y plane of the element. This fact

is important if distributed loading is present in an analysis.
The frame element is provided with a linearly varying pressure
load. Provision is made for loading in both the element Y
and Z directions. The Grid Point Pressure Data Form g

(Figure 11-6) is provided for these pressure loadings if they
exist. On that form provision is made for three possible
input pressures per grid point, PI, P2 , and P.

For the Frame Element, pressure (distributed Loading)
values acting in the element Y direction correspond to pres-

g
sures designated, P1 on the Grid Point Pressure Data Form.

These pressure values are input in Columns 13-22. Pressures
acting in the element Z direction correspond to pressureg
designated, P2 on the Grid Point Pressure Data Form, These
pressures are input in columns 23-32. Pressures are defined
as positive if acting in the direction of positive element Y
or Z directions. gH g

An axial thermal :oad vector is also provided for
the Frame Element. It Js based on the assumption of a uniform
temperature over the length of the element. The latter being
the average of the two grid point temperatures. The Grid
Point Temperature Data Form (Figure 11-7) is provided for
these temperature values if they exist. In the.t section pro-
vision is made for three possible input temperatures, T1,
T2, and T3.

For the Frame Element, the node point temperatures
correspond to the temperature designated .T1 on the Grid Point

Temperature Data Form. These temperature values are input
in Columns 13-22 of that form.

The Element Control Data which is required for the
Frame Element is as follows. (See Figure II-13)

Element Number - (Cols. 7-10)

Refer to Element Control Section.

Plug Number - (Cols. 11-12)

The Frame Element is identified as Number 11.
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Material Number - (Cols. 13-18)

Refer to Element Control Section

Temperature Interpolate Option-(Col. 19)

If the User exercises this option, the program
will average the node point temperatures of the
element, and use this temperature when establishing
material properties from the material tape. The
Frame Element is defined by three node points as
explained previously with the third node point
establishing the twist orientation of the element.
Because of this only the first two node points
will participate in the temperature averaging
process in general. Therefore a 12' is usually
entered for the Frame Element in this column when
the Interpolate Option is being exercised.

Material Temperature - (Cols. 20-27)

Refer to Element Control Section.

Repeat Element Matrices - (Col. 28)

Refer to Element Control Section.

Element Input - (Col. 29)

The Frame Element always requires Element
Input therefore an 'XI is always placed in Column
29 when a Frame Element is being employed.

The following element input is required when
using the Frame Element. (Refer to the Element
Input Section and the Sample Element Input Data
Form, Figure 11-14). From the form, it is seen
that the Element Input Locations are labeled
A, B, C, D, E, F with each item contained in a
ten column field.

The Element Input for the Frame Element
consists of the following-information.

Location A - (Cols. 13-229

Cross-Section Area, (A)
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Location B - (Cols. 23-32)

Area Moment of Inertia, Izz which is defined

in the folloaing manner: (See Figure 11-15)

I =fA Y2 dAIzz A

Location C - (Cols. 33-42)

Area moment of inertia, I which is defined
YY

in the following manner: (See Figure 11-15)
[2

yy JA Z2 dA

Location D - (Cols. 4t3-52)

Torsional Moment of Inertia, J, which for a
circular cross-section is equal to:

J= Izz + Iyy

and for a r'ectangular cross-section.

z TI
b For a>b

IzIz

i4 a

can be approximated by:

J = ab3  1/3 - 0.21 b/a 1 -(1/12)(b /a4)])

For a> b
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Location E -(Cols. 53-62)

Eccentricity, ECC - An eccentric connection of
a finite element to adjacent elements is effec-
ted by a special type of matrix transformation.
Eccentricity of an element is specified through
the element data and measured with respect to
the element geometric axis.

The ec-entricity is defined as the distance
from the neutral axis of the eccentrically
placed frame element to the connection line.
qhe eccentricity is taken to be positive when
the direction specified from the eccentric
element to the connection line is in the
positive local Y direction. (Figure 11-15)

It shold be notei by the User that if Eccen-
tric Connections are not pertinent in an
analysis then this entry is ignored by the
User. It should also be noted that the Frame
Element degenerates into an Axial Force Member
if the only entry made in the Element Input
Section is Location A. (Cross-Section Area).

Returning to the Element Control Data Section,
the list of data items continues as follows;

interpolated Input Print - (Col. 0 Refer to

Element Matrix Print - (Col. 31) Element Con-
trol Section

Full Print - (Col. 32) 1

Number of Input Nodes - (Col. 33-34)
The Frame Element is always defined by 3 input

nodes.

Pressure Suppression Option (Col. 35)

Refer to Element Control Section.

Node Points - (Col. 36-71)

The three node points which define each Frame
Element are entered in these locations.
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b. Quadrilateral Shear Panel (Ident. No. 25)

The quadrilateral shear panel is appropriate
for representation of thin membranes. In order to transmit
dirn t forces it must be used in combination with a truss

-:pa]ization of the frame element. The shear panel element
r-,, 1 1 entation is developed in detail in Reference 9, and is
:,h ;:i 'n Figure 11-16. The general quadrilateral shape of
thc .;hE-ar panel is defined by the coordinates of the four
Corner points. Geometric definition is completed by speci-
f iation of an effective uniform thickness.

A pure shear stress state is assumed. Stiffness
coefficients are generated for corncr point displacements
under this pure shear assumption.

A deformation behavior of the shear panel
discrete element is described by the eight corner point
displacement degrees of freedom associated with the four
grid points which it connects. Description of stress
behavior is accepted as the constant shear stress value.

The following element matrices are provided for

the quadrilateral shear panel in the MAGIC System.

Stiffness

Stress

The Element Control Data which is required for
the Quadrilateral Shear Panel is as follows. (See Figure
11-13)

Element Number - (Cols. 7-10)

Refer to Element Control Section

Plug Number - (Cols. 11-12)

Thbe Quadrilateral Shear Panel is identified
as Number 25.

Material Number - (Cols. 13-18)

Refer to Element Contrcl Section
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Temperature Interpolate Option - (Col. 19)

The Quadri:eateral Shear Panel is designated
by It node points. If the User desires to exer-
cise the Temperature Interpolate Option, and
average all four (4) of the node point tempera-
tures, an entry is not made in Column 19. If the
User only wants to use the first n node points in
the averaging process (n< 4) then this number, n,
is entered and the program will take the first
n node points entered in Columns 36-71 and use
these in the averaging process, when determining
material properties. If the User desires to
enter a Material Temperature in Columns 20-27
then a '1' is entered in Column 19 which tells
the program to use this Material Temperature when
establishing material properties from the tape.

Material Temperature - (Cols. 20-27) Refer to
Element

Repeat Element Matrices - (Col. 28) Control
Section

Element Input - (Col. 29)

The Quadrilateral Shear Panel always requires
Element Input. Therefore, an 'X' is always
placed in Column 29 when a Quadrilateral Shear
Panel is being employed.

The Element Input (Figure 11-14) required
for the Quadrilateral Shear Panel consists of
the following information:

Location A - (Cols. 13-22)

Thickness, (t)

The above is the only Element Input which is
required for the Shear 'anel.

Returning to the Element Control Data Section,
the list of data items continues as follows:

Interpolated Input Print - (Col. 30)

Refer to Element Control Section
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Element Matrix Print - (Col. 31) Refer to

Element
P'ull Print - (Col. 32) Control

I Section

-umber of Input Nodes (Cols. 33-34)

The Quadrilateral Shear Panel is always

defined by It input nodes.

Pressure Suppression Option (Col. 35)

Refer to Element Control Section.

Node Points - (Cols. 36-71)

The four node points which define each
quadrilateral Shear Panel are entered in the
first four entries provided in the Node Point
Section of the Element Control Data Form.
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11 °, 7
C'. ,I, ,:ular Cros-. ection Ring7 (Ident. No. 40)

cI'I triangular cro;s-section ring discrete element,
,,wz, i: ,,'Iure rr-j17, is sultable for idealization of axisymmetric
1'k walled n I.,'ue't, ures of' arbitrary profile. A detailed

,!#,-VtstpniunLt of' the element representation is presented In
,:- ', r'~ i' 1 0 .

The ring element representation is written with respect
,U. .,lI,.Arie~tQo'.Wi'dLiIte axes. TIe configuration of the element

,'ormlteli detiled by specifying radial and axial coordinatesIit" I: e ,.':e " poi.rits.

Cylind'ical anisotropy is provided for in the
iiecha:Acal and physical material properties of the ring element.
"rlentaton~ of orthotropic axes In the (r, z) plane is data
3pecifted.

The element designation "ring" implies an axi-
symmetric geometric configuration. Tt has been further tacitly
assumed that the applied loading is axisymmetric; it follows, as
a consequence, that the displacement behavior is also.

A three dimensional axisymmetric stress state is
assumed. Linear Polynomial functions are employed for displacement
mode shapes leading to constant element strain and stress states.

Element field loads are assumed constent over the
cross-section. A linearly varying boundary pressure is included.

Deformation behavior of the ring element is
described by the six displacement degrees of freedom associated
with the three grid points which it connects. The predicted
element stress behavior is constant over the triangular cross-
section. Radial, circumferential, and axial stresses are
predic-;ed.

The Triangular Ring is numbered in the following
manner. Referring to Figure 11-17, the element is numbered in
a counter-clockwise manner when looking in the positive element
Y (9) direction.

The following element matrices are provided for the
Triangular Cross-Section Ring in the MAGIC System.

Stiffness
Stress
Thermal Load
Distributed Loading (Pressure)
Consistent Mass
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The Triangular Cross-Section Ring Element is

provided with a linearly varying pressure load. The pressure

is defined as positive when acting into the element (Figure
11-17). Pro~vision is made for pressure loading on only one
side of the element. This side of the element is always
defined by the first two node point numbers which are called
out in the Node Point locations of the Element Input Section.

The Grid Point Pressure Data Form (Figure 11-6)
is provided for entering these pressure loadings if they
exist. For the Triangular Ring Element, the input pressures
correspond to pressures designated, P1 on the Grid Point
Pressure Data Form. These pressure values are input in
Columns 1?-22 of that Form.

A constant prestrain load vector is included in
this element representation to accommodate thermal loading.
The Grid Point Temperature Data Form (Figure 11-7) is pro-
vided to input node point temperatures if thermal loading is
present. For the Triangular Ring Element, the node point
temperatures correspcnd to the temperature designated T1 on
the Grid Point Temperature Data Form. These temperature
values are input in Columns 13-22 of that Form.

The Element Control Data which is required for

the Triangular Ring Element is as follows: (See Figure 11-13).

Element Number- (Cols. 7-10)

Refer to Element Control Section

Plug Number - (Cols. 11-12)

The Triangular Cross-Section Ring Element
is identified as Number 40.

Material Number - (Cols. 13-18)

Refer to Element Control Section

Temperature Interpolate Option - (Col. 19)

The Triangular Ring Element is designated
by 3 node points. If the User desires to
exercise the Temperature Interpolate Option
and average all three (3) of the node point
temperatures, an entry is not made in Column 19.
If the User desires to enter a material tempera-
ture in Cols. 20-27, a '1' is entered in
Column 19.
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Material Temperature - (Cols. 20-27)

Refer to Element Control Section

Repeat Element Matrices - (Col. 28)

Refer to Element Control Section

Element Input - (Co]l. 29)

The Triangular Cross-Section Ring Element
only requires Element Input under certaiu
special conditions as follows: Referring to
Figvure 11-17, it is seen that there is a
possibility that in some cases the mterial
axis, and element geometric axis of the element
will not coincide. If '-his is the case the
Element Input (Figure 11-14) required for the
Triangular Cross-Section Ring consists of the
following.

Location A - (Cols. 13-22)

Material Axes Angle (Gamma - Ymg)

Since the Triangular Cross-Section Ring
Element is written to accommodate anisotropyof mechanical ard physicai properties, pro-

vision is made in the program for differences
in orientation of mat~rial apd element geo7-
metric axes for an em~nt. The Ueer enipts
the angle between the elemerit mterial ais
('Xm) and the element geometric axis '(Xg-).

The angle gamma (' ) is input in

degrees and is considered positive when
measured from the material axes to the
eI em' nt geometric axes, in a counter-clock-
wise direction (Figufe I-17).
RemembL r

Element Input is not required for the
Triangular Ring if the material and geometric
axes coincide, i.e., Img = 0.
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Returning to the Element Control Data Sf'*ion,
the list of data items continues as followsi

Interpolated Input Print - (Col. 30) Refer to

Element Matrix Print - (Col. 31) Element
" Control

Full Print (Col. 32) j Section

Number of Input Nodes (Cols. 33-34)

The Triangular Cross-Section Ring Element
is always defined by 3 input nodes.

Pressure Suppression Option (Co1. 35)

Refer to Element Control Section.

Node Points - (Cols. 36-71)

The three node points which define each
Triangular Ring are entered in the first three
entries provided in the Node Point Section of
the Element Control Data Form.
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d. Torotdal Thin Shell Ring (Ident. No. 30)

The toroidal thin shell element is recommended
for the idealization of axisymmetric structures of arbitrary
profile. Performance of the toroidal ring element is out-
standing relative to the well known conic ring. The toroidal
thin shell ring element representation is developed in detail
in Reference 1, and is shown in Figure 11-18. The toroidal
thin shell ring discrete element is written with respect to
a toroidal coordinate system. In general, the cross-section
of the toroidal segment is circular. Specialization to conic
and cylindrical shapes is eutomatically accounted for in the
MAGIC Systen. The geometric shape of the element is specified
by the coe .,.nates and surface orientation at its edge grid
rings. The thickness of the element is assumed constant.

The subject element is written to accommodate
orthotropic materials. Axes of orthotropy are assumed to
coincide with the principal axes of the element. Material
properties are taken to be constant throughout the element.
The temperature of reference is the average of the data speci-
fied element node point temperatures.

The mathematical modelfor the toroldal ring
embodies coupled representation of membrane and flexure
action. A state of plane stress is assumed in formulating
the continuum mechanics model, Discretization is effected
-by the construction of assumed modes for displacement and
applied loading functions.

An osculatory axisymmetric polynomial interpola-
tion is taken to represent membrane displacemeht witlin the
elerment. Transverse diiplacement is represented bya', per-
osculatory interpolation function. Applied loadings are

assmed to be constant over the element.

-Deformation behavior of the toroidal ring element
is described by the ten displacement-degrees of freedom
associated- with the two grid rings which it connects. These
degrees of freedom provide for a'relatively .high order of
variation within the element. In v irtue'of this, stress
redultants aie exhibited at the two boundary rings and at
the midspan of the element. The toroidal axes provide the
frami of reference.
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The following element matrices are provided
for the Toroidal Thin Shell Ring in the MAGIC System.

Stiffness
S tress
Thermal ILoad
Pist.libuted Loading (Pressure)
Cons Ls et Maso

,ihe Toroidal Ring Element is provided with a
.Lnearly vOrying pressure load.

Provision is made for pressure acting normal to
the element. The Grid Point Pressure Data Formd (Figure 11-6)
is provided to accept pressure loadings if they exist. On
that Form provision is made for three possible input pres-
sures per grid point, P1, P2  and P3"

For the Toroidal Ring Element, pressure values
correspond to pressures designated P1 on the Grid Point
Pressure Data Form. These pressure values are input in
Columns 13-22. Pressures are defined as positive if acting
in the positve local element Z direction (see Figure II-16).

A membrane thermal load matrix is also provided
for the Toroidal Ring Element. The Grid Point Temperature
Data Form (Figure II-7) is provided for the temperature values
if they exist. In that section provision is made for three
possible input temperatures, TI, T2V, and T3.

For the Toroidal Ring-Elemen, the node point
temperatures correspond to the temperatures des ignated T1
and T, on the Grid -Point Temperature Data Form For
each ridp6int, the temperature designated as T- corresponds

4 to the inner temperature at node point (1) and is input in
columns 13-22. The temperature designated as T2 corresponds
to the outer temperature at node point (I and is input in
columns 23-32 of the Grid Point Temperature Data 'prm. The
program then averages the inner and outer temperatures given
for -each node point and ises this-temerature as the
representative node point temperature.

ScownThe input procedure for the -Boundary Condition
Section when using the Toroidal Ring merits special comment
at this time. Figure 11-19 shows a typical Boundary Condition
Input Form. For the Toroidal Ring Elemenu, the Boundary Con-
dition Input requires three extra fields giving a total of
nine (9). It is important to note, however, that only five
(5) of these degrees of freedom exist as shown in the figure.
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The first six degrees of freedom may be
considered as the degrees of freedom which are-considered
in the normal manner. These six degrees of freedom may be
based on Global coordinates or on element system coordinates.
In the element system, X(&) is tangential and positive in
the direction from element point (1) to element point (2)
and Z is normal to the element, with positive Z being defined
as thourrh the Global system were rotated about the Y(O) axis
so as to align with the element X(&) axis (see Figure
11-18). In order to invoke the element axis option for the
Toroidal Ring, a special code is employed which is described
subsequently.

The remaining degrees of freedom (u' and w")
are always referenced to the element system. Physically u'
is difficult to define but can be thought of as the rate of
coange of arc length (at symmetric boundaries, ut = 0,
otherwise u' = 1;) w" is the curvature defined in the
element system at the point in question. Restraint (w" = 0),
implies that the curvature is zero. No restraint (w" = 1)
implies that the curvature is permitted to change. In
general, it is recommended that w" = I except at symmetric
or rigidly fixed boundaries where w" = 0.

The Element Control Data which is required for
the Toroidal. Thin Shell Ring Element is as follows (see
Figure 11-13).

Element Number - (Cols. 7-10)

Refer to Element Control Section

Plug Number - (Cols. 11-12)

The Toroidal Ring is identified as
Number 30.

Material Number - (Cols. 13-18)

Refer to Element Control Section

Temperature Interpolate Optior - (Col.- 19)

The Toroidal Ring is .esignated by 2 node
points. -If the User desires to exercise the
Temperature Interpolate Option a '1' is
entered in Column 19.
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Material Temperature - (Cols. 20-27)

Refer to Element Control Section

Repeat Element Matrices - (Col. 28)

Refer to Element Control Section

Element Input - (Col. 29)

The Toroidal Ring Element alw"y requires
Element Input, therefore an 'X' is always
placed in column 29 when a Toroidal Ring
Element is beingemployed.

The following L~ement Input is required
when using the Torol6al Ring Element (refer
to Element Input Section). From the pre-
labeled input data form it is seen that the
Element InpUt locations aze labeled A, B, C,
D, E, F with each item contained in a ten
column field.

'1he Element Input for the-Toroidal Ring

consists of the following information.

Location A - (Cols. i3-22)

Element Thickness (t)

-Location- -B- - Col; 23.32)

TCO'- This is a control ihput which changes
the axis of ieference from Globalto'element..

() lobal - (TC = 0.0)

If the User desires to have the dis-
placement behavior referenced to -the
Global system of reference, then the
-code 0.0 is entered in this location.
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(b) Element - (TC = -1.0)

If the User desires to have the dis-
placement behavior referenced to the
element system (normal and tangential
at point in question) thcn the code
-1.0 1z entered in this location. If
the code -1.0 is used, then External
Loads (if any exist) must be e:itered
in the element cystem of reference.
Provision is made for these External
Loads on the External Grid Point Lcads
Data Form (Figure 11-12).

It is important to note that all elements
must be referenced to the same system, i.e., in
any analysis which involves Toroidal Rings either
the Global or element system must be used exclu-
sively, as a fraa.e of reference. There can be
no mixin of the systems.

Location C - (Cols. 33-42)

Alpha 1 - (ol) - Referring to the sketchp
Q( is defined as the angle measured in
deirees from the axis of symmetry to a line
Which is perpendicular to the tangent to
the surface at node point 0

0 Tangent

A0 --to the
tagent
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Location D - (Cols. 113-52)

Alpha 2 - (CK) - Referring to the sketch,

Of is defined as the angle measured in
degrees from the axis of symmetry to aline which is pernendicular to the tangentto the surface at node point Q I

Note that for Conic Ring idealizationsl

The above is the required Element Inputfor the Toroidal Ring.

Returning to the Element Control Data Section, the
list of data 'Items continues as follows:

Interpolated 
Input Pri.nt - (Col. 30) Refer toElenent-Matrix Print - (Col, 31) Element

P.ControlFull Print - (Col1. Section

Number of Input Nodes - (Cols. 33-34)
The Toroidal Thin Shell Element is always

defined -by 2 node points.
PredsureP Suppression Op ib- (Col. 35)

Refer to Eleamnt Cdritr61,ect'on.

Nodd'Poits + (ols. 36-71)

The tvo node Points which define each,Toroidal Thin. Shell Ring Element are entered
in these locations.
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BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

INPUT CODE - 0 - No Disp!acem.?nt Allowed
1 - Unknown Displacement
2 - Known Displacement
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e. Quadrilateral Thin Shell (Ident. No. 21)

The quadrilateral thin shell element is recom-
mended for use as the basic building block for membranes,
plates, and shells. The triangular thin shell element is a
compatible companion element useful in regions of irregular-
ity and prominent dcuble curvature. The quadrilateral thin
shell element representation is developed in detail in
Reference 12 and is shown in Figure 11-20.

The shape of the general quadrilateral element
is defined by the coordinates of the four corner points. It
is a zero curvature element. The plane of the element is
determined by its first three corner point coordinates.

The subject element is a thin shell element in
that both membrane and- flexure action are represented.
Referenced to axes in the plane of the element, the membrane
and flexure representations are uncoupled. Optional genera-
tion 6f either or both of the representations is controlled
by the provision of-associated effective thicknesses. The
distinct membrane and flexure effective thicknesser are
assumed constant over the plane of the element.

Under normal circumstances, four corner points
and four midside points participate'in, establishing continu-ouscnnecion ofthe quadrilateral thin shell element with

adae elemenits. Used, in. th~ wy npt data volume is

reduced an-daccuracy is enhanced. An optibn is provided to
suppress he midside bodes firdividu&Lll f associated com-
plexitiesise- in grid refihement or nonstandard-cnnecions

with adjacent elements. Inyoking this suppressionoption
causes line'ar iiriation .to be imposed on the specified
midside viaibles.

The quadrilateral thin shell element, is
written to accommod'ate_ "anitropy of mechanical and physical
material properties. Orientation of material axes is dataspecified. -Temperature referenced material properties,
selected from the materialilibiary,' are assumed constant
over thi element.

-A linear generalized -Ho6ke's law is employed
for the equations -of state. Three- options are- provided;
namely., conventional plane stress, corrected plane 3tress,
ind restr"cted plahe strain.
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The element formulation is discretized by the
oon.-.truction of mode shapes. Membrane displacements within
the :nubject element are approximated by quadratic polynomials.
'Tran:;verse displacement is represented by cubic polynomials.
A lincar variation i s provided for midplane and gradient
variations in thermal loading. Other element loadings such
as pressure are assumed constant over the element. Deforma-
tion behavior of the quadrilateral thin shell element is
described by the displacement degrees of freedom associated
witb the gridpoints which it connects.

The variation in strain within the element which
is permitted by the assumed displacement functions leads to
similar stress variation. Advantage is taken of this by
exhibiting predicted stress resultants at the four corners
as well as at the center of the element. Inplane and normal
direct, shear, and bendirg stress resultants are included.
The display of stresses implies a set of axes of reference.
These axes are data specified.

The following element matrices are provided for
the Quadrilateral Thin Shell Element in the MAGIC System.

Stiffness
Stress
Iloermal Load
Distributed Loading (Pressure)
Mass

Referring to Figure 11-20, it is -seen that in.
general the Quadrilateral Thin ShelI Element is dfined by
eight node points.' There is an' option inh the 'program, how-
ever, which allows the- User to suppress the midside node
points individually if desired.

When defining the element, the first folirnode
-points determine the corner points of the element. - The mid-
side nodes are then numbered with the Tirst entry being that
midside nodi= hich fall's between the first two-corner points.
Rferrring the figure,. the element Would be numbered as
follows:

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

If it were desired to suppress mid-side node #6, the element
-would be numbered in the following manner (based on Figure* 11-20).

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, o, , 8
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This suppression causes linear variation to
be imposed on the specified midside variables.

The element geometric axes (Xg, Yg, Figure

TI-20) have their origin at the intersection of the diagonals
of' tho quadrilateral thin sbell element. The positive direc-
tion of the X axis of the element is defined by the lineg
which connects the origin of the (Xg, Yg) axis to node point)

of the element as shown in the figure. The (X - Y ) plane of

the element is determined by the first three corner point
coordinates. A material axes (X I m) is also provided for
this element. The angle ((mg ) between the material and

element geometric axes is considered positive wher measured
in a counter-clockwise direction from Xm to Xg.

With respect to the element geometric axes, the
corner grid points include the degrees of freedom u, v, w,-
e and e. A reduced set of degrees of freedom is associatedx y
with the midside grid points; namely, u, v and e (normal

slope). In general, transformation to global or grid point
axes reference systems tends to fill these sets of degrees
of freedom to u, v, w, ex, 9y, ez fbr the corner grid points
and to u, v, w, en O, 00 (en is not transformed) for the

midside grid points. It is for the Analyst to decide, of
course, whether or not these additional terms lead to bona-
fide degrees of freedom in the assembled structure. The
User shouldal'sb note that on the Boundary Condition Data
Form (Figure iI-10). Wheneve' en (e ormal)' is being

considered, then the-proper input code (either 0, 1, or 2)
is always entered in the location which 'is normally
reserved for the ek entry (Column 16).

The Grid Point Coordinate Data Form -(Figure
II-5) is provided for input of the coordinates which define
the elements,' Grid point coordinates for midside nodes
are not necessary inp- t since the program calculates these'
coordinates automatically.
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The Quadrilateral Thin Shell Element is provided
with a constant normal pressure load. The Grid Point Pressure
Data Form (FIgure 11-6) is provided for this pressure loading
if it exists. On that form provision is made for three pos-
;ible input pressures per grid point, Pip P2 , and P"

For the Quadrilateral Thin Shell Element the
input pressures correspond to pressures designated P1 on the

Grid Point Pressure Data Form. These pressure values are
input in Columns 13-22. The pressure is defined as positive
when acting in the direction of positive element Z direction.

A linear variation is provided for midplane and
gradient variations in thermal loading. The Grid Point Tem-
perature Data Form (Figure 11-7) is provided to input node
point temperatures and/or temperature gradients. For the
Quadrilateral Thin Shell Element, the midplane node point
temperatures correspond to the temperature designated T1 on

the Grid Point Temperature Data Form. These temperature
values are input in Columns 13-22 of that Form.

Provision for a temperature gradient through the
thicknes3 of the Quadrilateral Thin Shell is also provided.
This gradient is defined as positive when the temperature is
increasing through the thickness in the positive element Z

gdirection. If temperature gradients through tne thickness
are present, the value of the gradient at each grid- point is
entered in the location set aside for the quantity, -T (Cols.

23-32)- on the Grid Point Temperature Data Form. The gradient
is entered in the following manner-.

T2 AT

where

AT = Change in temperature through the

thickness of the element

= Thickness of ,element

Note that the sign of T2 depends -upon the direction of the

gradient as--ointed out above.

The Element Control Data which is required for
the Quadrilateral Thin Shell Element is as follows. (See
Figure 11-13).
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Element Number- (Col.,. 7-10

Refer to Element Control Seetton

Plug Number - (Col. 11-12)

The Quadrilateral Thin Shell Element is
identified as Number 21.

Ma~erial Number- (Cols. 13-1.8)

Refer to Element Control Section

Temperature Interpolate Option - (CoL. 19)

Tf the User exercises thi:s option by not
making an entry in Column ]9, the program will
average the eight node point temperatures of the
element and use this average temperature when
establishing material properties -from the material
tape. This means that temperatures for all eight
node points (including the mid-side nodes) must
be entered on the Grid Point Temperature Data Form
(FIgure 11-7). If the User wishes to employ a
specified number of node points, n, in the
averaging process (n<8) then this__number is
entered in Column 19 and the first -n node points
entered in Columns 36-71 will be used for the
averaging process. if a 'I' is entered in this
location the program will use the Material Tempera-
ture entered in Columns 20-27 when establishing
material properties fr.om the material tape.

Material Temperature - (Cols. 20-27) ) Refer to
- Element

Repeat Element Matrices - (Col. 28) Control
Section

Element Input - (ol. 29)

The Quadrilateral Thin Shell Element always
requires Element Input therefore an 'X' is always
piaced in Column 29 when a Quadrilateral Thin
Shell Element is being employed.

The following Element Input is required when
using the Quadrilateral Thin Shell Element (Refer
to the Element Input Section). From the Element
Input Data Form it is seen that the Element Input
Locations are labeled A, B, C, D, E, F, with each
item contained in a ten column field.
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Location A- (Cols. 13-22)

Membrane Thickness (t.) -

For the Quadrilateral Thin Shell Element,
both membrane and flexural action are re-
presented. Optional generation of either
or both representations is controlled by
the provision of associated membrane and
flexure thickness. If the User desires to
do a membrane problem, the membrane thick-
ness is input. I" membrane behavior is not
to be considered, the associated membrane
thi,,kness is not input. Note also that mass matrix
generation Ls based on the element membrane thickness.
Location B - (Cols. 23-32)

Flexural Thickness - (tf) -

If the User desires to do a flexure problem,
the effecti';e flexure thickness must be
entered. Omission of this thickness degen-
erates the problem into one of pure membrane
behavior. Since flexure and membrane behav-
ior are uncoupled both can be run consecu-
tively if desired.

Location C - (Cols. 33-112)

Material Axes Angle - (Gamma) -

Since- the Quadrilateral Thin Shell Element
is -written to accommodate anisoti6opy- o f
-medhanical and physical -properties, provi-
sion is made in the program for differences
in -orientation of material and element geo-
metric axcs for an element. The User in-
puts the angile bt- uween the material axis
(Xm) and thc element geometric axis (.g)
with this angle being measured in a counter-
-clockwise direction from the miaterial axis
(X) to the- element geometric axis (Xg)"
This angle (K mg) is input in degrees.

Location D - (Cols. 43-52)

Types of Solution:
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(a) Corrected Plane Stress (Code 0.0) -

The corrected plane stress solution is
one in which the stress in the out of
plane direction (az) is set equal to

zero but the full material properties
matrix is used. That i , the effect of
transverse properties on the in-plane
stresses are included. Such effects
are negligible for most practical
materials.

(b) Restricted Plane Strain (Code 1.0) -
The restricted plane strain solution is
one in which the strain in the out of
plane direction (E z), is set equal to
zero.

(c) Conventional Plane Stress (Code 2.0) -
The conventional plane stress solution
is one in which the stress in the out
of plane direction ((r.), is set equal

to zero and the effect of transverse
properties on the in-plane stresses
are not included.

Location E - (Cols. 53-62)

Eccentricity (ECC) -

The eccentricity is defined as the distance
measured from the neutral axis of the ec-
centrically placed element to the midplane
of the reference element. The. sign of the
eccentricity is taken to be positive when
the direction specified from the eccentric
element to the reference element is in the
positive local element direction.

The above is the Element Input required for the
QuaC'rilateral Thin Shell Element. Returning to the Element
Control Data Section, the list of data items continues as
follows:

Interpolated Input Print - (Col. 30) Refer to

Element Matrix Print - (Col. 319 Element
Control

Full Print - (Col. 32) Section
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Number of Input Nodes - (Cols. 33-34)

The Quadrilateral 'Tin Shell Element is
always defined by 8 input nodes.

Pressure Suppression Option (Col. 35)

Refer to Element Control Section.

Node Points - (Cols. 36-71)

In general the Quadrilate.t;l Thin Shell
Element is defined by 8 node points. The User,
however, has the option tc suppress the mid-
side nodes individually if desired. Referring-
to Figure 11-13, it is seen that 12 locations
are set aside for node point entries. The
first 8 locations are set aside for the four
corner points and four mid-side nodes
respectively.

Locations 9 and 10 - (Cols. 60-65)

Most finite elements accommodate ani-
sot,'6piU materials. Axes of reference must
be specified for material properties. This
is accomplished through specific.tion aseletent data, of cooridinate points defining
the m.aterial axes. rhese axles are defined by
inputting the-applica ble 6et of coordinates
In these locations. These c6rdinates define
-the Y axis for- -mite fial- pr-joperty deintin
This device na als6 b6 used effectively to
define stress 6utput ,direction ad the same
two points'-used for the referenc element can
-be -used for each following element so that
the output has a common reference.

Locations 11 and 12-(Cols. 66,-7i)

A-specification of stress values implies
a set of reference axes. The axes of refer-
ence, are determined with the provision of
an element "tres mitrix. Frequently a -e
of reference convenient for forqmulation are
not -convenient for interpretation of stresses.
The problem is resolved by data spe~ifica-
tion of stress axes. This is apcornlished
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through specification as element data, of
coordinate points which define the direction
of the (X) stress axis. With this definition
the stresses in the other directions retain
their proper orientation with respect to this
axis.

The streks axis determination is element
related and therefore if locations 11 and 12
are used for 3tress directions, then each
element must be considered separately and node
points relate3 to that particular element are
used in determining stress direction.

REMEMBER:

(a) If all four mid-side nodes were suppres-
sed only the first four locations would
be needed. If mid-side nodes are
suppressed -ndividublly then zeros are
input in the location pertaining to
that particular point.

(b) The stress axis determination is element
related and therefore if locations 11
and l are used for stress directions,
then each element must be considered
separately and node points related to
that particular element are used in
determining stress direction.
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Figure 11-20 Quadrilateral Thin Shell Element Representation



f. Triangular Thin Shell (Ident. No. 20)

The Triangular thin shell element is recommended
for use as the basic building block for most doubly curved
::heos. Additionally, it is useful in combination with the
'ltadi,1.at.Ieal thin shell element for dealing with irregular
; oomeftf'iC; of all membrane, plate, and shell structures. The
tr'iar.'ur thin shell element representation is developed in
,e-:A'. in !ieference 13, and is shown in Figure 11-21.

The shape of the general triangular element is
defined by the coordinates of the three corner points. It
is a zero curvature element. The plane of the element is
determined by the three cornerpoint coordinates.

The subject element is a thin shell element in
that both membrane and flexure action are represented.
Referenced to axes in the plane of the element, the membrane
and flexure representations are uncoupled. Optional genera-
tion of either or both of the representations is controlled
by the provision of associated effective thicknesses. The
distinct membrane and flexure effective thicknesses are
assumed constant over the plane of the element.

Under normal cireumstances, three corner points
and three midside points partic'pate in establishing contin-
uous connection- of the triangular thin shell element with
adjacent elements. Used in this way input data volume is
-reduced and accuracy is enhanced. -An option is provided to
suppress the midside nodes individually if associated com-
plex!-ties arise in grid refinement or nonstandard connections
with adjacent elements. Invoking this suppression option
causes linear variation to be imposed -on the specified
midside variables-.

The triangular thin shell element is written
to accommodate anisotropy of mechanical and physical material
properties. Orientaticn of material axes is data specified.
Temperature referenced 'aateri~i propertles, selected from the
materials-library, are assumed constant over the element.

A linear generalized Hooke's Law is employed
for the equations of state. Three options are provided;
namely, c, aventional plari stress1 corrected plane stress,
and restricted plane strain.
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The element formulation is discretized by the
:onctruction of mode shapes. Membrane displacements within
the subject element are apprcximatad by quadratic poly-
nomials. Transverse displacement is representedby cubic
polynomials. A linear variation is provided for midplane
and gradient variations in thermal loading. Other element
loadings such as pressure are assumed constant over the
element.

Deformation behavior of the triangular thin
shell element is described by the displacement degrees of
freedom associated with the gild points which it connects.

The variation in strain within the element
which is permitted by the assumed displacement functions

leads to similar stress variation. Advantage is taken of
this by exhibiting predicted stress resultants at the three
corners as well as at the center of the element. Inplane
and normal; direct, shear, and bending stress resultants
are included. The display of stresses implies a set of
axes of reference. These axes are data specified.

The following elmment matrices are provided
for the Triangular Thin Shell Element in the MAGIC System.

Stiffness
Stress
Thermal Load
Distributed Loading (Pressure)
Mass

. Referring to Figure IIm-21, it-is seen !6hit in
general the Triangular ThinShell Element is dafined by six
node points. There i s an option: in the program, however,whichallows the User to suppress the midsidenode points

individually if desired.

When defining the element, the first three node.
points determine the corner points of the olement. The mid-
side nodes are then numbered with the first entry being that
midside node which falls between the first two corner points.
Referring to the figure, the element would be numbered as
follows

-1, 2, 3,4 , 5, 6

If it Were desired to suppress mid-side node #4, the element
would be numbered in the following manner (based 3n Figure
11-21)
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1, 2, 3, 0, 5. 6

This suppression causes linear variation to
be imposed on the specified midside variables.

The element geometric axes (Xg, Yg, Figure

'EI-21) have their origin at the intersection of the lines
which connect the centroid to the vertices. The positive
direction of the X axis is defined by the line which con-
nects the origin g of the (Xg, Yg) axis to node point (
oC the element as shown in the figure. The (X g-Y ) plane

of the element is determined by the three corner point
,2oordinates. A material axis (Xm, Ym) is also provided for

this element. The angle (mg) between the material and

element geometric axis is considered positive when measured
in a counter-clockwise direction from Xm to Xg.

With respect to the element geometric axes, the
corner grid points include the degrees of freedom u, v, w,
e and .. A reduced set of degrees of freedom is associated

with the midside grid points; namely, u, v and en (normal

slope). In general, transformation to global or grid point
axes reference systems tends to fill these sets of degrees
of freedom to u V, W, x, 4y, z for the corner grid points

and to u, v,- w, Gni 0, 0 (0n is not transformed) for the mid-

side grid points,. It is tor the Analyst to decide, of course,
whether or not these additi6nal terms lead to bona-fide
degrees of. freedom in the a5sembled structure. The User
should also note that on the Boundary Condition Data Form
(Figure TI-10). Vheneve n (enorma) -is being -considered,

then the proper input code (either 0, 1, or 2),-is always
entered in the lo4tioh which is -normally reserved for the
er entry (Column 16).

The Grid Point Coordinate Data Form (Figure !1-5)
is provided fbr input of the coordihates which define the
elements. Grid point coordinates for mid-side nodes- are not
necessary input since the -program calculates these
coordinates automatically.
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The Triangular Thin Shell Element is provided
with a constant normal pressure load. The Grid Point Pres-
;u'c Data Form (Figure 11-6) is provided for this pressure
loading if it exists. On that form provision is made for
three possible input pressures per grid point PI' P2, and P .

For the Trinagular Thin Shell Element the input
pressures correspond to pressures designated P1 on the Grid
Point Pressure Data Form. These pressure values are input
in Columns 13-22. The pressure is defined as positive when
acting in the direction of positive element Z direction.

A linear variation is provided for midplane and
gradient variations in thermal loading. The Grid Point Tem-
peratur.e Data Form (Figure 11-7) is provided to input node
point temperatures and/or temperature gradients. For the
Triangular Thin Shell Element, the midplane node point tem-
peratures correspond to the temperature designated T1 on

the Grid Point TemPerature Data Form. These temperature
values are input in Columns 13-22 of that Form.

Provision for a temperature gradient through
the thickness of the Triangular Thin Shell is also provided.
This gradient is defined as positive when the temperature
is increasing through the thickness in the positive element
Zg direction. If temperature gradients through the thick-

ness are present, the value of the gradient at each gridI: •point is entered in the location set aside for the quantity,

T2 (Cols. 23-32) on the Grid Point Temperature Data Form.

The gradient is entered in the following manner.

T~2 A

where

AT = Change in temperature through the
thickness of the element

t = Thickness of element

Note that the sign of T2 depends upon the direation of the
gradient as pointed out above.
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The Element Control Data which is required for
the Triangular Thin Shell Element i, as follows. (See
Figt, re HI-13).

Element Number - (Cols. 7-10)

Refei to .Element Contro] Section

Plug Number - (Col. ]I-12)

The Trianffular Thi.n Shell Element is
identLfied as Number 110.

Material Number - ,o. -8

Refer to Element Control Section

Temperature Interpolate Option - (Col. 19)

If the User exercises this option by not
making an entry in Column 19, the program will
average the siX node point temperatures of the
element and use this average temperature when
establishing material properties from the material
tape. This means that temperatures for all six
node points (including the mid-side nodes) must
be entered on the Grid Point Temperature Data Form
(1.'igure 11-7). If the User wishes to employ a
specified number of node points, n, in the averag-
ing process (n<6) then this number is entered in
Column 19 and the first n node points entered in
Columns 36-71 will be used for the averaging
process. If a I1l is entered in this location the
prcgram will use the Material Temperature entered
in Columns 20-27 when establishing material
properties from the material tape.

Material Temperatue - (Cols. 20-27)

Refer toElement Control Section

Repeat Element Matrices - (Col. 28)

Refer to Element Control Section

Element Input - (Col. 29)

The Triangular Thin ShellElcment !A
requires Element Input therefore an 'X' is
always placed in. Column 29 when a Trianvular
Thin Shell Element is being employeJ.
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"bhe following Element Input is required
when using the Triangular Thin Shell Element
(Refer to the Element Input Section). From
the Element Input Data Form it is seen that
the Element Input Locations are labeled A, B,
C, D, E, F with each item contained in a ten
coluim field.

Location A - (Cols. 13-22)

Membrane Thickness (tm) -

For the Triangular Thin Shell Element, both
membrane and flexural action are represented.
Optional generation of either or both re-
presentations is controlled by the provision
of associated membrane and flexure thickness.
If the User desires to do a membrane problem,
the membrane thickness is input. If membrare
behavior is not to be considered, the asso-
ciated membrane thickness is not input. Note also
that mass matrix generation for this element is based
on the element membrane thickness.
Location B - (Cols. 23-32)

Flexural Thickness (tf.)

If the User desires to do a flexure problem,
the effective flexure thickness must be
entered. Omission of this thickness degen-
erates the problem into one of pure membrane
behavior. Since flexure and membrane be-
h6vior are uncouplbd both can be run
consecutively if desired.

Location C - (Cols. 33-42)

Material Axes Angle - (Gamma) -

Since the Triangular Thin Shell Element is
written to accommodate anisotropy of
mechanical and physical properties provision
is made in the program for differences in
orientation of metb rial and element geomet-
ric axes for an element. The User inputs
the angle between the material axis (Xm)

and the element geometric axis (Xg) with

this angle being measured in a counter-
clockwise direction from the material axis
(Xm) to the element geometric axes (Xg).
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''hI:, angl e (X'mg) i:. input in degrees.

Lo,:ation D - (Cols. 13-52)

Types of Solution:

(a) Corrected Plane Stress (Code 0.0) -
The corrected plane stress .olution is
one in which the stress in the out of
plane direction ( T.) is set equal to
zero but the full material properties
matrix is used. That is, the effect of
transverse properties on the in-plane
stresses are included. Such effects
are negligible for most practical
materials.

(b) Restricted Plane Strain (Code 1.0) -

The restricted plane strain solution
is one in which the strain in the out
of plane direction (E z) is set equal
to zero.

(c) Conventional Plane Stress (Code 2.0) -

The conventional plane stress solution
is one in which the stress in the out
of plane direction, (Crz) is set equal

to zero and the effect of transverse
properties on the in-plane stresses are
not included.

Location E - (Cols. 53-62)

Eccentricity (ECC)_

The eccentricity is defined as the distance
measured from the neutral axis of the
eccentrically place element to the midplane
of the reference element. The sign of the
eccentricity is taken to be positive when
the direction specified from the eccentric
element to the reference element in the
positive local element direction.
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The above is the ElemenT Input required for
the Triangular Thin Shell Element. Returning to the Element
Control Data Section, the list of data items continues as
follows.

Interpolated Input Print - (Col. 30) Refer to

Element Matrix Print - (Col. 31) Element
Control

Full Print - (Col. 32) , Section

Number of Input Nodes - (Cols. 33-34)

The Triangular Thin Shell Element is
always defined by 6 Input Nodes.

Pressure Suppression Option (Col. 35)

Refer to Element Control Section.

Node Points - (Cols. 36-71)

In general the Triangular Thin Shell
Element is defined by six node points. The
User, ho,4ever, has the option to suppress the
mid-side nodes individually if desired.
Referring to Figure 11-13, it is seen that 12locations are set aside for :node point entries.
The first 6 locations are -set aside for the
three corner points and three-mid-side nodes
respectively.

Locations 9 and 10 - (Cols. 60-65).

Most finite elements accommodate anisotropic
materials. Axes of reference must be specified
for material properties. This is accomplished
through specification as element data, of co-
ordinate points defining the -material axe's.
These axes are defined by inputting the appli-
cable set of coordinates in these locations.
These coordinates define the X axis for
material property definition. This device may
also be used effectively- to define stress out-
put direction and the same two points used for
-the reference element can be used for each,
following element so that the output has a
common reference.
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A 'off stress values implies

a ::eft of reference axes. The axes of refer-
ence are determined with the provision of an

element stress matrix. Frequently axes of
reference convenient for formulation are not
convenient for interpretation of stresses.
The problem is resolved by data specification
of stress axes. This is accomplished through
specification as element data, of coordinate
points which define the stress axes. The node
points entered in these locations define the
direction of the (X) stress axis. With this
definition, the stresses in the other direc-
tions retain their proper orientation with
respect to this axis.

REMEMBER:

(a) If all three mid-side nodes were
suppressed only the first three loca-
tions wuuld be needed. If mid-side
nodes are suppressed individually then
zeros are input in the location per-
taining to that particular point.

(b) The stress axis determination is element
related and therefore if locations 11
and 12 are used for stress dilrections,

then each element must be considered
separately and node points related to
that particular element are used in
determining stress direction.
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g. Trapezoidal Cross-Section Ring (Core) (Ident. No. 41)

The trapezoidal cross-section ring discrete element,
shown in Figure l-22a provides a powerful tool for the analysis
of thick walled and solid axisymmetric structures of finite length
and arbitrary profile. It may be used alone or if the problem
dictates a highly irregular grid work it may be combined with the
well known triangular ring element which is described in Reference
For the analysis of solid Qtructures, it can be combined with a
core discrete element (Figure II-2a) which is a specialization of
the trapezoidal ring. A detailed development of the Trapezoidal
Ring (and Core) Discrete Elements is presented in Reference 14.

The trapezoidal ring element representation is
written with respect to cylindriial coordinate axes. The configu-
ration of the element is completely defined by specifying radial
and axial coordinates of the four corner points.

Cylindrical anisotropy is provided for in the
mechanical and physical material properties of the ring element.
Orientation of orthotropic axes in the (r, z) plane is data
specified.

The element designation "ring" implles an axisymmetric
geometric configuration. It has been further tacitly assumed
that the applied loading is axisymmetric; it follows, as a
consequence, that the displacementbehavior is also axisymmetrie.

A three dimensional axisymmetric stress state is
assumed. Polynomial functions are employed for displcement mode
shapes. A linearly varying thermal, load is also provided for this
element.

Deformation behavior--of the trapezoidal- ring is
described by the-eight displacement degrees of freedom-associated
with the four grid points which it connects. Element stress
behavior is described by the state of stress predicted at the
f0ar corner -points and' at the center of the element. Radial,
circumferential- and axial stresses are predicted.

The following element matrices are provided for the
Trapezoidal Cioss-Section Ring (Core) Element representation in
the MAGIC System-

Stiffness

Stress

Thermal Load

Distributed Loading (Pressure)

Consistent Mass
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The traper.oidal cross-section ring element is
inumberA ll Ire l'ollowing manner. Referring to Figure II 22-(a),
l.he cjl,,erit L:; tumbfered in a counter-clockwise manner when
lookiiig in the po-;jiIye element Y (O)direction. The element
numbering must be rin at the lower left hand corner of the element
(0 in, iure I1- 22a). The line connecting grid points (1) and

and the ) i, connecting grid points and (AJ must-both
)t! parallel to the r-axis. This means that the Z coordinate for
rid poilt @ is equai to the Z coordinatc for grid point Q
nis; is also true for grid points G and ®

When the core element specialization of the
tapezoidal rLng is used, the r coordinate associated with grid
points 0 and ® is always equal to zero.

The Trapezoidal Cross-Section Ring Element is
provided with a linearly varying pressure load whose positive
definition is shcwn in Figure II-22(a). Provision is made for
pressure loading on all four sides of the element.

The Grid Point Pressure Data Form (Figure I'I-6)
is provided for entering these pressure loadings if they exist.
For the Trapezoidal Cross-Section Ring Element, the input
pressures correspond to the pressures designated P1 and P2 on
the Grid Point Pressure Data Form. The pressures P1 correspond
to radial pressure acting oni the element and .are entered in.
Columns 3-22. The pressures P2 correspond to axial pressure acting
on the element and are entered In Colinis 23-32.

-A linearly varying, thermal load vector is included
in th'is element representation to accommodate thermal loading.
The Crid Point Temperature Data Form (Figure II.7-. is provided
to input node point temperatures if thermal loading, is :present.i For the Trapezbidal Ring Element, the nole point temperatirires
correspond to the temperature designated T on the Gri Point
Temperature Data Form. These _temperature values are input in
Columns 13-22 of that Form..

The Elemefnt Control Data which is required for the
Trapezoidal Ring Element is as follows: (See Figure II-13).

Element, Number - (Cols. 7i0)

Refer to Element Control Section

Plug Number- (Cols. 11-12)

The Trapezoidal Cross-Section Ring (Core)
Element is identified as Number 41.
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Material Number - (Cols. 13-18)

Refer to Element Control Section

Temperature Interpolate Option - (Col. 19)

The Trapezoidal Ring Element is designated
by 4 node points. If the User desires to
exercise the Temperature Interpolate Option
and average all four (4) of the node point
temperatures, an entry is not made in Column 19.
If the User desires to ent-F-a material tempera-
ture in Cols. 20-27, a Il' is entered in
Column 19.

Material Temperature - (Colo. 20-27)

Refer to Element Control Section

Repeat Element Matrices - (Col. 28)

Refer to Element Control Section

Element Input - (Col. 29)

The Trapezoidal Cross-Section Ring Element
only requires Element Input under certain
special conditions as follows: Referring to
Figure 11-22, it is seen that there is a
possibility that in some cases the material
axis, and element geometric axis of the element
will not coincide. if this is the case, the
Element Input (Figure 11-14) required for the
Trapezoidal Cross-Section Ring consists of
the following:

Location.A - (Cols. 23-22)

Material 'Axes Angle (Gamma, )

Since the Trapezoidal. Cross-Section Ring
Element is written to accommodate anisotropy
of mechanical a:d physical properties, pro-
vision is made in the program for differences
-in orientation of material and element-geo-
metric axes for an element. The User inputs
the angle between the element material axis
(Xm) and the element geometric axis (Xg).
The angle gamma ( mg) is input in
degrees and is considered positive when
measured from the material axes to the
elenent, geometric axes, in a counter-clock-
wise direction (Figure II-22(a).
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Remember

N'lement Input is not required for the
Trapezoidal Ring -fthe material and
geometric axes coincide, i.e., Ymg = 0.

Retur,,ing to the Element Control Data Section,
the list, of' data items continues as follows:

Interpolated Input Print - (Col. 30) Refer to
Element

Element Matrix Print - (Col. 31) Control
* Section

Full Print (Col. 32) Sc

Number of Input N~des (Cols. 33-34)

The Trapezoidal Cross-Section Ring (Core)
Element is always defined by 4 input nodes.

Pressure Suppression Option - (Col. 35)

Refer to Element Control Section

Node Points - (Cols. 36-71)

The four node points which define each
Trapezoidal Ring are entered in the first
four entries provided in the Node Point Section
of the Element Control Data Form.

When using the Core Elewient specialization of the
Trapezoidal Ring, the following guidelines are supplied:

(a) The radii of node points © and @ for any
particular Core Element must always be equal
to zero (Grid Point Coordinate Section,
Figure 11-5).

(b) he radiAl displacement, u, at node points
.1 and U4 must always be set equal to zero
for any particular Core Element (Boundary
Condition Section, Figure 1-10).
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Figure II-22(a) - Trapezoidal Cross-Section Ring Element
Description
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h. Quadri.lateral Plate (Ident. No. 28)

The quadrilateral plate element is recommended for
use as the basic building block for membranes, plates and shells
when perf'ormirig an elastic stability analysis. The triangular
plate element (Tdent. No. 27) is a companion element useful in
regio..s of irregularity and double curvature. The quadrilateral
plate element is developed in detail in References 4 and 15 and
is shown in Figure 11-23.

The shape of the general quadrilateral plate is de-
fined by the coordinates of the four corner points. It is a zero
-urvature element. The plane of the element is determined by its
first three corner point coordinates.

Membrane and flexure action are uncoupled for this
element. Optional generation of either or both of the representations
is controlled by the provision of associated effective thicknesses.
The distinct membrane and flexure thicknesses are assumed constant
over- the plane of the element.

Four corner points participate in establishing
continuous connection of the quadrilateral plate element with
adjacent elements.

A quadrilateral plate element is written to accommodate
anisotropy of mechanical and physical properties. Temperature
referenced material properties, selected from the materials library,
are assumed constant over the element.

A linear generalized Hooke's law is employed
for the equations of state. The conventional plane stress option is
provided for this element.

The element formulation is discretized by the
construction of mode shapes. Membrane stresses within the element
are approximated by the following polynomials

I

= 1 +a 2y

cr , = a3 + aj~x

O-= a5

Transverse displacement is represented by cubic polynomials.

Element stresses for the quadrilateral plate are
predicted at the center of the element. Inplane and normal direct,
shear and bending stress results are included. The display of
stresses implies a set of reference axes. These axes are data
specified.
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'It
The following element matrices are provided for the

Quadrilateral Plate Element in the MAGIC System.

Stiffness
Stress
Thermal Load
Incremental Stiffness

A constant prestrain load vector is included in this
element i.epresentation to accommodate thermal loading. The Grid
Point Temperature Data Form (Figure II-7) is provided to input
node point temperatures if thermal loading is present. For
mid-plane (membrane) variations in thermal loading, the temperature
input correspond to the temperatures designated T1 , on the Grid
Point Temperature Data Form. These temperatures are input in
Columns 13-22 of that form.

For flexural action, the gradient through the
thickness is assumed constant. If temperature gradients through
the thickness are present, the value of the gradient at each
grid point is entered in the location set aside for the quantity,
T (Cols. 23-32) on the Grid Point Temperature Data Form.
Thermal moments which arise from the gradients are then
automatically defined by the System by prorating the distributed
edge moments to the corners.

In the performance of elastic stability analyses using
this element, the set of abstraction instructions as outlined
in Section IT.g.4 of this volume should be utilized. Consistent
"initial stress" incremental stiffness matrices are generated
using the membrane stress results ( o , crxy ) from the
quadrilateral element in conjunction with the assumed transverse-
displacement functions of the element, i.e.,

7f 1/2JJNX( ! Jdw2 Oxf2 N w.Y
ff+NX) y 7+ 2 Nxy d X 41

The Element Control Data which is required for the

Quadrilateral Plate Element is as follows: (See Figure 11-13)

Element Number -(Cois. 7-10)

Refer to Element Control Section.

Plug Number - (Cols. 11-12)

The Quadrilateral Plate Element is identified as
as Number 28.

Material Number - (Cols. 13-18)

Refer to Element Control Section
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Temperature Interpolate Option - (C0. 19)

If the User exercises this option by no making
an entry in Column 19, the program will average the
four node point temperatures of the element and use
ts average temperature when establishing material
properties from the material tape. If the User wishes
to employ a specified number of node points, n, in the
averaging process (1< n <1) then this number is entered
In Column 19 and the first n node points entered in
Columns 36-71 will be used for the averaging process.
If a 'Il is entered in this location, the program
will use the Material Temperature entered in
Columns 20-27 when establishing material properties
from the material tape.

Material Temperature - (Col. 20-27)

Refer to Element Control Section

Repeat Element Matrices - (Col8

Refer to Element Control Section

Element Input - (Col. 29)

The Quadrilateral Plate Element always requires

element input, therefore, an 'X' is always placed in
Column 29 when a quadrilatt-ral plate element is
employed.

The following Element Input is required when
using the Quadrilateral Plate Element (Refer to the
Element Input Section). From the Element Input Data
Form it is seen that the Element Input Locations
are labeled A, B, C, D, E, F, with each item
contained in a ten column field.
Location A 0Cs. 13-22)

Membrane Thickness - (tin)

For the Quadrilatera] Plate Element, both membrane and
Flexural action are represented. Optional
generation of either or both representations is
controlled by the provision of associated membrane
and flexure thicknesses.
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Location B - (Cols. 23-32)

Flexural Thickness - (tf)

If the User desires to do a flexure problem,
the effective flexure thickness must be entered.
Omission of this thickness degenerates the problem
in-to one of pure membrane behavior. Since flexure
and membrane behavior are uncoupled, both can be
run consecutively if desired. in performing an
elastic stability (buckling) analyses both the
membrane and flexure thickness are needed.

The above is the Element Input required for the
Quadrilateral Plate Element. Returning to the Element Control Data
Section, the list of data items continues as follows:

Interpolated Input Print - (Col. 30)

Refer to Element Control Section

Element Matrix Print - (Col. 31)

Refer to Element Control Section

Full Print - (Col. 32)

Refer to Element Control Section

A Number of Input Nodes (Cols. 33-34)

The Quadrilateral Plate Element is always defined

by 4 input nodes.

Pressure Suppression Option - (Col. 35)

Refer to Element Control Section

Node Points - (Cols. 36-71)

The Quadrilateral Plate Element is defined by 4
node points. Note that the first two node points
called out for the element determine the positive local
'X' axis for stress output with the local 'Y' axis
at the right angles pointing in the direction of the
third note point.
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FIGURE II-23 QUADRILATERAL PLATE ELEMENT REDRMENTATION
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i. Triangular Plate (Ident. No. 27)

The triangular plate element is recommended for use
as the basic building block for most doubly curved shells when
performing an elastic stability analysis. Additionally, it is
useful in combination with the quadrilateral plate element (Ident.
No. 28) for dealing with irregular geometries of membrane, plate and
shell structures when performing buckling analyses. The triangular
plate element is developed in detail in References 4 and 15 and
is shown tn Figure II-.

The shape of thsi general triangular plate is defined
by the coordinates of the three corner points. It is a zero
curvature element. The plane of the element is determined
by its three corner point coordinates.

Membrane and flexure action are uncoupled for this
element. Optional generation of either or both of the represen-
tations is controlled by the provision of associated effective thick-
nesses. The distinct membrane and flexure thicknesses are
assumed constant over the plane of the element.

Three corner points participate in establishing
continuous connection of the triangular plate element with adjacent
elements.

The triangular plate element, is written to accommodate
anisotropy of mechanical and physical properties. Temperature
referenced material properties, selected from the materials
library, are assumed constant over the element.

A linear generalized Hooke's law is employed for the
equations of state. The conventional plane stress option is
provided for this element.

The element formulation is discretized by the
construction of mode shapes. Membrane displacements within the
element are approximated by linear mode shapes leading to constant
membrane stress behavior within the element. Transverse displace-
ment is represented by cubic polynomials.

Element stresses for the triangular plate are predicted
at the center of the element. Inplane and normal direct, shear
and bending stress results are included. The display of stresses
implies a set of reference axes. These axes are data specified.

The following element matrices are provided for the
Triangular Plate Element in the MAGIC System.

Stiffness
Stress
Thermal Load
Incremental Stiffness
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A constant prestrain load vector is included in
this element representation to accommodate thermal loading.
The Grid Point Temperature Data Form (Figure 11-7) is
provided to input node point temperatures if thermal loading is
present. For mid-plane (membrane) variations in thermal loading,
the temperature input correspond to the temperatures designated
TI, on the Grid Point Temperature Data Form. These temperatures
are input in Columns 13-22 of that form.

For flexural action, the gradient through the
thickness is assumed constant. If temperature gradients through
the thickness are present, the value of the gradient at each grid
point is entered in the location set aside for the quantity, T2
(Cols. 23-32) on the Grid Point Temperature Data Form. Thermal
moments which arise from the gradients are then automatically
defined by the System by prorating the distributed edge moments
to the corners.

In the performance of elastic stability analyses using
this element, the set of abstraction instructions as outined in
Section ii.g.4 of this volume should be utilized. Consistent
"initial stress" incremental stiffness matrices are generatedusing the membrane stress results (or-x, c, c7-) from the triangular
element in conjunction with the assumed transverse-displacement

functions of the element, i.e.,

1/2%TN (N) +N y (w + 2Nxy x~y

The Element Control Data which is required for the

Triangular Plate Element is as follows: (See Figure 11-13)

Element Number - (Cols. 7-10)

Refer to Element Control Section

Plug Number - (Cols. 11-12)

The Triangular Plate Element is identified as

Number 27.

Material Number - (Cols. 13-18)

Refer to Element Control Section

Temperature Interpolate Option - (Col. 19)

If the User exercises this option by not making an
entry in Column 19, the program will averfa- the three
node point temperatures of the element and use this
average temperature when establishing material
properties from the material tape. If the User wishes
to employ a specified number of node points, n, in
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the averaging process (l< n (3) then this number is
entered in Column 19 and the first n node points
entered in Columns 36-71 will be used for the
averaging process. If a '1' is entered in this
location, the program will use the Material
Temperature entered in Columns 20-27 when establishing
material properties from the material tape.

Material Temperature - (Cols. 20-27)

Refer to Element Control Section

Repeat Element Matrices - (Col. 28)

Refer to Elemen Control Section

Element Input - (Col. 29)

The Triangular Plate Element always requires
Element Input; therefore, an "X" TiI-ways placed in
Column 29 when a triangular plate element is employed.

The following Element Input is required when
using the Triangular Plate Element (Refer to the
Element Input Section). From the Element Input
Data Form it is seen that the Element Input
-Locations are labeled A, B, C, D, E, F, with each
item contained in a ten column field.

Location A-- (Cols. 13-22)

Membrane Thickness - (tm)

For the Triangular Plate Element, both membrane
and flexural action are represented. Optional
-generation of either or both representations is
controlled by the provision of associated membrane
and flexure thicknesses.

Location B - (Cols. 23-32)

Flexural Thickness - (tf)

If the User desires to do a flexure problem, the
effective flexure thickness must be entered.
Omizsion of this thickness degenerates the problem
into one of pure membrane beliavior. Since
flexure and membrane behavior are uncoupled
both can be run consecutively if desired. In
performing an elastic itability (buckling)
analyses both the membrane and flexure thickness
are needed.
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The above is the Element Input required for the
Triangular Plate Element. Returning to the Element Control Data
Section, the list of data items continues as follows:

Interpolated Input Print - (Col. 30)

Refer t. Element Control Section

Element Mat-ix Print - (Col. 31)

Refer to Element Control Section

Full Print - (Col. 32)

Refer to Element Control Section
Number of Input Nodes-(Cols. 33-34)

The Triangular Plate Element is always defined by
3 input nodes.

Pressure Suppression Option - (Col. 35)

Refer to Element Control Section

Node Points - (Cols. 36-71)

The Triangular Plate Element is defined jy 3 node
points. Note that the first two node points called
out for the element determine the positive local
"X" axis for stress output with the local "Y" axes
at right angles pointing in the direction of the
third node point.
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,j. Incremental Frame (Ident. No. 13)

The formulation of the "incremental fraine element" which has been
incorporated into the MAGIC II System is essentially identical. to
the Frame Element (Ident. No. 11) described in Section TI.16.a of
this Manual (Pages 75-80). The representation for this element
is developed in detail in Reference 8, and is shown in Figure 11-15.

All element matrices available to Element Id. No. 1], are
available to this element as well, i.e., Stiffness, Stress.
Distributed Loading, Axial Thermal Load and Consistent Mass.

The addition of this element is primarily intended to serve
the purpose of provdiv. a companion frame element to the quadrilateral
and triangular plate elements (ldents. No's. 28 and 27) which have
been added to MAGIC II.

The use of this element in conjunction with the newly added
quadrilateral and triangular plate elements provides a powerful
capability for linear eigenvalue stability analyses of stiffened
shell structures.

The incremental stiffness matrix employed for this element is
derived in detail in Volume I: The Engineer's Manual, Section III.E.II
(Reference 4).

All input data required for this element is identical to that
required for the original "xrame Element (Ident. No. 11). Therefore,
in the interest of conciseness, the reader is referred to pages 75
thru 80 of this document for detailed element input description.
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17. (hook Or End Section (Figure 11-22)

The l abcled input data form provided for the
, k r iE'nd Section is shown in Figure II-2i.

A progra optLon is provided to conduct a read
-.. ,'it, of input data with execution suppressed. Output

: ul,, data read and write option includes the material
,,ti." Cderived from the materials library as well as

trda ." ,'ompleted by MODAL specification of data. It is
r,.. .,d that this feature be used routinely to minimize
exeo'ution against incorrect problem specifications. If
the lscr desires- to use the CHECK option, he simply scratch-

o (ut the END designation which appears on the input data
form. The keypunch operator will then punch the word CHECK
in oolumuis 1-5.

If the User does not want to exercise the CHECK
option but wishes to execute the problem, he simply
ocratches out the CHECK designation which appears on the
form. The keypunch operator will then punch the word END
in 'olumns 1-3.
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

TNPJT DATA FORMAT

CHECK OR END CARD

ILZ 3 ,

IdGURE "11-25 CHECK OR END DATA FORM
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SECTION III

INPUT AND OUTPUT OF THE MAGIC SYSTEM

A. (ElNEI:A DIC IPTI ON

In this section, the proper interpretation of the input
supplied to the MAGIC System and the output supplied by the
INGIC System will be provided by reference to specific
example problems. These examples will utilize the finite
element representations which make up the element library of
the MAGIC System.
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B. THREE ELEMENT PORTAL FRAME

A three element portal frame is shown in Figure
1II-11.1, along with its loading, dimensions and pertinent
material properties. The preprinted input data forms asso-
ciated with this frame are displayed in Figures III-B.2
thru TTI-B.IO.

In Figure III-B.6 (Boundary Condition Section) it
is instructive to note the use of the MODAL and Repeat options.
There are 2 exceptions to the MODAL Card (Grid points 2 and 3).
Grid point 3 has exactly the same boundary conditions as Grid
point 2, therefore the Repeat Option is employed by placing an
'X' in Column 12 opposite the entry for Grid Point Number 3.
Note that the 2 exceptions to the MODAL card are called out
on the System Control Information Data Form (Figure III-B.h).

In Figure III-B.7 (External Loads Section) the
following information is evident.

(1) One load condition is input.

(2) The External Applied Load Scalar equals 0.0.

(3) Grid point number 2 is loaded with a load in
the X direction equal. to 550.0. It should be
noted that the entry corresponding to External
Moments is also filled in even though there
are no external moments applied to the system.
This is done because the Frame Element requires
two external load cards per grid point.

In Figure III-B.9 (Element Input) it is noted that
only the MODAL entry is used. This means that all of the Frame
Elements used in this analysis have identical Element Input
as follows:

Location A - Cross Sectional Area (A) = 18.0 in 2

Location 13 - Area Moment of Inertia (Iz) = 13.5 in4

n4

Location C - Area Moment of Inertia (I) = 13.5 in
4

Location D - Torsiozlal Moment of Inertia (J)= 27.0 in
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FIGURE III-B.I - Idealized Three Element Portal Frame
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION

ENTER APPROPRIATE NUMBER, RIGH
ADJUSTED, IN BOX OPPOSITE IE M c
APPLICABLE REQUESTS Y 1 T23 5

1 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Number of System Grid Points 1 I4
2. Number cf Input Grid Points I 1II5-1

9 10 11 12

3. Number of Degrees of Freedom/Grid Point

4. Number of Load Conditions

5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid Points

6. Number of Prescribed Displaced Grid Points iZIIIIII
23 2P4 25 26 27 28

7. Number of Grid Point Axes Transformation
Systems

29 30

8. Number of Elements I II II , 13'1
31 32 33 34 35 36

9. Number of Requests and/or Revisions of
Material Tape.

10, Number of Input Boundary
Condition Points

39 40 41 42-43
11. T For Structure (With Decimal o'uint) I (1

)9 4 474d 49 50 51 52

FIGURE III-B.4 SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION, THREE ELEMENT PORTAL FRAME
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

1 23 45 6

EI~LTJi] U)GRIDI'OINT COORDINATE

Grid Pomnt
Numaber X -- R -oZ - Z

I(r~, 12 2 4

b6l o13579135 78 F.34t79l ~ I

i,Ir C - --.1
A BLANK~
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-~ 
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BAC 1626.1

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

INPUT CODE 0 . No Displacement Allowed
I - Unknown Displacement
2 • Known Displacement

PRE-SET MODE TRANSLATIONS ROTATIONS GENERALIZED

U V W Ox7 19~z~ 1J20J3
111213141516113 14 15 1 7 1 9 2

Grid Point
Number - -

LISTED INPUT 9 10 12 13 14 15 16 117 18 19 20 21

( I

7, 0 0

(I

/I

4/)

, /I

(I

221)

I (I

i /I)

(I

(I/

FIGURE III-B.6 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, T!HREE ELJEMFNT POR-TAL F'RAM E
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MAOIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

H-,CK OR END CARD

I Z~ 3 4.i

I z 3

Figurc IIU-B.1O End Card, Three Element Portal Frame
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The output supplied by the MAGIC System for the three element
portal frame is as follows.

-,igure rl-B.11 shows the matrix abstraction instructions
: ;sociated with this particular problem. A complete discussion of

ho1;e abstraction instructions is provided in Section 11 of this
report. [igures 111-13.12 thru [TT-B.114 display the output from
tUhe :2txu('.ural System Monitor. These figures record the input data
p,,r' ,tj t. to the p'oble i being solved.

,'Ur,ur'e I[-B 1'3 disp]ays the coorainate and boundary condition
t )r,,t I o:. for this problem, Ln the Boundary Condition Informa ;ion

:;e,:tioi a the figure, zeros ('') represents degrees of free-dor that are fixed and ones ('1') represent degrees of freedom
that h:uve unknown values of displacement. The last column in the
section represents the cumulative degree of freedom total.

The finite element information is also shown in Figure III-B.13.
U1nder the section titled External Input, the first entry printed is
the cross-sectional area of Element Numb,--. I which is equal to
i,3.0. The second and third entries printed are equal to the moments
of' inertia Tzz and Iyy respe-tively with numerical values equalling
13.50. The fourth value printed is the Torsional Moment of Inertia,
j. which in this case equals 27.00.

Figure lII-B.14 displays the External Load Column for this
problem. The 30 x 1 vector shown in the figure is the total un-
reduced transformed external load column which is read row-wise.
The ordering is consistent with that of the boundary condition
information shown in Figure III-B.13. Note that the external load
of 550.0 is applied at node point Number 2 in the positive Global X
direction.

MAGIC System out-ut of final results is displayed in Figures
III-B.15 thru III-B.22. Figure III-B.15 shows the reduced stiffness
matrix for this problem. It is to be noted that only non-zero terms
of the stiffness matrix are displayed. The stiffness matrix is
presented row-wise and its ordering is consistent with that of the
boundary conditions shown in Figure III-B.13. For this case, the ordering
of the displacement vector is as follows:

q- L 2 v2 ', 9 u 3 Z

The Fxternally Applied Load Vector (GPRINT OF MATRIX LOADS) is
presented i:. Figure III-B.16. From the figure, it is observed that
the force value presented correspoiids to a force (Fx) in the Global
X direction at node point 2 numerically equal to 550.0.
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The portal frame displacements resultin from the Force (Fx)
of 550.0 at node point 2 are also shown .-. 16. it is

noted that the displacements (U, V, W, TI!HETAX, THETAY, TIIEAZ) are
output corresponding to node point number and are referenced to the
global axis unless otherwise specified.

The final items of information contained in Figure ]TI-B.16 are
the Reactions for the problem in question. It is noted that the
Reactions (Fx, Fy, FZ, MX, my, MZ) are output corresponding to node

point number and are referenced to the global axis unless otherwise
specified.

Stresses for the three element portal frame are given in Figures
TI1-13.17 thru Ill-B.19. Stresses are referenced to element
coordinates, and for the frame element, description of stress behavior
is accepted as the definition of the twelve forces (Fx, FYI F1','

14X, Hy, MZ) acting at the two grid point connections. (See Figure

III-B.1 for Element Numbering.) In Figure 11I-B.17, Stresses (EFlement
Forces Referenced To Element Axes) for Element No. 1 are presented.
Stress Points 1 and 2 correspond to Element Grid Points 1 and 2 for
this particular element. (Note that the tnird grid point, in this
case grid point 5, is only used to define the plane of the element.,
Figures III-B.18 and III-B.19 present stresses for element numbers
2 and 3 respectively.

Element forces for the three element portal frame are displayed
in Figures III-B.20 thru III-B.22. These forces are defined with
respect to the Global Coordinate System.

Figure III-B.20 presents the element forces (Fx, FYI FZ, MX, my, D.Z)

for E.lement No. 1. Points 1, 2 and 3 correspond to Element Grid
Points 1, 2, and 5 respectively for this particular element. Note
that the third grid point, in this case grid point 5, is only used
to define the plane of the element and therefore there are no
element forces evaluated at this particular point, i.e., Point 3
in Figure III-B.20. Figures TIT-B.21 and I1-B.22 present forces
for element numbers 2 and 3 respectively.
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1AI) - T. .UI.T.L0A0S 0000040(

I. I )I.M To TAL LUAU COL.UMNS 00000416
13 TLOfAt) -VT((IS.AUI) *LIIAI)U 00000421
L4 (I,IlIIA0)I - 1I.AAI.DLJUIN. I SC (9 1)1)1 00000431

L 00000444
S(th HIK U ISPIALE-M.N IS 00000454

L 00000464
15 1IF.LQ ILQAI)R 00000411

Lb I~tivIR2 Ti 1R.LFJIIIN. S(s Vi1I).1) 0000041
1 X Y71 Tl. TMUL I. XX 00000494

W R.mUL J.X 0000050W
C. 00000516

II '.'.A~I Ah2IHAfl INN3 TRUCT rON LISTIlNG,



MAGI. ABSIRALIION INSTRUCTION LISTING PAGE 2

rEST MAGIC

c (ALLULATE REj CTIUNS AND INVERSE CHECK 0000052
; 0000053

Rt RALTS = KELA.MUL|.XO 0000054,
2Z1 REACTP= REACTS.SUB1,TLOAO 0000055
,!I IF (DIFF.NULL.) GO TO 10 0000056-

c 0000057
C PRINT LLEMEN1 APPLIED LOADSt EXTERNAL LOADS* OISPLACEMENTS, 0000058
C PEACTIONS AND INVERSE CHECK IN ENGINEERING FORMAT 0000059.
C 0000060
C ELEMINTS HAVE I OR 2 DEGREES CF FREEOOM 0000061
c 0000062,

22 GPkINT(4,ttt-X.I- YFL.MX.MYMNtSCTR IFTELA 0000063,
23 GPRI NT( 9tt4F X.FYeF .MX. oMN /MitCt $LOADS 000004
?4 GPR tNT( et 9 9 UVi.h THE TAX* THE TAY. THETA19SC9) X UO00065
? GPR.INT( 1 t FX-YoFZ. MX* Y. 4ZSCsTR IREACTP 0000e6b
2b IF (13.NULL.I GU TO 600 0000067.

c 0000068,

C EL'LMFNTS HAVE 3 DEGREES OF FKEEDOM 0000065,
C 0000070'

27 1Q GP R IN T( 14t F R, o ,F Z s U 9 MB E YA e GoF I, a.F 3 tS C T R |FTELA 00000 7 11
e 8 GP R I( T 1 F. ke0o.F Z.o,e B E TA. e0. F I. o0 F 3 S C )LOADS 0000T41

S29 GPK [NT |2t t 9UO, o ot THE TAo. * .eOoW** vSCt )X 0000073,

' GPK INT! L tFR, OFlO, MBE TAGFlOF3tSCtTR ) EACTP 0000074
C 00000751
C GENERATE STRESSES AND FORCES 0000076,

0000071
31 00 STRE:SP=EMtXO .STRESS.(4,t) 00000781

FJRCFP=EMtXO .FORCE.(4) 0000079

F"[1IRS, ;Il-B.11 FJRMAT ABSTRACTION INSTRUCTION L]STING (CONT)
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* ~5 REF. PUINTS

No. DIRECcTIONS 3 NO. DEiGREES a FAkkOON 2

GRIDPCINT DTA
(IN R&CY*AWULAR COORCINATES 1

POINT x v z TkPER"TU~tS PRE S5UME s
* 1 0.0 C Coo Coo h

cou f0.0
2 0.0 C.ASOOOCUI: 0.2 U. .o0o

3 C.4scau0ca01 02 60460000(4 02 V 0 000 0.6
coo 0.0
coo to.C

4 0.4600foumoE 02 Coo 0.0 0.0n.
c.0 0.0
cooCoe

5 C.60boCCME 02 C.400000fick 02 0.0 000 0.0

BCUtAAPV CONDITIO% ItcFCP9AT IUN

NODES DEGREES UF FREEOM NO. UF ONES NO. OF TWO$

1 0 1. 0 0 0 C' f. 0
2 1 1 0 0 0 1 3c
3 t i* 0 0 L
4 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 6 0 a 0 0 C

- UTPUT, THIREE El EIENT PCRTAI FIRAt*
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C. CANTILEVER BEAM

A cantilever beam I. shown in Figure III-C.1 along
with its loading, dimensions and pertinent material proper-
ties. The beam is idealized using axial force members and a
quadrilateral shear panel. The pr,'printed input data forms
associated with this beam are displayed in Figures III-C.2
through 1II-C.10.

In Figure III-C.6 (Boundary Condition Section) ft
is interesting to note the use of the MODAL and Repeat options.
There are two exceptions to the MODAL card (Grid Points 2 and
3). Grid Point 3 has exactly the same boundary conditions
as Grid Point 2, therefore the Repeat option is employed by
placing an 'X in Column 12 opposite the entry for Grid Point 3.
Note that the 2 exceptions to the MODAL card are called out
on the System Control Information Data Form (Figure III-C.).

In Figure YII-C.7 (External Loads Section) Grid
Points 3 and 4 have applied external loading. Note that there
are 2 extternal load cards per grid point.

In Figure III-C.9 (Element Input) the MODAL card is
used for Element Numbers 2 and 3. These are the Axial Force
Members parallel to the X Axis. For Element Number 1, the
Quadrilateral Shear Panel, the thickness of 0.0787 inches is
entered in Location A. Finally for Element No. 4 the cross-
sectional area of 0.10 sq. inches is entered. The area for
Element No. 5 is repeated by simply placihg an "X" in the
repeat column opposite the entry for Element No. 5.
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FIGURE III-C.1 - Idealized Cantilever Beam
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION

ENTER APPROPRIATE NUMBER, RIG'

ADJUSTED, IN BOX OPPOSITE
APPLICABLE REQUESTS 12 4 56,, , ,l 3 4 5 6

1.Number of System Grid Points I ~ 5
2 3 56

Number of Input Grid Points1 1

3. Number of Degrees of Freedom/Grid Point

4. Number of Load Conditions

5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid Points

'17 1b'19'20 22
6. Number of Prescribed D -'sp!ced Grid 'Points

7. -Number of Grid Point Axes Transformation
Systems Tasranr

8. Number of Elements I~][II
31 32333-43,5 '36-

9. Number of Requests and/or Revislons of
Material- Tape.

10. Number of Input Boundary '
Condition Points

;9 40 414s 3 44
- - 11. TO For Structure (With Decimal Point) '

,4 46 47-4849 50'51 52-

FIGURE Iii-C.4 SYSTEM CONTROL INFQRMATION):.CANTILEVER BEAM
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

RO1O IDE M GRIDPOINT COORDINATE

D I~'CfA R

EJYIJINDRGrid 0Pin O
Sube X-

3 BL3 4I

6 89 12 456 89 12 56 89 1E3 56 it-9
Rl!"C"TAtNiiifi 11 T T ]T) -.

FA I ~ R 1 - 5 G I ? 1 4 O . R I A E , C T L V R B A

.IYLIDRICA C 0.



SAC 16261

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

INPU COE -0 -No Displacerms't Allowed
I - Unknown Displacement2.- Known O06placemnt

i ............J

PRE-SET MODE TRANSLATIONS ROTATIONS GENERALIZED
iU_ V W x ey e9 1 2 3

11213456 13_1_ 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Ioid P oint ,
Numbor

LISTED INPUT 7819 0,1213 14 is - 1 6 17 Is8 19 20 21

7I-I-)

110

24/8

+ z I / o +  o O(I)

7 ___ II}-

I II)

i+  ,_ . .. .. . ++,.4 / )

. .:+.- :+ i"(i)

FIGURE + ,+.', ......OUDRYCODIIOS CANILTE BEAM++ + .... ,,2 ~ 8
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

CHECK OR END CARD

~(1)

(I

nGURU 11IC.1O !o CAibD, CNTl"IVU sum
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The output supplied by the MAGIC System for the canti-
lever beam is as follows:

Figures III-C.11 thru III-C.14 display the output from the
Structural Systems Monitor. These figures display the input data
pertinent to the particular problem being solved.

Referring to Figure III-C.1 it is seen that one shear panel
and four axial force members are used in this idealization.
Element Number 1 represents the shear panel while Elements 2, 3,
4, and 5 represent the axial force members. In Figure III-C.13,
the external input for element number I is equal to 0.07870.
This value represents the thickness of the quadrilateral shear
panel being employed. For elements 2 and 3 the values of the
external input are equal to 1.55 while for elements 4 and 5 the
values are equal to 0.10. These values represent the cross-i sectional area of the respective-axial force members.

Figure III-C.14 displays the transformed external assembled

(unreduced) load column for this problem. This vector is read
row-wise and is consistent with the ordering of the displacements
displayed in the Boundary Condition Section shown in Figure
III-C.12. It is seen from this vector that an externally applied
load of -176.40 is acting at node point 3 in the negative Y
direction and a force of -176.40 is acting at node point 4 also
in the negative Y direction.

Figure III-C.15 shows the assembled and reduced stiffness
4 matrix for this problem. The stiffness matrix is presented

row-wise and-its ordering is consistent with that of the boundary
conditions shown in Figure III-C.12. For this case, the ordering
of the displacement vector is as follows:

£qJ T = -, v2, u3, vJ

Figure III-C.16 displays External Load, Displacement and Reaction
Information.

The Externally Applied Load Vector (GPRINT OF MATRIX LOADS) is
shown first in Figure IIf-C.16. From the figure, It, is observed that
the force values presented ,correspond to forces, Fy', acting in the
negative Global Y direction at node points 3 and -4. The magnitude
of each force component is equal to -176.40 Note that at node point
4 the degree-of-freedom in which the applied force is acting is
bounded out. (See Boundary Condition Information, Figure III-d.12.)
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rv,

The displacements for this application are also shown in
Figure III-C.16. It is noted that the Displacements (U, V, W,
THETAX, THETAY, THETAZ) are output corresponding to node point
number and are referenced to the global axis 'anless otherwise
specified.

The final items of information contained in Figure III-C.16
are the Reactions, (Fx, Fy, FZ, Mx, , MZ) which are output

corresponding to node point number and are referenced to the global
axis unless otherwise specified.

Stresses for I i Quadrilateral Shear Panel are shown in Figure
ili-C.17. The quadrilateral shear panel is described by one
constant shear stress value.

Stresses for the Frame Elements (Axial Force Members) are
shown in Figures III-C.18 thru III-C.21. Description of stress
behavior for the axial force member is accepted as the definitionof the twelve forces (Fx, y FZ, MI, My, MZ) acting at the two grid

point connections. (See Figure III-C.1 for Element Numbering.)

Element forces for this application are displayed in Figures
!I1-C.22 thru III-C.26. These forces are defined with respect tc
the Global Coordinate System. Figure III-C.22 displays the element
forces for the Quadrilateral Shear Panel Element. This element is
defined by four node points and six forces are associated with
each node point. For this application, force points 1, 2, 3, and
4 correspond to element grid.points 1, 2, 3, and 4. Figures III-C.23
thru III-c.26 'define the element forces for Element Numbers 2 thru
5 respectively. The interpretati6n of these forces is exactly
the same as those in the previous example (Three Element Portal
Frame, Figures III-B.20 thru III-B.22).
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D. T1ICK WALLED DISK

A thick walled disk under the influence of a radi-
ally varying thermal loading is shown in Figure III-D.1 along
with its dimensions and pertinent material properties. This
disk is idealized using triangular cross-section ring elements.
The preprinted input data forms associated with this problem
are shown in Figures III-D.2 through III-D.lO.

In Figure III-D.3 (Material Tape Input Section) note
that 2 material (temperature) points are entered for the
material in question. A linear interpolation for material
properties is performed for temperatures which fall between
these two temperature points.

In Figure III-D.6 (Grid Point Temperature Section)
it is instructive to note the use of the Repeat Option. Grid
point 5 has th3 same temperature as grid point 1, therefore
the Repeat option is employed by placing an 'X in column 12
opposite the entry for Grid Point Number 5. This same pro-
cedure is also used for Grid Points 2 and 3. Note that the
Grid Points are not entered sequentially allowing the use of
the Repeat option. It should also be noted that the tempera-
ture values are entered in Columns 13-22.

In Figure III-D.7 (Boundary Condition Section) it
is instructive to note the use of the MODAL option. There is
only 1 exception to the MODAL card and this is Grid Point
Number 5. This exception must be called out on the System
Control Information Data Form (Figure III-D.h).

In Figure III-D.8 (External Loads Section) the
following information is evident.

(1) One load condition is input

(2) The External Applied Load Scalar equals 1.0

(3) The MODAL option is employed, and loads of 0.0
are entered in tne locations corresponding to
FX, Fy, and Fz. Note that this is the only
ent~y required (the Moment and Generalized
Values are ignored) since the Triangular Cross-

Section ring has three degrees of freedom per
point thus requiring only one external load card
per grid point.
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FIGURE III - D.1 - Idealized Thick Walled Disc
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In Figure TII-D.9 (Element Control Data Section) it is
important to note a number of items.

(1) The temperature interpolate option (Col. 19)
is employed for all three elements. The '3'
entered in this location tells the system
to average the three node point temperatures
for each element and use this average tem-
perature when establishing material properties
from the material tape.

(2) The ncde point numbering sequence for each
element is very important. Note that each
element must be numbered in a counter-
clockwise manner when looking in the positive
element Y (@) direction (Figure ITI-D.I).

Element Input is not required for this problem.
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

SYSTEM CONTROL INFOR{MATION

ENTER APPROPRIATE NUMBER, RIGHT

ADJUSTED, IN BOX OPPOSITE J ISII w
APPLICABLE REQUESTS I Y3S T5_

1. Numrber of System Grid Points

1 2 3 45 6

2. Number of Input Grid PointsII1 J1i
7 b89 10 11 1

3. Number of Degrees of Freedom/Grid Point

4. Number of Load Conditions

5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid Points
!17 lb 19 20 21 22

6. Number of' Prescribed Displtced Grid Points

23 2~4 25 26 27 28
7. Number of Grid Point Axes Transformation

vstems

29 30

8. Number of' Elements I~ T~
31 32 33 34 35 36

9. Number of Requests and/or Revisions of
Material Tape.

37 38
10. Number of Input Boundary

Condition Points

39 40 414243 44

11. To For Structure (With Decimal Point) 0 i I I

47 48 49 50 51 52

FIGURE III-D.4 SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION, THICK WALLED DISK
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E3AC 1622

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
1 24~6INPUT IDArA FORMATr

[DERI F41i w GRIOPOINT COORDINATE

D I R E C T 1 0 N S
Gidc Pont

Number X-R Y -- z-Z

COOEDb. IW,1puq $' 1 1 2 2 3 3 4

RCTANGULAR /i T1
ICYLI[NDRICAL

SPHE RICAL

A BLANK7S

.50)

r(I

I I I I+ I

M,

PIGUE II-D- GRIPOIT CORDIUTES THIK WLLEDDIS
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F'MAGIC24 STRUCTURAL ANLYI SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

1 2 3 456 GRID POINT TEMPERATURES

TEMPEATURE

1 23 4 5634567a90M1145 6 7890 123 4567 9 01 2

C-. PointT12T3
Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1 12 22 34
7 89 0 1123 4 567 8 90 12 3 45 67 8 9012 3 45 6 789 01 2

HI L)

A (Im

N (Im

FIGUE II.D, GRIPOIN TEPERAURES THCK WLLEDDIS
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

INPUT CODE. 0. No D acement Allow d
I - Uknown Displacement I
2 - Known Displacmnt

1121314151ls1I'I°I IN1 I,,

PRE-SET MODE TRANSLATIONS ROTATIONS GENERALIZED

U ex Oy O 1 2 3
12345613 14 1 1 18 19 20 21

Number

LISTED INPUT 781910 I 13 14 1 16 17 18 19 20 21
/ 00 /)

I)

I)

I)
(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

( I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

I (I)

(I

(I

FIGURE III-D.7 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, THICK WALLED DISK
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

CHECK OR END CARD

~jCK (I)~j

FIGURE III-D.1O END CARD, THICK WALLED DISK
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F

The output supplied by the MAGIC System for the thick walled
disk is as follows:

Figures III-D.11 thru III-D.14 display the output from the
Structural Systems Monitor. These figures display the input
data pertinent to the particular problem being solved.

Figure III-D.12 displays the coordinate and boundary con-
dition information for this problem.

In the Gridpoint Data Section note that node points 1 and 5
have temperature values input of 825.00 while node point 4 has a
temperature of 481.25.

In the Boundary Condition Section note that there are
three allowable degrees of freedom per point for the triangular
ring element as follows:

(u, o, w). The ordering of the reduced displacement vector
is as follows:

T = , Wl1 u2, w2, u3' w3' u4, w4, tj

Figure III-D.14 displays the Transformed External Assembled
Load Column. Note that these loads are all equal to zero since
this is a thermal stress problem and thermal loads are element
applied loads.

MAGIC System output of final results is shown in Figure
III-D.15 thru III-D.22.

Figure III-D.15 shows the assembled and reduced stiffness
matrix. The stiffness matrix is presented row-wise and only
non-zero terms are displayed. The ordering of the stiffness
matrix is consistent with that of the boundary conditions
shown in Figure IIl-D.12. For this case the order of the displace-
ment vector is as follows:

Sw 1 ' u2, w2, u3 ' w3 u4

The thermal load vector (GPRINT OF MATTIX FTELA) is displayed
in Figure III-D.16. These forces are generated at the element
level and are output with respect to node poiit number.
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The displacements of the thick walled disk which result from
tne imposed temperature distribution are also presented in
Figure ITT-D.16. It is noted that displacements (U, V, W)
are output corresponding to node point number and are referenced
to the global axis unless otherwise specified.

The final items of information contained iR Figure III-D.16
are the Reactions. The reactions are listed corresponding to
node point number. Note that for this particular application,
the reactions are effectively equal to zero which results from
the nature of the thermal loading which is imposed.

Stresses for each Triangular Ring Element are shown in
Figures II£-D.17 thru III-D.19. All stresses are evaluated at
the element centroids.

The stresses for each element are defined as follows:

= Q~ [E~ SZAEL3

where from Figure III-D.17:

LJ{e3 = Apparent Element Stress

LISZAEL3 = Element Applied Stress

V-1 Net Element Stress

The thermal stress correction vector iSZAEL3 for any
particular element is defined as follows:
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{SZAEL} A T [E] -}

where [ E ] is the material property matrix which ha tho
following form

Er~ Ez(o + O ) '
97( ' ' :,(41,rr 'r e' r ' ze e "-

E (1 -0 E p( 7, Il 11),
E -A

E..(I -.%) ; , ,

Symmetri,:

vjwhe re

.ez ze Z] 1Z Ile Z rzo 0.

..heve r , , and o. are the eoe-fi.clnts3 of thermal

expansion in tr, e. anc z dire,'tions respetively.AT i,; the differen,e between the ,-entroidal tempe:rature of
the element and the equilibrium temperature.

Rewrite the material p:rol~er'ties rn-ttrix a.3 o]~s

1-3El] El2 F.]3

LSYN1M. E,.
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Using this notation, the SZAEL vector (Element Applied
Stresses) for Element No. 1 is interpreted as follows:

ELEMENT NUMERICAL
NUMBER ALGEBRAIC VALUE VALUE

1 (0-r) (El lpr + El 2 -< + El 3 cz) 1959.37

1 (0-9) (E 12 -r + E2 2  e + E2 3  z c )  1959.37

1 (-z) (EI3 0 r + E 230 + E33cz )  1959.37

The stresses for Element Numbers 2 and 3 (Figures III-D.18 and
19) are presented in exactly the same manner as in Figure III-D.17.

Element forces for this application are presented in
Figures III-D.20 thru III-D.22. These forces are defined with
respect to the Global Coordinate System. Each Triangular Ring
Element has three element forces defined per grid point
(Fr, Fe , Fz). For Element No. 1 (Figure III-D.20) Force points

1, 2 and 3 correspond to node points 1, 2 and 4 respectively. Forces
for Element Numbers 2 and 3 are defined in an analogous manner
(Figures III-D.21 and 22).
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E. THIN WALLED CYLINDER, EDGE LOADING

A thin walled bylinder is shown in Figure III-E.l,
along with its loading, dimensions, and pertinent material
properties. This cylinder is idealized using two toroidal
thin shell ring elements. The preprinted input data forms
associated with this cylinder are shown in Figures III-E.2
through III-E.10.

In Figure III-E.6 (Boundary Condition Section) the
User should note that all nine degrees of freedom are re-
quired for the Toroidal Ring Element (u, 0, w, 0, y , 0, u,
0, w").

In Figure III-E.7 (External Loads Section) the

following items are evident.

(1) One load condition is entered.

(2) The External Applied Load Scalar is equal to
zero.

(3) Grid point number 2 is loaded by the following
load in the X(R) dfrection.

FR = 188495.4 lbs. This load was determined
as follows (From Figure III-E.l).

FR = (1500 lbs./in.)(2nr)

FR = (1500)(2)(3.14)(20) = 188,495.4 lbs.

The value which is entered for the applied moment
was determined as follows: (From Fiugre III-E.l).

= (1000 in.-lb./in.)(2r) =
125,663.6 in.-lb.

(4) All three entries are filled in for the
Toroidal Ring because this element re-
quires three external load cards per grid
point.

In Figure III-E.9 (Element Input Section) only the
MODAL entry is employed. This means that the two Toroidal Ring
elements employed in this analysis have identical Element
Input as follows:

Location A - Thickness 3.0 inches
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Location 1 - TCi .O (Th..is code deterries the
axis cf' reference for, tl,e ds-
play of displacement Lehvior,
in this case the axis of' .efea-
ence Js plolaI).

Location C - Alpha 1 =9U.L L.res

Location D - Alpha 2 = .0 ces

For a review of ti~e reouired Llereht t,,u. f '.k Toroidal Ring the reader is referred to ..... ,-C. i
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1AC 1!61

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION

ENTER APPROPRIATE NUMBER, RIGH
ADJUSTED, IN BOX OPPOSITE V"
APPLICABLE REQUESTS S Y S(I)

12 3 4 56

1. Number of System Grid Points 631
1 23 4 5 6

2. Number of Input Grid Points 31 "

3. Number of Degrees of Freedom/Grid 
Point 

L0_ I

4. Number of Load Conditions

5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid Points
17, Ib 1920 21 22

6. Number of Prescribed Displaced Grid Points i1 -1
i! 23 24 2526 27'2,8

7. Number of Grid Point Axes Transformation 2
Systems

29 30

8. Number of Elements Lth 1 1 -1
31 32 33- 34 35 36

9. Number of Requests and/or Revisions of
,Material Tape.

3:7 38

10. Number of Input Boundary
condition Points I- I

39 40 4142 43 44

11. TO For Structure (With Decimal Point) __ilI_!___II__ ,',
00

q-%-'4749-49 5051 52

I?- FIGURE III-E.4 SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION, THIN WALLED CYLINDER
"' -"3o4



[ HAC 1622
t0AGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT LIATA FOPMAT
1 23 4 56

c U0 r) ] GR IDPOINT .CO0RDI NATE

D IR E CTI CN S
1*1Grid Point

Numb ~ i.er X -R Y-O- - Z
COORD. INPUI 1 1 2 2 3 3 4

5 67 8 90 1 23 4 567 8 90 1 234 E 678 9 01 3 4 56 7 8 901 2

SRECTATIGULAR 1 . *(I

CYLINDRICAL IC (f

SPHERICAL t

A BLANK

(I)

MI

FIGUE TI-E-- GRDPONT CORDNATE, TIN WLLE CYLNDE
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SAC 1676.

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

INPUT CODE - 0, Nr fifiaLpcment Allowed
1- Unknown Isplacement
2 - Known Displacement

PRE-SET MODE TRANSLATIONS ROTATIONS GENERALIZED

u v w ax iy Q1z if 21 3

_i44T -

13 1*-I5 6 1 -1 19120 1

Grid Point I
Number ,,.

LISTED INPUT 76 91 1 13 14 It; 16, 17 is 19 20 21

1 0 0 0 0 oo 00
(I)

. (I)

E , B R I)

"36 ()

- "(.Il

• , . . .;(I)

II

,,- : " + 'Il
I --.

FIUEII- OUDR ODTOS TI WALE CYL1DE

330
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INIJT DATA FOFMAT

CHECK OR END CARD

(ND

IA-

ii

FGURE Il-R,10 END CARD, HIN WALLED CYLINDEL
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The output supplied by the MAGIC System for the bylindrical
shell subjected to edge ,loading ii as follows:

Figures III-E.II through III-E.15 display the output from
the Structural System Monitor. These figures display the input
data pertinent to the particular problem being solved.

Figure III-E.12 displays the coordinate and boundary condi-
tion information for this problem. In the Boundary Condition
Section, note that there are 9 degrees of freedom per point for
the toroidal ring element as follows:

up O, w, O, @y, 0 Ut 0, WI,

The reader is referred to Section II.C-16.d of this report
for a complete description of the meaning and significance of
the above degrees of freedom.

In Figure III-E.13 the finite element information is dis-
played. Under the section External Input for Elements 1 and 2
the first entry printed is the element thickness of 3.00. The
next entry printed is the control input, TC0, which defines the
axis of reference. In this case TC0 - 0.0 which causes thedisplacement behavior to be referenced to the Global System Axis.

.The next two entries printed are the quantities al and M2 res-
pectively. These are defined as the angles measured in degrees
-from the axis of syruiietry to a line which-is perpendicular to the
tangent to the surface at node pcnts 1 and 2 respectively.
Since this particular problem is a cylinder, 01 - M - 90.0
degrees.

MAGIC System output of final results is showP, in
Figures III-E.15 through III-E.

Figure TII-E.15 sroue the assembled and reduced stiffness
matrix. The stiffness matrix is presented row-wise and only
non-zero terms are displayed. The orderIng of the stiffness
matrix is consistent with that of the boundary conditions shown
in Figure III-E.12. For this case the order of the displace-
ment vector is as follows:

fq}T Lu 2 W21 12', W2i, u,, wS, us', w,', W3
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The externally applied loads for this application
(GPRINT OF MATRIX LOADS) are presented in Figure III-E.16. The
loads are listed against node point-number. From the listed
loads, it is seen that the first non-zero force corresponds to
an applied forie of 188500.0 acting in the R direction at node
point 3, while the second is the applied moment of 125660.0
causing bending about the Y (0) ax's (MBETA). Note that the
generalized forces (F1, 0, and F3) are all equal to 0.0.

Figure III-E.17 presents the displacements for this
application. These displacements are output referenced to node
point number and the Global Axis of Reference. (Unless otherwise
indicated by the code TCO = -1.0 in the Element Input Section.)

The Reactions are presented in Figure III-E.18. Note
that they are listed according to node point number and have
components (FR, 0, FZ, O, Op F, O, F3).

Figures !II-E.19 and III-E.20 present the stresses for
Toroidal Thin Shell Elements (1) and (2) respectively. In the
toroidal ring ele:.,ent, stresses are evaluated at the two ends
of the element as well as at the midspan of the element.
Referring to Figure III-E.19, note that Stress Point 1
corresponds to Element Grid Point N0.-while Stress Point 2
corresponds to Grid Point NO.@. Stress Point 3 corresponds
to the element midspan position.
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Five jalued of stress are displayed per point on each
element, giving a total of 15 stresses per element.

The stress resultants for the toroidal ring are referencedto the element axes. The following are the strcss resultantsdisplayed for the toroidal ring element. (See sketches.)

f force
T = f d z ; units,

length

T =f z d z; units, forcez tez .gth

I z~jdz units, (force) x(legh
S(length)

14 = fz~d ; unts, (force) x (length)

z (length)

M[ + MA + M units,
length

where A2 = 1 a B2 - B

and B is a metric parameter which is explicitly defined in
Volume I, Section 7, Equation 180.
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The element forces are presented in Figures III-E.21 and
III-E.22.

Nine forces are defined per node point which correspond

to the nine displacement degrees of freedom per point, i.e.,

Disp)-T Lu, o'w, o0,p u", ,o w"J

The interpretation of the forces is dependent upon the code
TC0 which was used in the element input section. A code of TC0
= -1.0 references the displacement behavior and the force
behavior to the element axes. A code of TC0 = 0.0 (which was
used in this particular problem) references the displacement 4.d
force behavior to the Global System Axis. The ordering of the
force output is as follows:

[Force T FR, 0, F, 0, Mj, 0, Fly 0, F3 j

where FR is the force in the system radial direction

FZ  is the force in the system axial direction

M is the meriodL'nal moment

F1 and F3  are the genralized-forces corresponding to
3 the u' and w" respectively

Note again that for this particular problem, the forces are
referenced to the Glob&l.Sydtem-Axes-. If the Code TC =--1.0
would have been used the force behavior would have been
referenced to the element axis and wpuldhave had the following
form:

[Fokce T Lm o n~o>4 P, -F1  o 3J

where Fm is the membrane force

Fn  is the normal. force
.is the mezodional moment

Fl and F3  are the generalized forces corresponding to
-' the u' and W respectively.

From Figure III-E.21 (Element No. 1) note that Force Point 12orresponds toGrid Point ®and Force Point 2 corresponds to Grid
Point . In Figure III-E.22 (Element No. 2) Force Point 1 corresponds
to Grid Point~and Force Point Z corresponds to Grid Point@
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F. SQUARE PLATE -PARABOLIC MEMBRANE LOADING (Quadrilateral
Thin Shell Idealization)

An isotropic, square plate under the action of a
parabolic membrane loading is shown in Figure III-F.1, along
with its dimensions and pertinent material properties. The
plate is idealized utilizing one quadrilateral thin shell ele-
ment.

The preprinted input data forms associated with this
example are shown in Figures III-F.2 through III-F,10.

In Figure III-F.5 (Grid Point Coordinate Section) it
can be seen that only the grid point coordinates for the four
corner points of the element are entered. The coordinates
associated with mid-point nodes are calculated internally by
the MAGIC System.

In Figure III-F.6 (Boundary Condition Section) It is
instructive to note the extensive use of the Repeat option.
Grid point 5 has identical boundary conditions as grid point 2,
therefore the Repeat option is exercised by placing an 'X' in
column 12 opposite the entry for Grid Point Number 5. The
same procedure is also used for Grid Pofnts 3, and 7 as well
as for Grid Points 4 and 8. (MODAL entry pertains to Grid
Point 1 and to Grid Point 6 which is suppressed).

In Figure III-F.7 (External Loads Section) Grid
Points 2 and 3 have applied external loading. Note that there
are 2 external load cards per grid point.

In Figure IIi-F.8 (Element Control'Data Section) the
fol]owing information is of' importance.

(1) Mid-point node number 6 is suppressed. The
element is therefore numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0,
7, 8. These entries are made in the first
eight locations of the node point section as
shown in Figure III-F.8.

(2) The numbers '' and '2' are entered in loca-
tions 9 and 10 of the node point portion of the
Element Control Section. These two points de-
fine the X direction for the material proper-

'ties axes. This allows the User to effective-
ly define stress output direction. The same
two points used for the reference element can
also be used for each following element (if
they exist) so -that the output has a common
reference.
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In Figure III-F.9 (Element Input Section) oily one
item of information is entered in Location A as follows:

Location A - Membrane Thickness - (tm) = 0.10
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION

ENTER APPROPRIATE NUMBER, RIGHT
ADJUSTED, IN BOX OPPOSITE T E M V
APPLICABLE REQUESTS I-T II

S... . 123 4 56

1. Number of System Grid Points 
-1l1 -1

2 3456

2. Number of Input Grid Points
7 89 i i'-

3. Number of Degrees of Freedom/Grid Point

4. Number of Load Conditions

5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid Points 21
:; ' . 01 20 1 212

6. Number of' Prescribed Displaced Grid Points [ [ T
F3 2;4 27 28

7. Number of Grid Point Axes Transformation
Systems r

29 30

8. Number of Elements i I
31 32 33 34 35- 36

9. Number of Requests and/or Revisions of

Material Tape.
37 38

10. Number of Tnput Boundary I  1 161
Condition Proi-ntsj

39 40 4243 44

II. T° For Structure (With Decimal Point)

46 7 US5 495o051 52

FIGURE II-F.4 SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION, SQUARE PLATE
(QUADRILATERAL THIN SHELL IDEALIZATION)
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SAC 1622

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

LCJIN~.' GRIDPOINT COORDINATE

Grd P'oint
Number X -R Y -- Z-- z

COORD. INPUJT 1 68 1 2 2 3 3 4

CYLINDRICAL~ CZj. 4.(/

SPHERICAL IsI~ 0U

A BLAN~K /. 0

.171

I HIM

FIUR II-. 2:DTCODNAES UAR PLAT
(QUADPILTERAL TIN SHEL (IAIZTO)

33L5~ ~ - ~



BAC 1626-1

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

INPUT CODE. 0 No Displacement Allowed
I • Unknown Displacement
2 - Known Displacement

PRE-SET MODE TRANSLATIONS ROTATIONS GENERALIZED

U V W Ox Gy Oz 1 2 3

1313141516 1 3 4 *5 16 17 IB s . 0 21"

LGrid Point
N umber

7890 21 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

I- / o o 0 o C/)

3 / I Co o D Cl)

K (I)

41 I 0 0 0 C)

/I)

_(I)

FIUEi.- BONDR .6DTOS SQAE LT

(I)

~(/)

~FIGURE III-F.6 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, SQUARE PLATE
~(QUADRILATERAL THIN SHELL IDEALIZATION) 336
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

CHECK OR END CARD

j~~D(I)

FIGURE III-F.1O END CARD, SQUARE PLATE
(QUADRILATERAL THIN SHELL IDEALIZATION)
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The output supplied by the MAGIC System for the thin
square plate subjected to parabolic loading and idealized with
one quadrilateral thin shell element is as follows:

Figures III-F.11 thru III-F.13 display the output from the
Structural Systems Monitor. These figures record the input data
pertinent to the problem being solved.

In Figure III-F.12, the finite element information is shown.
Under the section titled External Input, the first entry printed
has a numerical value of 0.0999999. This value is equal to the
membrane thickness of the plate being analyzed.

Figure III-F.13 displays the External Load Column for this
problem. The 48 x 1 vector shown in the figure is the total
unreduced transformed external load column which is read row-wise.
The ordering is consistent with that of the boundary condition
information shown in Figure III-F.12. An external load of 667.67
is applied at node point 2 and also a load of 40o.o is applied at
note point 3,both in the positive Global X direction

MAGIC System output of final results is shown in Figures
IfI-F.14 thru III-F.19. Figure III-F.14 shows the reduced stiff-
ness matrix for this problem. Only non-zero terms in the stiffness
matrix are displayed. The stiffness matrix is presented row-wise
and its ordering is consistent with that of the boundary conditions
shown in Figure III-F.12. For this case, the ordering of the
displacement vector is as follows:

Jq3T = Lu 2, u3, v3, v4, u5, u7, v7, v8 J

The externally applied loads for this application (GPRINT
OF MATRIX LOADS) are presented in Figure III-F.15. The loads are
listed against node point number. It is to be noted that node
points 2 and 3 have forces (Fx) equal in numerical value to 667.67
and 400.0 respectively. Both'of these forces are acting in the
positive Global X direction.

Figure III-F.16 presents the displacements for this applica-
tion. These displacements are output referenced to node point
number and the Global Axis of reference.

The Reactions are presented in Figure III-F.17. Note that
they are listed according to node point number and have components
RX and Ry.

Figure III-F.18 presents the stresses for the Quadrilateral
Thin Shell Element. Eight stress.resultants are evaluated at
each corner point of the element and also at the intersection
of the diagonals which connect the opposite corner points of
the element. The stress resultants are defined as follows:
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f orce
Nx f 'x d z ; units

x length
x

f~d f orce
N = ; units f

length
z

fCx force

Nxy = d z ; units length

z

M f z a- nt force x length

JX d z ; units length

z

M f dz ;force x length

fzy dlength

z

= fz XYdz units force x length

length

Qx = z x d z + z (yd nits force

f x fZj(~y length
z z

q- bTforce
Q = z (-Y d z +z z ( x- ) dz ; unitsf af axlength

z z

The following sketches show the proper manner in which to
interpret the stress resultants.
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IReturning to Figure III-F.18, it is noted that there
are five stress points at which the stress resultants are
evaluated. These correspond to element grid points 1, 2, 3,
and 4. The fifth stress point corresponds to the stresses
evaluated at the element centroid. The stresses are
in general referenced to the element coordinate system. For
the quadrilateral or triangular thin shell elements, however,
the User has the option of specifying material or stress axes
in order to effectively define stress output direction. This
is accomplished by utilizing locations 9 and 10 or 11 and 12
of the node point portion of the Element Control Section. In
this particular problem the numbers '' and '2' were entered
in locations 9 and 10 of the node point portion of the
Element Control Section. These two points define the X
direction of the material properties axes. (Positive X from
node point 1 to node point 2.) This axis of reference then
becomes the reference axis for the stress output.

The element forces for the Quadrilateral Thin Shell
Element are displayed in Figure III-F.19. The forces
(FX, Fy, FZ, MX My MZ) are defined with respect to the Global

Coordinate System. The forces are defined at eight points
on the element. The first four points are corner points
(Element Grid Points 1, 2, 3, and 4), and the last four points
are mid-points (Element Grid Points 5, 0, 7, 8). Note that
one of the mid-side nodes was suppressed in this analysis,
corresponding to would-be grid point 6; therefore, there are
no element forces evaluated at this particular point.
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G. SQUARI!, PLATE - NORMAL PRESSURE LOADING -

(Quadrilateral Thin Shell Idealization)

A simply supported isotropic square plate, under the
action of normal pressure loading is shown in Figure III-G.1
along with its dimensions and pertinent material properties.
This plate is idealized utilizing one quadrilateral thin
.;heLl clement.

The preprinted input data forms associated with this ex-
ample are shown in Figures III-G.2 through III-G.11.

In Figure III-G.5 (Gridpoint Coordinate Section) it can
be seen that only the gridpoint coordinates for the four cor-
ner points of the element are entered. The coordinates asso-
ciated with mid-point modes are calculated internally by the
MAGIC System.

In Figure III-G.6 (Gridpoint Pressure Section) the MODAL
entry is used for the input pressure values. This entry
means that the normal pressures are acting at every grid point
with a value of -1.0 psi. The sign of the pressure is minus
since its direction is in the negative element Zgdirection.

In Figure III-G.7 (Boundary Condition Section) it is in-
structive to note the nature of the boundary conditions which
apply to each grid point (see Figure III-G.1). Let us ex-
amine the Listed Input (Exceptions to the MODAL Card) first.

(1) Grid Point Number 1 (center of plate) has an unknown
displacement in the w dir~ction, all others are zero
due to symmetry.

(2) Grid Point Number 2 has an unknowm rotation, e
The others are Zero due to the fact that the g id-
point 2 is a point of simple support.

(3) Grid Point Number 3 has all degrees of freedom
fixed. This is due to the fact that this is the
point where the simple supports meet restricting ro-
tation in the ex and ey directions.

(4) Grid Point Numbers 5 and 8 are repeated and also
have all degrees of freedom fixed. These are mid-
side nodes and the only possible degrees of freedom
allowed are u, v, and 9n (9 normal). Since this is
a pure beiding problem, u and v are equal to zero.
Since Grid Points 5 and 8 lie along symmetric boun-
daries en equals zero.
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tZ 04O IHl4 PU 1.0 PSi

E'J."o. 10 G Ps s ,30

FIGURE III - G.1 - Idealized Simply Supported Plate with Norral Pressure
Loading (Quadrilateral Thin Shell Idealization)
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The MODAL card is now examined for the remaining grid
points. Since Grid Point Numbers 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8 were
called out under Listed Input, the MODAL entry pertains to
Grid Point Numbers 4, 6, and 7.

(1) Grid Point Number 4 has an unknowa rotation, ex
The others are zero since Grid Point 4 is a
point of simple support.

(2) Grid Points 6 and 7 are mid-side nodes and the
only possible degrees of freedom allowed are u, v,
and en (e normal). Since this is a pure bending
problem, a and v are equal to zero. However,
there is an unknown slope G , associated with
these grid points. The Code (0, 1, 2) associated
with these normal slope values is always entered
in The ex location for consistency.

In Figure III-G.8 (External Loads Section) the follow-
ing information is evident.

(1) One load condition is input

(2) The External Applied Load Scalar equals 1.0

(3) The MODAL option is employed and External Force
and Moment values of 0.0 are entered in the appro-
priate locations. Since the Quadrilateral Thin
Shell Element is formulated witn six degrees of
freedom per point, two external load cards per
grid point are reqtired.

The Element Applied Load Scalar was set equal to 1.0
because of the following:

Total Load = External Loads + EALS (Element Applied Loads)

Since the External Loads are equal to zero, and the EALS,

1.0

Total Load = Element Applied Load

These are the correct loads since for this case the
Element Applied Loads are equal to che normal pressure loads.

In Figure III-G.9 (Element Control Data Section) the
following information is of importance.
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(1) The numbers 'Il and '2' are entered in locations
11 and 12 of .the node point portion of the Ele-
ment Control Section. These two points define
the direction of the (X) stress axis. With this
definition, the stresses in the other directions
retain their proper oriertation with respect to
this axis. It should be noted that the stress
axis determination is element related and there-
fore if locations 11 and 12 are used for stress
directions, then each following element (if they
exist) must be considered separately and node
points related to that particulaTr element would be
used in determining the stress direction.

In Figure III-G.l0 (Element Input Section) only one
item of information is entered in Location B as follows:

Location B - Flexural Thickness (tf) 0.10
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I

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION

ENTER APPROPRIATE NUMBER,
ADJUSTED, IN BOX OPPOSITE
APPLICABLE REQUESTS ()

i , 123456

1 1 2 -3 4 5 61. Num~ber of System Grid Points jjjj~
2. Number of Input Grid Points

7 8 9 i01

3. Nunber of Degrees of Freedom/Grid Point

4. Number of Load Conditions

5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid Points
i7 l 19 20 P1 2

6. Number of Prescribed Displaced Grid Points LEIE
23 24 25 2627 28

7. Number of Grid Point Axes Transformation
SystemsI 29 30

8. Number of ElementsIILEI121
31 32 33 34 35 36

9. Number of Requests and/or Tievisions of

Material Tape.

10. Number of Input BoundaryE

Condition Points

39 40 4142
11. T0 For Structure (With Decimal Point) I (1 w1,0. lot I I

45 Li 647 48 49 50 51 52

FIGURE III-G.4 SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION, SIMPLY SUPPORTFD
PLATE (QUADRILATERAL THIN SHELL IDEALIZATION)
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SAC 1622

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

1 23 4 56

fRJ1t4 M , GRIDPOIrNT COORDINATE

D I REC TIO0N S
Grid Point

Number X-R Y-O- - Z

CODINU 51 1 7 2 3 3 4

SRECTANGULAR 7L'

A= BLANK aI~

(IIM

FIGUE II-G. GRIPOIN CORDINTES SIMLY SPPOTED(LAT

(QUARILAERALTHINSHEL IDELIZAION

I 363



BAC 1623-1

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

123456

E~i~llE ii~GRID POINT PRESSURES

PR ESSU R ES
P 1  P2 P3

1 1 2 3 3 4
123450 34 9 012 3456789012

Grid Point-GNumber a P I P 2 P 3

1 1 2 2 3 3 4
7890 12 3456789 0123456789012345678 012

FIGURE ~ i II-G. GRDON RSUESML UPRE LT

(qAIAW T% SHL IDELIATON

I

. . ] /)

* (I):
, " : I )

I(I)
- - ( i

.UEIlGEGIDGN RSUE, SIPL SUP/TDPLT

(QARLJEA Tlj SHEL IDAIZAT/)

Ii.

I '-( /



SAC 16261

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

INPUT COD[ - 0 - No Displacement Allowed
I - Unknown Displacement
2 - Known Displacement

11'121:31415161

PRE-SFi MODE TRANSLATIONS ROTATIONS GENERALIZED

U V W Gx y . 1 2 3
i ,13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21I IojcL Jo / 0 0 1. 0o

Grid Point
Number W

LISTEDINUT 79 901 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

I 0 0 0 0 o _ 1/)
Z 0 a 0 0 L' - )

3- 0 0 0 0 0 0 1I

(1)

(I)

(/)

I/)

(I)

'. (I)

(I)
(I

FIR B/)

L '

I- I I

FIGURE III-G.7 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, SIMPLY SUPPORTED PLATE
' (QADRILATERAL ThIN S LL IDEALIZATION)
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

CHECK OR END CARD

~(/3
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The output supplied by the MAGIC System for the simply
supported isotropic square plate subjected to a normal pressure
load and idealized using one quadrilateral thin shell element
is as follows:

Figur.,s III-G.12 thru III-G.14 display the output
from the Structural Systems Monitor. These figures record
the input data pertinent to the problem being solved.

The Gridpoint Data Information ts shown in Figure III-G.13.
Note that pressures of -1.0 psi are applied at each gridpoint.
The finite element information is also shown in Figure III-G.13.
Under the section titled External Input, the second entry has
a numerical value of 0.09999999. This value is equal to the
flexural thickness of the plate being analyzed.

Figure III-G.14 displays the Transformed External Assem-
bled Load Column. Note that these loads are all equal to zero
since input pressures are element applied loads.

MAGIC System level output of final results is shown in
Figures III-G.15 thru III-G.20.

Figure III-G.15 shows the assembled and reduced stiffness
matrix. The stiffness matrix is read row-wise and only non-zero
terms are displayed. The ordering of the stiffness matrix is
consistent with that of the boundary conditions shown in
Figure iI-G.13. For this case the displacement vector is
ordered as follows:

q T = l y, Ax4, 9n6' n7j

Where 9 = normal slope at node point i

Figure III-G.16 displays the Element Applied Loads
(GPRINT OF MATRIX FTELA). Note that the components of load
which arise from the uniform normal pressure are Qutput against
node point number. It is also to be noted that all membrane
components of load(FX and Fy) are equal to zero. This arises

since membrane and bending action a-re uncoupled and the only
forces generated by the work equivalentnormal pressure loads
are FZ, MX and My.
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The displacements for this application are presented in
Figure III-G.l7. Note that rows 6 and 7 correspond to mid-
side grid points 6 and 7. The THETAX values of -0.11730331
correspond to the normal slopes at these mid-points. This
is true since mid-side nodes have only U, V, and @n degrees

of freedom. In addition, the displacements are referenced to
the Global Axis unless otherwise indirated.

Figure III-G.18 displays the reactions for this
application. These reactions are listed against grid point
number and are referenced to the Global Coordinate System.

Stress resultants for the Quadrilateral Thin Shell
Element are shown in Figure III-G.19. Eight stress resultants
are evaluated at each corner point of ';ha quadrilateral and
also at the diagonal intersection, yielding a total of 40
stress resultants per element.

The stress resultants for the quadrilateral thin shell
were explicitly defined in Section III-G (Square Plate-Parabolic
Membrane Loading). Sketches were also provided to facilitate
proper interpretation of the stress resultants.

The stress vector is in general referenced to the element
coordinate system. For the quadrilateral or triangular thin
shell elements however, the User ha- the option of specifying
material or stress axes in order to effectively define stress
output direction. This is accomplished by utilizing locations
9 and 10 or 11 and 12 of the node point portion of the Element
Control Section. In this particular problem the numbers Ill
and '2' were entered in locations 11 and 12 of the node point
portion of the Element Control Section for Element Number 1.
These two points define the X direction oV the stress axis
(positive X from node point 1 to node poin, 2). These axes
of reference then become -(he reference stress axis.

Note that the stresses are evaluated at five stress
points 1 thru 5. The first four correspond to the four corner
points of the eler-0ent (Node points 1 thru 4) while the fifth
point corresponds to the element centroid.

Element forces for the quadrilateral thin shell element
are presented in Figure III-G.20. These forces are defined wikh
respect to the Global Coordinate System. The element forces are
evaluated at eight points. The first four points (I thru 4)
and the last four points are mid-points (node points 5 thru 8).
Note that the mid-side nodes have allowable degrees-of-freedom
equal to U, V and normal slope (9n)'
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H. 3QIARE PLATTE - PARABOLIC MEMBRANE LOADING (Triangular
Thin She", dealization)

An Isotropic, square plate under the actiop of a para-
bolic membrane loading is shown in Figure III-.H1I, along
with Its dimensions and pertinent material properties. The
plate Is idealized utilizing two triangular thin shell cle-
ment.;.

ine preprinted input data forms associated with this
example are shown in Figures III-H.2 through III-H.lO.

ft n Figure III-H.5 (Gridpoint Coordinate Section) it can

be seen that only the grid point coordinates or the three
corner points of each element are entered. The coordinates
associated with mid-point nodes are calculated internally by
the MAGIC System.

In Figure III-H.6 (Boundary Condition Section) it is in-
structive to note the nature of the boundary conditions
w Lch apply to eaeh grid point (Sep Figure III-H.1). Remem-
ber that in a pure membrane problem, u and v are the only de-
grees of freedom wh.ich ire of interest.

Let us examine the Listed Input (Exceptions to the MODAL
Card) first.

() Grid Point Number 1 (Center-of Plate) has all de-
grees of freedom fixed. This is true because this
grid point is at the center of the plate and the-
plate is loaded by a self-equilibriating parabolic
membrane -oad.

(2) Grid Point Numbers 2 and 5 only have an unknow
displacement in the- u directifn. This is true
because these grid points lie along a symmetri-
boundary defined by the X axis.

(3) Grid Point Numbers 4 and 8 only have an unknown
displacement in tbe v direction4- -This is true
because these grid points lie along a-symmetric
boundary def! red by the Y axis.

(4) Grid Point Number 6 is suppressed, therefore, all
associated degrges of freedom are fixed.

The MODAL card is now examined for the remaining grid
points. Since Grid Point Numbers 1, 2, 4, 5, and-8 were
called out under ListedIntut, the MODAL entry pertains to
Grid Point Numbers 3, 7, and 9.
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FIGURE III,- H.1 - Idealized Square Plate, Parabolic Membrane Loading (Triangular Thin
Shell Idealization)
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Grid Point Numbers 3, 7, and 9 have unknown dis-
placements both in the u and v directions.

In Figure 111-11.7 (External Loads Section) Grid Points
2 and 3 have applied external loading. Note that there are
two external load cards per grid point.

In Figure 111-11.8 (Element Coytrol Data Section) the
following information is of importance.

(1) Por element number 2, mid-point node number 6 is
suppressed. This element is therefore numbered 2,

3, r, 0, 7, 9. These entries are made -n the
first six locations of the node point section as
shown in Figure III-1.8.

(2) For element numbers 1 and 2, the numbers '' and
'21 are entered in locations 9 and 10 of the node
point portion of the Element Control Section.
These two points define the X direction for the
material properties axes. This allows the User' to
effectively define stress output direction. The
same t";. points, used for Element Number 1, can
also be used for Element Number 2 as shown in the
figure.

In Figure III-H.9 (Element Input Section) only one item
of information is entered in Location, A of the MODAL section.

Location A - Membrane Thickness (tm)y = 0.10

This MODAL entry signifies 1.hat this thickness applies to
[' all elements used in this analysis.
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION

ENTER APPROPRIATE NUMBER, RIGH
ADJUSTED, IN BOX OPPOSITE w
APPLICABLE REQUESTS ISI TEY4I M (

123 4 56

1-c Number of System Grid Points I?

2. Number of Input Grid Points II1 1- 1
7 8 9 10 11 .12

3. Number of Degrees of Freedon/Grid Point

4. Number of Load Conditions

5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid PointsL jjj
17 1b 19 20 21 22

6. Numiber of Prescribed Displaced Grid Points
~23 214 25 ;)6 27 28

sNumber of Grid ,Point Axes Transformation

29 30
I<

8., ,Nuiibsr of Elements

31 32 33 34 35 36
9iN mber -of Requests and/or Revisions of

SMaIerial Tape.

10. Number of Ihput Boundary
Condition'Pbiht ' _ II I I __s6

39 40+ 41 4 43 44
. oT For S.tructure (With Decimal Point) .o

LP46 47 48 19 50 5 1 52

FIGURE III-H.4 SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION, SQUARE PLATE
(TRIANGULAR THIN SHELL IDEALIZATION)
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BAC 1G22

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

EJIPl1I ff ui GRIDPOINT COORDINATE

Grid Poin-
Numbci X -R Y - B z-z

COOR. TIPUI 178 1 2 2 3 3 4

RECTANGULAR V

SPHIERICAL

It( I.

I A'

I

(Il I :

7 JJIIL

44- $Is I

FIGURE 111-H.5 GRIDPOI4T COORDINATES, SQUARE PLATE
(TRIANGULAR THIN $UELL IDEALIZATION)
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3AC 1626-1

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

INPUT CODE • 0- No Displacement Allowed
I • Unknown Displacem nt
2- Known Displacement

PRE-SET MODE TRANSLATIONS ROTATIONS GENERALIZED

U V W ex ey 0z 1 2 3
11213141516 13 14 1 16 17 1 20 21

LELIELI I _ '"
Grid PointI

Number

LISTED INPUT 78 90 12 13 14 1S- 16 17 i8 19 20 21

0 00 0OO' 0 I

FIGURE III-H.6 BOUNDARY CONDITIOVS, SQUARE PLATE
(TRIANGULAR-THIN'SHELL IDEALIZATION) 389
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

CHECK OR END CARD

[IIhIC1 (/)

FIGURE II-H.1O END CARD, SQUARE PLATE
(TRIANGULAR THIN SHELL IDEALIZATION)
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The output supplied by the MAGIC System for the thin
square plate subjected to parabolic loading and idealized
with two triangular thin shell elements is as follows:

Figures III-H.ll thru III-H.13 display the output from
the Structural Systems Monitor. These figures record the
input data pertinent to the problem beirg solved.

In Figure III-H.12, the finite element information is
shown. Under the section titled Externai Input, the first.
entry printed has a numberical value of 0.0999999. This value
is equal to the membrane thickness of the plate being analyzed.

Figure III-H.13 dtsplays the External Load Column for
this problem. The 54 x 1 vector shown in the figure is the
total unreduced transformed external load column which is read
row-wise. The ordering is consistent with that of the boundary
condition information shown in Figure III-H.12. An external
!oad of 667.67 is applied at node point 2 and also at a load of
400.0 is applied at node point 3 both in the positive Global X
direction.

MAGIC System level output of final results is shown in
Figures III-H.14 thru III-H.21. Figure III-H-.14 shows the reduced
stiffness mIatrix for this problem. only non-zero terms in the
stiffness matrix are displayed. The stiffness matrix is presented
row-wise and its ordering is consistent with that of the boundary
conditions shown in Figure III-H.12. For this case, the ordering
of the displacement vector is as follows:

T - u3, v Y v4, u5, uV v8, 99,

Figure III-H.15 displays the externally applied loads for
this application (GPRINT OF MATRIX LCADS). These loads
(FX, Fy, FZ, ICX, My, MZ) are referenced to the Global Axis and

are output against node point number. From the figure, it is seen
that node points 2 and 3 are loaded by Forces, FX, equal to-666.67

and 400.0 respectively. It is also to be noted that these forces
are acting in the positive Global X direction.

Displacements are presented in.Figure III-H.16. Displacements
are output against node point number.and are referenced to the
Global Axis unless otherwise indicated.
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Reactions are presented in Figure III-H.17. There are
only two components of Reactton at any grid point (Fx and Fy)
since only membrane loading is involved and there is no
coupling between membrane and bending action.

Stress resultants for the Triangular Thin Shell Element are
presented in Figures III-H.18 and III-H.19. Eight stress
resultants are evaluated at each corner point of the triangle and
also at its centroid yielding a total of thirty-two stress
resultants per element.

The stress resultants for the triangular thin shell element
are defined as follows:
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length
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The following sketches show the proper manner in which to
interpret the stress resultants.
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Figure III-H.18 presents the stress resultants for
Element Number 1. Stress points 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to
the following:

Stress point 1 equals the element stresses evaluated
at the centroid. Stress points 2, 3, and 4 correspond to
element corner points 1, 2, and 4 respectively.

Figure III-H.19 presents the stress resultants for Element
Number 2. Stress points 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to the
following:

Stress point 1 equals the element stresses evaluated
at the centroid. Stress points 2, 3, and 4 correspond to
element corner points 2, 3, and 4 respectively.

The stress vector is in general referenced to the
element coordinate system. For the quadrilateral or triangular
thin shell elements, however, the User has the option of
specifying material or stress axes in order to effectively
define stress output direction. Thisis accomplished by
utilizing locations 9 and 10 or 11 and 12 of the node point
portion of the Element Control Section. In this particular
problem the numbers '1' and 12? were entered in locations 9
and 10 of the node point portion of the Element Control
Section. These two points define the X direction of the
material properties axes (Positive X from node point 1 to
node point 2). This axis of reference then becomes the
reference axis for thb stress output.

Thereis one exception to the usual rules of presenting
the stress output for the triangular thin shell element.

For- each triangular element, the centroidal values
of -the stress resultants for that element are the
first to be printed. In the general case the node
point. -stresses are printed and then the centroidal
stresses.

Figures III-H.20 and III-H.21 present the element forces
for the two -triangular -thin shell elements used in this
application-. The element is defined by six node points (3
cornet points and 3 mid-side node points). Since there are
six forces per node point (FX, Fy1 FZ, Nx, My, M,,) a total of
36 forces per element are'defined. In Figure III-H.20, Force
Points 1 thru 3 correspond to eiement corner points 1, 2, and 4.
Force points 4 thru 6 correspond to element mid-points 5, 9 and
8. The forces for Element No. 2, shown in Figure III-H.21 are
interpreted in an analogous manner to those for Element No. 1.
It is to be noted that the element forces are referenced to
the Global Axis unless otherwise indicated.
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I. SQUARE PLATE - NORMAL PRESSURE LOADING -

(Triangular Thin Shell Idealization)

A simply supported isotropic square plate, under the
action of normal pressure loading is shown in Figure III-I.]
along with its dimensions and pertin'ent material properties.
The plate is idealized utilizing two triangular thin shell
elements.

The preprinted input data forms associated with this
example are shown in FigureslIl-I.2 through III-I.11.

In Figure 111-1.5 (Gridpoint Coordinate Section) it is
seen that only the grid points for the three corner points of
each element are entered. The coordinates associated with
mid-point nodes are calculated internally by the MAGIC
System.

In Figure 111-1.6 (Grid Point Pressure Section) the
MODAL entry is used for the input pressure values.

This entry means that the normal pressures are acting at
every grid point with a value of -1.0 psi. The sign of the
pressure is minus since its direction is in the negative ele-
ment Z direction.

In Figure III-l.7 (Boundary Condition Section) it is in-
structive to note the natui: of the boundary conditions which
apply to each grid point (See ig:ire III-I.1). Let us exam-
ine the Listed Input (Exceptionc t.) the MODAL card) first.

(1) Grid Point Number 1 (Center of plate) has an un-
known displacement in the w direction, all others
are zero due to symmetry.

(2) Grid Point Number 2 has an unknown rotation, .

The others are zero due to the fact that grid 'ipoint 2 is a point of simple support.
(3) Grid Point Number 3 has all degrees of freedom

fixed. This is true because the simple supports
meet at this point restricting rotation in the 9x1
and 8 directions.

y
(4) Grid Point Numbers 5 and-8 are repeated and also

have all degrees of freedom fixed. These are mid-
side nodes and the only possible degrees of free-
dom allowed are u, v, and 8  (e normal). Since this
is a pure bending problem unand v are equal to zero.
Since Grid Points 5 and 8 lie along symmetric
boundaries, en equals zero.
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FIGUR~E III - I.1 - Idealized Simply Supported Plate With Normal Pres~ure Lo~ading
(Triangular Thin Shell Idealizatcion of' One Quadrant)
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The MODAL card is now examined for the remaining grid
points. Since Grid Point Numbers 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8 were
called out under Listed Input, the MODAL entry pertains to
Grid Point Numbers4, 6, 7, and 9,

(1) Grid Point Number 11 has an unknown rotation, ex"
The others are zero since grid point 4 is a
point of simple support.

(2) Grid points 6, 7. and 9 are mid-side nodes and the
only possible degrees of freedom allowed are u, v,
and G (a normal). Since this is a pure bending
problem u and V are equal to zero. However, there
is an unknow.m normal slope en, associated with
these grid points. The code (0, 1, 2) associated
with these normal slope values is always entered in
the Ex location for consistency.

In Figure 111-1.8 (External Loads Section) the follow-
ing information is evident.

(1) One load condition is input

(2) The External Applied Load Scalar equals 1.0

(3) The MODAL option is employed and External Force and
Moment values of 0.0 are entered in the appropriate
locations. Since the Triangular Thin Shell Element
is formulated with six degrees of Freedom per point,
two external load cards per grid point are required.

The Element Applied Load Scalar was set equal to 1.0 be-
cause of the folloa"ing:

Total Load = External Loads + EALS (Element Applied
Loads)

Since the External Loads are equal to zero and the EALS
1.0

Total Load = Element Applied Load

The3e .re the correct loads since for this case the Ele-
ment Applied Loads are equal to the normal pressure loads.

In Figure 111-1.9 (Element Control Data Section) the
following information is of importance.
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(1) The numbers Il and '2' are entered in locations
11 and 12 of ,the node point portion of the Element
Control Section for Element Number 1. These two
points define the direction of the (X) stress axis
for Element Number 1. With this definition, the
stresses in the other directions retain their prop-
er orientation with respect to this axis.

(2) The numbers '1' and '3' are entered in locations 1.

and 12 of the node point portion of the Element Con-
trol Section for Element Number 2. These two
points define the direction of the (X) stress axis

for Element Number 2.

It should be noted that the stress axis determina-
tion is element related and therefore if locations
11 and 12 are used for stress directions then each
element must be considered separately. Node poin-S
related to each particular element must be used
when determining stress directions utilizing loca-
tions 11 and 12.

in Figure IlI-I.1O (Element Input Section) only one item
of information is entered in Location B of the MODAL section.

Location B - Flexural Thickness - (tf) = 0.10

This MODAL entry signifies that this thickness applies
to all elements used in this analysis.
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION

ENTER APPROPRIATE NJMBER, RIGH9.ADJUSTED, IN BOX OPPOSITE J
APPLICABLE REQU1ESTS I I E yj S

13 4 5 6
1. ',.umber of' System Grid Points

2. Number of Input Grid Points

7 89 1011-12

Number of Degrees of Freedom/Grid Point

4. Number of Load Conditions

5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid Points

17 1b 19 , 2

6. Number of Prescribed Displaced Grid Points ii .]

23 14 ?526 2728
7. Number of Grid Point Axes Transformation

Systems DI
29 30

8. Number of Elements iE ILJ
31 '32 33 34 35 36

9. Number of Requests and/or Revisions of
Material Tape.

10. Number of Input Boundary
Condition Points

39 40 41-42 43-4

11. To For Structure (With Decimal Point) I____oli___ ] IH w__
4b 47 4b 4 9 50 51 52

FIGURE 111-1.4 SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION, SIMPLY SUPPORTED PLATE
(TRIANGULAR THIN SHELL IDEALIZATION)
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[ I SAC 1622
MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

LC1LLIRIDJ GRIDPOINT COORDINATE

FCOORD. INPUT S 56 78901 21 234567G901234 6789012
RECTANGULAR

CYLINDRICAL 1d-

A BLANK

MI

MI

M,

MI

I I I tII

FIGURE 111-1.5 GRIDPOINT COORDINATES. SIPYSPPO-RTED ?LATE
(TRIANGULAR. THIN SIELL IDEALIZAIOLP)
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BAC 1623-1

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

1 2 3 5 6

=E GRID POINT PRESSURES

P1  P 2  P3

1 2 3456 34 3345689 l

Grtd Pai PPl P2N abe
-c
11 1 2 2 3 3 4

7 8 9011 3 4 567 8 901 234 567 8 90 1 23 45 67 8 90I12

TITF11I

mI

mI

mI

V~ojR -I*)PI~l PRE-3tHESSV4LY SPPOTED (LAT
(TRIH-VUAR TIN HELLIDEAIZAT(IN

420)



SAC 16261

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

INPUT CODE - 0- No Displacement Allowed
1 - Unknown Displacement
2 • Known Displacement

PRE.SET MODE TRANSLATIONS ROTATIONS GENERALIZED

U V W x ey z 1 2 3

~1,111 13 14 15 16 17 9 20 21
0 0 / I I I__

Grid Point
Number CL

LISTED INPUT 789012 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
0 0 0 Ioo I)

0 0 0 0)

3 0 1 _0 0 0 U)
(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

:21 421

/I)

(I)

I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

I
- I- - - U)

FIGURE I1l-1.7 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS SIMPLY SUPPORTED PLATE
(TRIANGULAR THIIN SHELL IDEALIZATION)
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

CHECK OR END CARD

IclHlEIcl K] /

F,,URE III-I.11 END CARD, SIMPLY SUPPORTED PLATE

(TRIANGULAR THIN SPELL IDEALIZATION)
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The output supplied by the MAGIC System for the simply
supported isotropic square plate subjected to a normal pressure
load and idealized using two triangular thin shell elements
is as follows:

Figures 111-1.12 through III-I.14 display the output
from the Structural Systems Monitor. These figures record the
input data pertinent to the problem being solved.

The Grid Point Data Informetion is shown in Figure 111-1,13.
Note that pressures of -1.0 psi are applied at each grid point.
The finite element information is also shown in Figure 111-1.13.
Under the section titled External Input, the second entry has
a numerical value of 0.09999999. This value is equal to the
flexural thickness of the plate being analyzed.

Figure III-I.lLf displays the Transformed External Assembled
Load Column. Note tnat these loads are all equal to zero since
input pressures are element applied loads.

MAGIC System output of final results is shown in Figures111-1.15 thru 11-I.22.

Figure III..15 shows the assembled and reduced stiffness
matrix. The stiffness matrix is read row-wise and only non-zero
terms are displayed. The ordering of the stiffness matrix
is consistent with that of' the boundary conditions shown in
Figure 111-1.13. For this case the displacement vector is
ordered as follows:

T
fq3 T L' Qy2 1 9 x4' Qn6' OnT'V rj

Where 9ni = normal slope at node point i

Figure 11-1.16 displays the element applied loads (GPRINT
OF MATRIX FTELA) which arise from the normal pressure loading of one
psi. The loads are output against grid point number and note
that grid points 5 thru 9 are associated with mid-side nodes. This
being the case, the load (Mx) associated with these node points

corresponds to the normal slope degree-of-freedom (9n)"
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Displacements are presented in Figure 111-1.17. Displace-
ments are output against node point number and are referenced
to the Global Axis unless otherwise indicated.

Reactions are presented in Figure 111-1.18. The
reactions are output against node point number and are
referenced to the Glooal Axis.

Stress resultants for the Triangular Thin Shell Element
are presented in Figures 111-1.19 and 111-1.20. Eight stress
resultants are evaluated at each corner point of the triangle
and also at its centroid, yielding a total of 32 stress
resultants per element.

The stress resultants for the triangular thin shell were
explicit3y defined in Section III-H (Square Plate - Parabolic
Membrane Loading). Sketches were also provided to facilitate
proper interpretation of the stress resultants.

The stress vector is in general referenced to the element
coordinate system. For the quadrilateral or triangular thin
shell elements, however, the User has the option of specifying
material or stress axes in order to effectively define stress
output direction. This is accotnpl±Lhed by utilizing locations
9 and 10 or 11 and 12 of the node point portion of the Element
Control Section. I- this particular problem the numbers 'l'
and '2' were entered in locations 11 and 12 of the node point
portion of the Element Control Section for Element Number 1
and for Element Number 2 the numbers '4' and '3 were entered
in locations 11 and 12. These two points define the X direc-
tion of the stress axis (Positive X from node point 1 to node
point 2 for element number 1 and positive X from node point
S4to node point 3 for element number 2). These axes of
reference then become the reference stress axes for elements
1 and 2 respectively.

Figure 111-1.19 presents the stress resultants for Element
No. 1. Stress points 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to the following:

Stress point 1 equals the element stresses evaluated at
the centroid. Stress points 2, 3, and 4 correspond to element
corner points 1, 2 and 4 respectively.

Figure i11-1.20 presents the stress resultants for
Element No. 2. Stress points 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to
the following:

Stress point 1 equals the element stresses evaluated
at the centrold. Stress points 2, 3, and 4 correspond to
element corner points 2, 3, and 4 respectively.
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It is to be remembered for the triangular thin shell
element that for each element, the centroidal value of the
stress resultants for that element are the first to be
printed. (In the general case the node point stresses are
printed and then the centroidal stresses.)

Figures 111-1.21 and 111-1.22 present the element forces
for the two triangular thin shell elements used in this

application. These forces are defined with respect to the
Global Coordinate System. In Figure 111-1.21, Force Points
1 thru 3 correspond to element corner points 1, 2 and 4. Force
points 4 thru 6 correspond to element mid-points 5, 9 and 8.

Note that the mid-side nodes have allowable degrees-of-freedom
equal to U, V, and normal slope (on). Therefore, in a flexture

problem, the moment at any mid-side node is associated with the
normal slope.

The forces for Element No. 2, shown in Figure III-I22,
are interpreted in an analogous manner to those for Element
No. 1.
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j. THICK WALLED DISK -THERMAL LOAD

(Trapezoidal Cross-Section Ring Idealization)

A thick walled disk under the influence of a radially
varying thermal loading is shown in Figure III-J.1, along with

its dimensions and pertinent ma-erial properties. This disk
is idealized using trapezoidal cross-section ring elements. The
preprinted input data forms associated with this problem are shown
in Figures ITI-J.2 through III-J.lO.

In Figure 1II-J.3 (Material Tape Input Section) note
that 2 material (temperature) points are ntered for the

material in question. A linear interpolation for material
properties is performed for temperatures which fall between these
two temperature points.

In F'gure III-J.6 (Grid Point Temperature Section)
i. Is instructive to note the use of the Repeat Option. Grid
Point 12 has the same temperature as Grid Point 1, therefore
the Repeat option is employed by placing art 'X' in Column 12
opposite the entry for Grid Point Numiber 12. This same procedure
is also used for Grid Points 2, 3, 4, and 5. Note that the
Grid Points are rot entered sequentially allowing the use of
the Repeat option. It should also be noted that the temperature
values are entered in Columns 13-22.

In Figure III-J.7 (Boundary Condition Section) it
is instractive to ncte the use of the MODAL option. There is
only 1 exception to the MODAL card and this is Grid Point
Number 12. This exception must be called out on the System
Control Information Data Form (Figure III-J.4).

In Figure I_*-J.8 (External Loads Section) the

folloing information is evident.

(1) One load condition is input.

(2) The External Applied Load Scalar equals 1.0.

(3) At Grid Point( loads of 0.0 are entered in the
locations corresponding to FX, Fy and F z . Note

that this is the only entry required (the Moment
and Generalized Values are ignored) since the
Trapezoidal Cross-section ring has three degrees
of freedom per point thus requiring only one ex-
ternal load card per grid point.
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E • 1.8 /OrPSZ

Mt" 0.30
i~ O< • 10 ' io 6
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0

2 3

FIGURE III-J.1 IDEALIZED THICK WALLED DISK
(TRAPEZOIDAL RING)
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" y --- %T --,,-' r ~ Y.- v.a -z- - - - - ---

MAGIC vTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION

ENTER APPROPRIATE NUMBER, RIGW
ADJUSTED, IN BOX OPPOSITE S Y

APPLICABLE REQUESTS 12345I,1 1 23 45 6

3. Number of System Grid Points J jj 1, 1j.a
1 23 4 5 6

2. Number of Input Grid Points

7 89101112

3. Number of Degres of Freedom/Grid Point

4. Number of Load Conditions IIT

5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid Points15l

6. Number of Prescribed Displaced Grid Points !52728

7. Number of 'Grid Point Axes TransfOrmationsOstems

29 30

8. Number of Elements

31 32 33 34 35 36
9. Number of Requests and/or Revisions of

Material Tape.

10. Number of' Ihput Boundary
Condition Points .6 ij.jj.Li1)

39 40 i 2 243 44

11. TO For Structure (With.Decimal Point) - .J (I)

4 Mb 474d 49 50 51 -52

445

Figure iI-J.4 System Control information, Thkck Walled Disk
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GAC 1622

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT ZATA FORMAT

1 23 4 56

[C. =,1,tJ u GRIDPOINi? COORDINATE

Gild P'omnt - -

Nubt X -R Y-0 Z -z

C~J') NP~$'1 12 2 3 3 4
I68013568013i6l0 

~3~8 9 01 ?2

11 RLCTAU G U L!%H

CYLIt'DRICAL C - a

A = BLANK

I /Y

IIL

446,



PAC.1824.1

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
;NPUT DATA FORMAT

I 2 a 4 5 6 GRID POINT TEMPERATURES

TIiJ T2 T

|,1loff4 117181141

Grid Point TI T 2T3
Nurnber23

ID1 1 32 2 345678002 3 4;j. 390 I13456789012345678 0123 4567990121

0 11. Ion

Fiur inJ. ,rdon Teprtrs Thc Wale/Ds

447)

II

D : ' :(I)

' (/)

, , --(I)

FiueiiJ6GipitTmeau, Tc Wale Disk
)4147
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i

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FOR MAT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

INPUT CODE- 0- No Displacement Allowed
1 - Unknown Displacement

I2- Known Displacenent

l'll4ll6 __,,

PRE-SET MOCE TRANSLATIONS ROTATIONS GENERALIZED

U V W ex Sy ez 1 2 3
n 1 4 20

LISTED INPUT 78 9 O 1 21 13 14- 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

A/)

LJI I . tt1/

MOA I: IL.i Il

(I)

1* *- r -/1

- (I).11

-'- ( )

-e -1 B -T
446l

ii i i ii 11111 i

(/3

Figure IiI-J.7 Boundary Conditions, Thick Walled Disk
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~q I

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

CHECK OR END CARD

a 3s

I

Figure III-J.lO End Card, Thick Walled Disk
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The Element Applied Load Scalar was set equal to 1.0 because

of the following:

Total Load = External Load + EALS (Eleme ,t Applied Load)

Since the External Loads are equal to zero and the EALS = 1.0

Total Load = Element Applied Load

These are th6 correct loads since for this case the Element Applied
Loads are equal to the thermal loads.

In Figure III-J.9 (Element Control Data Section)
it is important to note a number of items.

(1) The temperature interpolate option (Col. 19)
is employed for all five elements. The '4,
entered in this location tells the system to
average the four node point temperature for
each element and use this average temperature
when establishing material properties from
the material tape.

12) The node point numbering sequenc3 for each
element is very important. Note that each
element must be numbered in a counter-
clockwis-eanner when looking in the positive
element Y (9)-direction (Figure III-J.l).

Note also that element numbering always begins at the
lower left hand corner of' the element.
Element Input is iot required for-thi problem.

SThe output gp Ied by the -MAGIC Ii -System for this

application is as follows:

Figures IIIJ.11 thru iii-J.14 display the output from
the 3tructural Systems Monitor. These f igures display the input
data pertinent-to the particular problem being solved.

Figure III-J.12 displays the coordinate information for
this application, along with corresponding grid point temperature
values.

Figure II-I-J.13 displays the Boundary Condition and Finite
Element Description Output. Note that for thisparticular
application there are twenty-three degrees-of-freedom.remaining
in the reduced displacement vector (Total Number of6nes).-
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Figure Ill-J.14 displays the Transformed Eiternal
Assembled Load Column. Note that these loads are all equal to
zero since this is a thermal stress problem and thermal loads
are element applied loads.

MAGIC System output of final results is preented in
Figures III-J.15 thru III-J.22.

Figure III-J.15 displays the assembled and reduced
stiffness matrix (MATRIX STIFF) of order 23x23.- The stiffness
matr!.x is presencred row-wise and only non-zero terms are displayed.

The thermal load vector GPRINT OF MATRIX FTELA) is
displayid in Figure III-J.16. These orces are generated at the
element level and are output with respect to node point number.

The displacements of the thick walled disk which result
from the imposed temperature distribution are shown in Figure
III-J.17. It is noted that displacements (U, V, W) are output
corresponding to node point number and are referenced to
the global axis unless otherwise specified.

Figure III-J.18 displays the reactions. The reactions
are listed according to node point number. For this particular
application, the reactions are effectively equal to zero which' ~ results from the self-equilibrating nature of the thermal loading
which is imposed.

Stresses for selected Trapezoidal Ring Elements
are presented in Figures III-J.19 and III-J.20. Stresses for
Element Ho. 1 are presented in III-J.19 and stresses for Element
No. 5 are presented in Figure III-J.20.

Stresses are evaluated at the four corner points of
each element and at the element centroid. in Figur.e 111-4.19,

-Stres -Points, 1-2, 3, and 4,'.correspond to Element Grid Points ,
and respectively. Stress point 5 corresponds

.o th element gntroidal stress. "

The stresses for each element Are defined as follows:

where from Figures i-J.19 and III-J.20:

E= Apparent Element Stress

JSZAEL = Element Applied Stress

Net Element Stress

Note that Radial, Circumfercntial Axial and Shear Stresses are
presented for each element.



Element forces for selected Trapezoidal Ring Elements
are presented in Figures III-J.21 and III-J.22. Forces for Element
No. 1 are presented in III-J.21 and forces for Element No. 5
are presented iii III-J.22. These forces are defined with respect
to the Global Coordinate System. Each Trapezoidal Ring Element
has three element forces defined per grid point (FR, Fe FZ).

For Element No. 1 (Figure 111-3.21)For.e P nts 1, ?.A 3, and 4
correspond to Element Grid Points Q , ,Q , andrespectively.
Forces for Element No. 5 (Figure III-J.22) Ie definW in an
analogous manner.
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K. SQUARE PLATE - CRITICAL BUCKLING LOAD
(Quadrilateral Plate Idealization)

A simply supported square plate, under the action
of uniform axial compressive loading is shown in Figure .I-K2.
along with its dimensions and pertinent material properties. A
linear elgenvalue stability analysis is performed in this
analysis. One quadrant of the plate is analyzed (using 16 elements)
and an alternate analytical solution is provided in Reference 17.

The preprinted input data forms associated with this
application are displayed in Figures III-K.2 thru III-K.11.

In Figure TII-K.6 (Boundary Condition Section) it
is instructive to note the use of the MODAL and Repeat options.
There are 16. exceptions to the MODAL card as seen from the
Figure.

In Figure III-K.7, DYNAM Section, note that two
eigenvalues are requested. These two eigenvalues correspond to
the first and second buckling modes respectively.

In Figure III-K.lO (Element Input) it l.s noted that
only the MODAL entry is used. This means that all the quadrilateral
plate elements used -in this analysis have identical element
input as follows:

Location A -'Membrane Thickness (t m) = 0.10 in.
L6cation B - Flexure Thickness ( tf) =-O.10 in.

The output supplied by -the MAGIC System for this
analysis is as follows:

Figure III-K.12 shows the matrix abstraction instruc-
tions associated with this particular problem. Note that the
STABILITY Agehdum was utilized. A full discussion of these
instructions is presented on pages 69 thru 80 of this report.

Figures III-K.13 thru III-K.17 display selected
output from the Structural Systems oMonitor. These figures record
the input data pertinent to the problem being solved.

Selected MAGIC oystem output of final results is
displayed in Figures III-K.8 thru III-K.22-

The Externally Applied Load Vector (GPRINT OF MATRIX
LOADS) is presented in Figure III-K.18. From the figure it is observed
that Grid Points 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 are loaded in the negative
Global 'X' direction.
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X1

1 Ii , ,, i

9 IO 52

:i )

E=30 x106 psi

I t = 0.10 in

V = 0.30

(Nx- _ 4 2D (Reference 17)

FIGURE III-K.1 IDEALIZED SIMPLY SUPPORTED PLATE,
CRITICAL BUCKLING LOAD
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION

ENTER APPROPRIATE NUM3ER, RIGH!.
ADJUSTED, IN BOX OPPOSITE IAPPLICABLE REQUESTS F~Sj~P W

. ... ... . .1 2 3 4 5 6

i 3 4 ;561. Number of System Grid PointsLI I

2. Number of Input Grid Points LU I AI -J

7 8 9 1011 12

3. Number of Degrees of Freedom/Grid Point

4. Number of Load Conditions

5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid Points t1
' 17 lb 19 20 21 22

6. Number of Prescribed Displaced Grid Points7

7. Number of Grid- Point Axes Transformation 23 2-4 25 -627 28

SystemsLI _]
29 30

8. Numb er of Elements- t I

31 32'33 34 35 36
9. Numbee of Requests and/or Revisions of

Material Tape.

4 37 38
- ,10. Number of Input Boundary

Condition Points, I1 1 1
3 3940 1 3 4

11, TO Y"or Structure (With Decimal Point)- ' ..
S46 47 48 119 50 51 52

Pigure ILI-K.4 System Control Information, Critical Buckling Load
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SAC M622

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

1 p3456INPUT DATA FORMAT

RID~~BL GRIDPOINT COORIDINATE

D IR E C T 10N S __

X -R Y -0- - Z

____ 7T - 0~ 6 T
C11YLINIDRICAL C h I

ISPIM RICAL S

6 BLANK 41I'

6(I)

_(I

li cdic~oteinfomatin mst b cotinvd onsecnd seet

userMUS delte oord Lael ard romsecod seet

Figue IH-K- Gripoin Cordintes CriicalBuclingLoa

h73t



MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

"[INPUT CODE. 0 -No Displacement Allowed
2 Unknown DisplaImmnt
2. Known Oispacment

PRE-SET MODE TRANSLATIONS ROTATIONS GENERALIZED

U V W x Gy 0z 11 213
234 613 14 IS S. 17 l.. I g *20 21

-OA LL , . , ,,. , 1.I.
Number

LISTED INPUT 7 8 9 0 13 14 1s 16 17 13 19 20 21

1/ - - j , 5

-. d, a 01 ,

(4)

--- - - I I)

0/ 0 0 it)

1 0 0 0 1/)
guru I I I/ o / o I

II 10 o 0 Il),
o / I -. /. - - -

I~- Q/ /o /I o, ,

1/ 0 o L!- Il)

' 00 (I)

- J .Ur III . ouiir oitto;, ' Illa Iu kiu' I.ou

C'Il



MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

DYNAMICS INFORMATION

DIYINIAIM! (/
1 2 $ 4 S 4

1. Number of' 1,. Jetival.ues Requesited
(les:. than or i,:qual to 20)

1 2

2. Converge ice Criteria (Float.init,
Point) L
(Default Option - 0.001) 3 4 5 6 7 b 9O 12 1314

3. Maximum Number of Iterations
(Default Option - 500 Iterations) IiF l

15 16 17

4. Debug Tteration Print
I teration Print ON 1
I terati on Print OF1, 0i I(1)efault Option - PrIrit 0010,)

'* Il.ri Ndrmal).z.lnir, I1Uptnerid. ('or l'r.i it
(1 )o0i'ault opliori - No ,'Jr" f, l c; ,
Ijor,,,,d. ! Z1. 1 oil)

6. :.;ecortid Norlnali?.irg I0.1ertierit f'or Print.
(Default Option - No Second
Normalization)

"(. Control for Guess Vector Tteratlon Stat
Column rteratlon Start 0
R ow Ilteratiors :',:ari - Iii(I i.f'tLI l, 01ptIcu. - (',c~t hnt I I., :r;,llor, "l, i.rtr, )

Figure III-K.7 Dynamics Information, Critical Buckling Load
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

CHECK OR END CARD

IZ 3

Figure III-K.II End Card, Critical Buckling Load
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The displacements resulting from the applied loading
are displayed in Figure III-K.19.

It is noted that the displacements (U, V, W, THETAX,
THETAY, THETAZ) are output corresponding to node point numbers
and are referenced to the global axis unless otherwise specified.

Stresses for selocted quadrilateral plate elements
are presented in Figures III-K.20 and III-K.21. Stresses for
Element No. 1 are presented in Figure !II-K.20. Centroidal stresses
are output at STRESS POINT 1.

The lowest buckling load and associated node shape
is presented in Figure III-K.22.

In Figure III-K.22, the interpretation of the
predicted result for Eigenvalue I is as follows:

The relation governing the prediction of stability
is as follows:

[K] l1[NJ (7 )[}Pcr

K]- = Inverse, Asserbled and Reduced Stiffness
Matrix

[N] Assembled and Reduced.Incremental Matrix

P = Applied Load Level

Pcr - Critical Buckling Load

Extracting the largest eigenvalue from the above
relation yields the lowest buckling load.

For this application

= Eigenvalue 1 = 0.95970668 E-2
cr

Therefore cr1 i04.20 lb/in.
0.95ri706G8 E-o

From Reference 17, tne critical buckling load for
this application is given as 105.91 lb/in. The error between the
finite element solution and the alternate analytical "olution is
less than two percent for this idealization.

4~8o



M4AGIC ABSTRACTEON INSTRUCTION LISTIG PAGEI

l'iS 7:4J CTW J STABILI TY

V (--STABILITY AGFNDUM ANALYSIS

C STAB~ILITY ANALYSIS INSTPUCTICN SEQUENCE[GFNhcQATE, LL4N MATRICES

AiLIt,'9JTPtXL,) 9T09 ,KfLFTELSELtSTELv@,SCEM~lt* 1,OE

Fi.qM m KI UNI T ANhD (I. XI I N'JL L PAT FICES
n Tr4MINE PgzINT FORM$AT FOR TYPE Of ELEMENTS USED

ts = SC*IDEN'C*
I = I'..NULL*SC

fig= IlesmuLt.SCa(o,i)

ASSEALF STIFFN.ESS IPATRIX AND ELEMENT APPLIED LOADS

STIFF= EM 9ASSEMe SCd1)l
FTIELA x EM *ASSEM *SCt(4kll

7 LSCALELOAtOS l- XLD *DE JIN. (1,13
fI.INT(F30rC!E'flIS~t) STIFF

c MLLTIPLY ELE.MENT APPLIED LOADS BY LCAD SCALAR
FTELS aFTELAPMIJLTeLSCALE

c TRANSFOFm EXTERNAL LOADS TO 0-1-2 ASSE~eLED SYSTEM

LIDO aTR*MLL79LOADS CLU'

c ~PRINT FLEX1311.17Y PAT I X
£c

FLEX = STIF.INVEPS*
!4 PRINT (DI SPFORCCE,,) FLEX

C SOLVE FOR DISPLACEMENTS
C

95 Xux FLEX*MULTTUADR
T017RI wTRDkJOI N. CSC (5 1) ,1)

X z TP*2*TMULToXR
* Xi, x ?F*MULT*X

? c IF (DIFFeNULLet GO, TO 10

C PRINT ELEMENT APPLIED LCADS AND EXTERNAL LCADS
C
C ELEMENTS HAVE i OR 2 DEGREES OF FREEDOP
C

20 GPI-INT4,,,FX.FYoFZ.MX.MY.PZ.SCTR )FTELA

FIGURE III-K.12 MAGIC ABSTRACTION INSTRUCTION LISTING FOR STABILITY



MAGIC ARSTRACTION INSTRUCTION LISTING PAGE 2

GPq tNT149 9F X*FY*F Zen, is VmitSCt )LCAOS,
GPR IN Tt ?,,9,Uo VeWeTHETA X*THETAY* THETAZ *SC, I X
IF 1l3*NULL*) GO TO 60

4, c
C ELEMENTS HAVE 3 DEGREES CF FREEDOM

4 %G:IINT('*,P.,FR.C.FL.O.MBETA.O.F1.O.F3,Sf.,TR IFTELA
5 GPIAINT4,,,-FP.O.FZ.O.MBETA.O.FL.0.F3,SC, ILGOS

GPALINT( 19 9 U*Mbo 6THETAY*O.WS.OoWS*tSC, I X

GENERATF $T~rSSES

pj ITOS 2 EM*X% oSTQESS* (4tl

-'E~qT rLEMLT INCPEPEI TAL STIFFNESS PATRIX

ASSF.RLE A14D REDUCE INCREMENTAL PATRIX

1'4CR t * LASSEM* SCd(31
PFINT(titl [NCR

c CREATE INPUT FIGENVALUE PATRIX
C.

iIG a P:LEXot4ULT.IWNR7J PRINT (9991 FIG
c ~CALCULATE AND PRINT E-VAI.UES,9E -VECTORSFREQUENCIES

la FVALUEtEVECTO-it x*EIG, *EIGENto SC
34 GORINT(399*9SCTP121 EVECT09EVALUE

FIGURE III-K.12 MAGIC ABSTRACTION Ii*TRUCTION LISTING FOR
STABILITY (CONTINUED)
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L. PORTAL FRAME (Vibration Analysis with Condensation)

A portal frame is shown in Figure IlI-L.l along with

its dimensions and pertinent material properties. This example
demonstrates the use of the DYNAMICSC Abstraction Instructions.
A mode and frequency analysis is performed using the technique
of condensation (Guyan reduction).

The preprinted input data forms associated with
this example are displayed in Figures III-L.2 thru III-L.ll.

In Figure III-L.3, Material Tape Input Section note
that the mass density value is entered in columns 55 thru 64.
This is a required entry in vibration analyses as this value
is used in generating consistent mass matrices at the element
level.

In Figure IYI-L.6, Boundary Condition Section, note
that certain degrees-oL-ereedom at selected grid points are
eliminated (condensed) by means of Guyan reduction. For example,
at Grid Point Number 2 , the V and the Qz degree-of-freedom are
eliminated. This is accomplished by entering the integer '2'
opposite Grid Point Number D in the locations corresponding to
V and Qz . As further examples, the 0 degree of freedom is
eliminated (condensed) at Grid Points I, and® respectively.

In the DYNAM Section (Figure III-L.7) note that the
first five eigenvalues and eigenvectors are requested for this
analysis.

In Figure III-L.l0 (Element Input) it is noted that
only the MODAL entry is used. This means that all of the Frame
Elements used in this analysis have identical Element Input as
follows:

Location A - Cross-Sectional Area (A) = 18.0 in2

Location B - Area Moment of Inertia (Izz) = 13.5 ink

Location C - Area Moment of Inertia (iyy) = 13.5 in4

Location D - Torsional Moment of Inertia (J) = 27.0 in
4

The output supplied by the MAGIC System for the
portal frame vibration analysis is as follows.

Figure III-L.12 shows the matrix abstraction instructions
(DYNAMICSC) associated with this particular problem. A complete
discussion of these instructions is provided on pages 87 thru 90
of this report.
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V
MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION

ENTER APPROPRIATE NUMBER, RG
ADJUSTED, IN BOX OPPOSITE IAPPLI-IABLE REQUESTS sTIEY1 T(/)

123 456

1. Number of System Grid Points I 7 l
13 4 5 6

2. Number of Input Grid Points

7 8 9 10l 19

3. Number of Degrees of Freedom/Grid Point
13 14

4. Number of Load Conditions

5. Number of Iiiti.J].ly Displaced Grid Points
17 16 19 ?0 21 22

6. Number of Prescribed Displaced Grid Points Hij ,
2 3 24 25 p27 2-8

7. Number of Grid Point Axes Transformation

Systems 2L9
, 29 30

8. Number of Elements 31 I3 316
31 32 33 34 35 36

9. Number of Requests and/or Revisions of
Material Tape.

10. Number of Input Boundary 
37 36

i Condition Points TAi I i J

~39 40 41 42 43 44

11. To For Structure (With Decimal Point) w

'4 b 47 48 49 50 51 59

Figure III-L.4 System Control Information, Portal Frame
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BAC 1672

j MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

LC u23456 EEIIEIII ~GRIDPOINT COORDINATE

CORD II'
005) i 1 2 2 3 3 4

RFCTA'IGULA V

CYLINtDR ICA C

A =BLANK(I

16 .00*0 !

if coordinate information mutt be continued an second sheet.
oser MUST delete Cceord. Label Cord from second sheet.

Figure !II-L.5 Gridpoint Coordinates, Portal Frame ____
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

INPUT CODE - 0 - No Displacement Allowed
1 - Unknown Displacement
2 - Known Displacement

PRE-SET MODE TRANSLATIONS ROTATIONS GENERALIZED
U V W ex ey @z 1 2 .1"

Grid Point
Number

LISTED INPUT 789012 13 14 15 16 17 18 '9 20 21

1 "2 0 0 0 ( L/10~000_(I

L120 0~i

0 00 0 0 0

(/)

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I
(I

(/)

- - (I)
Figue II-L.6BoudaryCondtion, PrtalFram 50



MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

DYNAMICS INFORM.TION

;~ y ANI I o

1. Number of Eigenvalues Requested
(bess than or E]qual to 20)

1 2.

2. Corivergence Crlterla (FloatJng _
Point) 1 !I'
(Default Optior - 0.001) 3 4 5 6 7 b 9 10 .11 2 131

3. Maximum Number of Iterat-ions
(Default Option -500 iterations)

15 16 17

4. Debug Iteration Print
Tteration Print ON = 1 '9
Tteration Print OPP 0
(Iefault Option - Print O1,')

1). Irs1 Normalizl m. inmerl. 1'or Irnt
( ),;i'tailI. O1.1 oi, - No I r:t. 1') ; -1io, nr,. I I z 'at I ,. i)

6. :):cond Norrna Jz jg ,:1eanmr, I, I': r IPr ,It.
(Default Option - No 3er:oi, W
Normalization)

7. Control 'or Guess Vector Iteration Start
Column Iteration Start = 0 1)
Row Iteration Start = I
(Default Option - Column Iteration Start)

Figure III-L.7 D.Nnamics Information, Portal Frame
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FOR4AT

CHECK OR END CARD

I C I i 5

S23$

Figure III-L.11 End Card, Portal Frame
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Figures III-L.13 thru 1II-L.16 display the output
fro:, the Structural Systems Monitor. These figures record the
Input data pertiment to the problem being solved.

Figure III-L.14 displays the coordinate and boundary
cn:,ttion information. In the Boundary Condition Information
.'O'tion of the figure, zeros ('0') represent degrees-of-freedom
that are fixed, ones ('1') represent degrees -of-freedom that have
unknown values of displacement and twos ('2') represent degrees-
oi'-Vreedom rhat are to be condensed (eliminated) from the system.
The last two columns list the cumulative total of ones and
twos "or this analysis. Note that for this case, a total of 7
degrees-of-freedom are condensed from the system.

MAGIC System output of final results is displayed
in Figures II-L.17 thru !TI-L.2 4 .

Figure TII-L.17 shows the reduced (uncondensed)
.;tif*'ness matrix for this problem. The stiffness matrix is
presented row-wise and is shuffled so that the degrees-of-freedom
t-orresponding to ones ('1') occupy the first eight rows and columns
of the matrix while the degrees-of-freedom associated with twos
('2') occupy the last seven rows and columns of the stiffness
matrix.

Figure ITI-L.18 displays the reduced (uncondensed)
mass matrix for this problem. Note that its ordering is consistent
with the Stiffness Matrix of Figure III-L.17.

Figures 111-1.19 and III-L.20 display selected mode
shapes and frequencies for this application.

Figure IiI-L.19 displays the results predicted for the
firsL natural frequency and its associated mode shape. In an
analogous manner, Figure III-L.20 displays the fifth predicted
natural frequency with its associated mode shape.

Note that for both cases, the mode shape is normalized
on the largest element contained in the eigenvector.

Figure III-L.21 displays the generalized mass and
stiffness matrices for this application. Note the diagonal
nature of these matrices which verifies the orthogonality of
the predicted eigenvectors.
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Figure III-L.22 displays the dynamic matrix
(MATRIX DYNAM). This matrix is the product of the following:

-l

[DYNAMJ [K RI1I [M R
where KR is the reduced, condensed stiffness matrix(8x 8)

and[MR] is the reduced condensed mass matrix (8 x 8)

As final items of information, Figures III-L.23 and
iII-L.24 display the reduced condensed stiffness matrix (MATRIX KR)
and nass matrix (MATRIX MR) respectively. These matrices are
of the order 8 x 8 since a total of 7 degrees-of-freedom were
condensed from the system in this particular analysis.
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'4AGIL ABSIRACIION [NSTRUCK~~ LISTtNG PAGEI

I -I " ~ ' S T H I I LO, 0F0

%(P.:M oIT CC(;N~SA II %.h

---.-. jY AM1LS A 'd-NUL'i AN~ALYSI S

C £YYt 'I( S 4tq.LYSI I '4S~hdL(A1O SELUENKE

Cr[Nt-Z&'rL t-L'INI 'ATKI( S

9 4L Itiv~ 19 ,-tKtLt ttA~t:LiSr ttt =1 too eUSEH 4.

L
ASA.4t F STIFf-NLSS MATFI X AND MASS PATRIX

A *S SLM. SC, (
2 S 1*4 *ASSEM, SC9(2)

PwlI'T o1II-fNtSS 'ATRI X ANI) PASS FOATRIX
P- NJIFq1 IISP ,, STIFF

lI~Fit~AlELq MASS

f. GENEKATE UYNAMICS MATRIX
C

F FK11,K1i = TOP .DLJUIN* (SCie 16911
K I I i 2 - BUT.DEJOIN, (SCfbtll t-:1

1(!2 -K22 oINVLKS.
K-41 £ KZ21 MLLI* KleT

12 K k. a K7.! .ALD.e KR2
13 1;)LNT =- K11 *IDLNTH.

irC-1 T IDt:NI *AUJLIIN* KR17
C" GAM vAMI *IRANSPe

I? M4R 1 G&MT .14111. MASS
113 Mk 4'R1 MLLI2. GAM4

PJRI SK- *INWRS.
1)YNA4- ('AI .1413.. MR

FIGURE III-L.12 DYNAMICSC ABSTRATION INSTRUCTION LISTING
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1-1140 L-VALUE St L-VECTChS, fOMPAL POUDESt
I-PIE:4 Wo(,(.I~ .SND PRINT

I-VALLE 9V V CT, 1: [)NAM, 9HG(ENI. SC

r:O kINA 1 1,,, , ,1) t VLLT 9LVALIJE

I i~ I 1 Sil NtS S Af4NO (I-;K M A Ll f0 SS
* MUT, I- - S PV-40 IN INT

MAGIC *.,Slkc4LTIU.% INSTRUCTILN LISTINt; PAGE '

K -aEN LVLI1LIK
K 6 E NaK 1 1 :. M LL T eVE L T
M(,1NI 2 VtC1T14JLT'44
MGEN z MGE'Nt.mLLTetVkLT

Pot'll'(tI,, MGtkN9lGENL)YNA10tKp'k

FIGURE III-L.12 DYNAMICSC ABSTRATION INSTRUCTION LISTING
(CONTINUED)
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APPENDIX I

MAGIC ERROR MESSAGES

The following is a list of all MAGIC error messages.
The list is divided into three sections. The first section
contains all Format error messages (Reference 6) and is
divided into two parts, the preprocessor error message,
and the execution error message. The second section contains
error messages from all arithmetic and non-arithmetic modules
developed to be used in conjunction with the structural
generative module. The third section contains error messages
generated by the structural generative system itself, which
is the .USERO4. module. In each section the error messages
are in alphabetic order. The error message codes are
significant in that the first six characters identify the
subroutine from which the error message eminates. The
occurrence of **** in the error message indicates that
additional descriptive information will be supplied.
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SECTION 1. FORMAT ERROR MESSAGES

ALOC01 INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR ALLOCATION

The number of words of working storage available to the
allocator is less than the minimum required for complete
allocation of this job. This condition can be remedied by
reducing the number of abstraction instructions.

ALOC02 INVALID NO. OF MASTER INPUT/OUTPUT DATA SETS SPECIFIED

The number of master input data sets and/or master output
data sets specified on "INPUT TAPE" or "OUTPUT TAPE" cards is
greater than the number of master input and/or master output
data sets defined in the machine resources area as being
available to FORMAT II. This condition can be remedied by
reducing the number of "INPUT TAPE" and/or "OUTPUT TAPE"
cards.

ALOC03 INSUFFICIENT UTILITY DATA SETS FOR ALLOCATION

The number of data sets with the FORMAT II system function
IOUTIL is less than the minimum number ,equired by the FORMAT
II Preprocessor during the preprocessing phase. This condition
can be reriedied by reducing the number of "INPUT TAPE" or
"OUTPUT TAPE" cards used in this job or by modifying rhe machine
resources area. (i.e., define additional data sets with the
FORMAT II system function IOUTIL.'

ALOC01 MASTER OUTPUT DATA SET ****** SPECIFIED IN SAVE
INSTRUCTION NOT DEFINED

A "SAVE" instruction in the abstraction instruction sequence
refers to a master output data set name which has not been
defined on an "OUTPUT TAPE" card. This condition can be remedied
-by including the appropriate "OUTPUT TAPE" card in the job.

ALOC05 MASTER INPUT DATA SET ****** HAS NOT BEEN MOUNTED

The-FORMAT II allocator has not been able to locate a master
input data set which has been specified on an "INPUT TAPE" card.
'This condition is usually caused by mounting the correct master

input data set on the wrong unit or by misspelling the name of
a properly mounted data set on the "INPUT TAPE" card.
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ALOC06 MATRIX * IS NON-EXISTENT

A matrix, which appears in the abstraction instruction
sequence and which has not been created in the abstraction
instruction sequence prior to its use, has not been card input
and does not appear on any master input data set. This con-
dition can be remedied by inputting the required matrix.

ALOC07 DUPLICATE MATRICES ****** IN MATRIX 15ATA

Two or more matrices with the same name have been card
input. This condition can be remedied by ensuring that all
card input matrices have unique names.

ALOC08 CREATED MATRIX ****** IS CARD INPUT

A matrix which is created in the abstraction instruction
sequence has the same name as a matrix which is card input.
This condition can be remedied by removing the matrix in
question from the card input matrix data.

ALOC09 SUBSCRIPTS OF ****** EXCEED DIMENSIONS OF MATRIX

The indices of a scalar element to be extracted from a
matrix are larger than the dimensions of that matrix. This
condition can be remedied by changing the indices c the scalar
element specified in the abstraction instruction sequence.

ALOC10 DUPLICATE MATRICES CREATED -- NAME *

A matrix in the abstraction instruction sequence appears
more than once on the left side of an equal sign. This condition
can be remedied by ensuring that all matrix names, which appear
on the left side of an equal sign in the abstraction instruction
sequence, have unique names.

-ALOCli MATRIX ****** IS USED MORE THAN ONCE IN INSTRUCTION *

The matrix names appearing in the indicated instruction
in the abstraction instruction sequence do nut have unique
names. This condition can be remedied by ensuring that all
matrix names appearing in a given abstraction instruction have
unique names.

ALOC12 CREATED MATRIX ****** HAS BEEN INPUT

A matrix which appears on the left side of an equal sign
in the abstraction instruction sequence has the same name as
a required input matrix. This condition can be remedied by
either changing the name of the required input matrix or by
changing the name of the matrix which appears on the left side
of the equal sign.
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ALOC13 MATRICES CREATED IN INSTRUCTION * NEVER REFERENCED

The indicaLed abstraction instruction in the abstraction
instruction sequence creates matrices, none of which are
ret'erenced In subsequent abstraction instructions. This con-
dition can be remedied by removing the indicated abstraction
instructions from the abstraction instruction sequence.

ALOCII t)UPLICATE STATEMENT NUMBERS *

Duplicate statement numbers occur in the abstraction
instruction sequence. This condition can be remedi4E: by
ensuring that each statement number occuring in the abstraction
instruction sequence is unique.

ALOC15 GO TO DESTINATION ****** IS MISSING OR OCCURS BEFORE
IF TEST

An abstraction instruction " IF" in the abstraction
instruction sequence conditionally transfers to a non-existent
statement number or transfers to a statement number on an
abstraction instruction which is sequentially earlier than
the "fF" abstraction instruction in questicn. This condition
can be remedied by ensuring that all "IF" abstraction instructions
conditionally transfer to a statement number which occurs
sequentially after the "IF" abstraction instruction.

ALOCi6 NON1 CONFORMABLE MATRICES IN INSTRUCTION ***

Two matrices occur in the indicated abstraction instruction
in the abstraction instruction whose dimensions are such that
the matrix operation in the indicated abstraction instruction
is not defined.

EXEQO THE FORMAT SYSTEM IS UNABLE TO LOCATE MATRIX *

This message signifies a malfunction of the user-coded
subroutine which creates the specified matrix.

EXEQ02 CONFORMAEILITY ERROR IN INSTRUCTION CREATING MATRIX ****

The matrices involved on the right side of the equals
sign in the instruction creating the specified matrix are
unconformable.
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EXEQ03 MATRIX ** IS SINGULAR

The matrix is singular in a "Solution of Equations"
routine, i.e., in "STRCTJT," "SEQEL" or "INVERS."

EXEQ04 AN ERROR HAS OCCURRED IN THE USER ** MODULE

An error recognized by the indicated user-coded subroutine
has occurred. 2his will usually be associated with incorrect
definition of the special data for use by thesubroutine.

EXEQ05 AN IMPROPER UPDATE HAS BEEN MADE TO THE FORMAT SYSTEM -
EXECUTION TERMINATED

A new permanent module has not been properly incorporated.
The FORMAT II systems analyst should be contacted if this error
message occurs.

EXEO05 AN ERROR HAS OCCURRED IN A USER-CODED MODULE, ERROR
HAS BEEN WRITTEN BY MODULE

An error has occurred in a non-Format module. The
specific error has been written by the subroutine in which
the error was found.

EUTL3 THE SYSTEM IS UNABLE TO LOCATE A MATRIX. A TAPE SUMMARY
OF LOGICAL UNIT **** WILL FOLLOW

The Format system is unable to locate a matrix. A tape

summary of the data set on which the matrix should have been
is printed out. The name of the matrix will appear in the
next error, message.

INST01 ILLEGAL OPTION SPECIFIED ON $INSTRUCTION CARD

An option other than "SOURCE" or "NOSOURCE" has been
specified on the "$INSTRUCTION" card or a valid option starts
before card column 16 in the "$INSTRUCTION" card.

INST02 INVALID STATEMENT NUMBER SPECIFIED

The statement number which is specified in card columns
1-5 of the abstraction instruction preceding this error message
is composed of characters which are not all numeric.

INST03 INVALID CHARACTER IN COLUMN 6

Card column 6 of the abstraction instruction preceding
this error message contains a character other than a blank or zero.
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INSTO UNRECOGNIZABLE OPERATION CODE

The operazion specified in the abstraction instraction
preceding this error message is not contained in the FORMAT
II library of valid operations.

INST04 SYNTAX ERROR IN - GPRINT - INSTRUCTION

INST04 ILLEGAL NEGATIVE INPUT VALUE FOR SUPPRESSION OF MATRIX
ELEMENTS, ABSOIUTE VALUE TAKEN

The effective zero value for suppression of element
print in the GPRINT instruction must be positive.

INST04 INVALID SPECIFICATION OF INPUT MATRICES

An incorrect number of input matrices has been specified
in the GPRINT Instruction.

IJST01! ILLEGAL SPECIFICATION OF COLUMN HEADERS

Incorrect syntax in GPRINT when written column headers.

INST05 SYNTAX ERROR IN - IF - INSTRUCTION

The abstraction instruction "IF" which precedes this error
message contains an unrecognizable field.

INST05 SYNTAX ERROR IN - EPRINT - INSTRUCTION

INST05 INVALID PRINT CONTROL

The print control in the EPRINT instruction was incorrectly
specified.

INST05 ILLEGAL NEGATIVE 1NPUT VALUE FOR SUPPRESSION OF MATRIX
ELEMENTS, ABSOLUTE VALUE TAKEN

The effective zero value !or suppression of element print
in tne EPRINT INSTRUCTION must be posi;ion.

INST05 ILLEGAL SUPPRESSION OF PARAMETER

The code indicating either stress or force matrices to
be printed has been omitted.
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INST06 SYNTAX ERROR IN - PRINT - INSTRUCTION

The abstraction instruction "PRINT" which preccdes this
error message contains an unrecognizable field.

INST07 SYNTAX ERROR IN - SAVE - INSTRUCTION

The abstraction instruction "SAVE" which precedes this
error message contains an unrecognizable field.

INST08 OPERATION CODE NOT INCLOSED BY PERIODS

The operation code in the abstraction instruction preceding
this error message is not inclosed by periods.

INST09 SYNTAX ERROR IN ARITHMETIC INSTRUCTION

The arithmetic abstraction instruction preceding this
error message contains an unrecognizable field.

INST10 THIS INSTRUCTION IS NOT AVAILABLE

An incomplete modification to the instruction card processor
area has been made. The FORMAT II systems analyst should be
notified immediately.

EINST43 INVALID SPECIFICATION OF PARAMETERS

:1 A syntax error has occurred in the DEJOIN instruction.

INST113 - INVALID INDEX SPECIFIED

Parameter specifying row or column dejoin is illegal.

INST43 INVALID MATRIX NAME

The DEJOIN instruction contains one invalid matrix
name.

MATR01 UNRECOGNIZABLE OPTIONS ON $MATRIX CARD STANDARD OPTIONS
USED WARNING ONLY

An option other than "LIST", "NOLIST", "PRINT" or "NOPRINT"
has been specified on the "$MATRIX" card or a valid option
starts before column 16 on the "$MATRIX" card.
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MATR02 CARD FOLLOWI1'G $MAT'RIX CONTROL CARD IS NOT A HEADER
CARD OR HAS - If - MISSING IN COLUMN 1

The first tard following the "tMATRIX" card must be tha
header card of the first card input matrix. All data up to
the first header card will be ignored.

MATRO3 NAME ON DATA CARD IS DIFFERE.NT FROM NAME ON HEADER
CARD. THIS MATRIX WILL BE IGNORED

The matrix header card and all associated matrix data must
have the same name in card columns 67-72.

MATR04 ROW AND/OR COLUMN VALUE EXCEED MATRIX SIZE, IS NEGATIVE
OR IS ZERO AND VALUE IS NONZERO. THIS MATRTY WILL BE
IGNORED.

An element specified in the matrix card input data is out-
side the dimensions of the matrix, of whIch it is supposed to
be an element.

MATR05 MATRIX EXCEEDS ALLOTTED STORAGE. THIS MATRIX WILL BE
IGNORED.

The number of words of working storage available to tnc,
matrix card reader module is less than the number of words
necessary to contain all the nonzero elements in one of the
card input matrices. The number of words of working storage
required for a given matrix is approximately three (3) times
the number of nonzero elements in the matrix. This condition
can be remedied by decreasing the number of nonzero elements
in the card input matrix.

MATR06 DUPLICATE I-J VALUES ENCOUNTERED. THIS MATRIX WILL BE
IGNORED. I = **** J

Two or more values have been specified for the same matrix
element in the matrix card input data. This condition can be
remedied by ensuring that each matrix element has a unique set
of I - J values.

MATR07 I VALUE ON HEADER CARD EXCEEDS ALLOTTED SIZE OR IS LESS
THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO. THIS MATRIX WILL BE IGNORED.

The number of rows specified in the header card of a card
input matrix is greater than the maximum number of rows permitted
In a matrix which is processed by the FORMAT II system, or is
less than or equal to zero. This condition can be remedied by
reducing the dimensions of the card input matrix.
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MATRo8 J VALUE ON HEADER CARD EXCEEDS ALLOTTED SIZE OR IS LESS
THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO. THIS MATRIX WILL BE IGNORED.

The number of columns specified in the header card of a

card input matrix is greater than the maximum number of columns

permitted in a matrix which is processed by the FORMAT II system,
or is less than or equa] to zero. This condition can be remedied
by reducing the dimensions of the matrix.

MATR09 FIRST CHARACTER OF MATRIX NAME ON HEADER MUST BE
ALPHABETIC. THIS MATRIX WILL BE IGNORED.

The matrix name which is to be given to a set of matrix
card input data and which is punched in card column 67-72 of
the header card and all associated data cards must follow the
rules for valid matrix names as defined for the FORMAT II
system. The rule which applies in this case is that the first
character of a matrix name must be alphabetic.

MATR10 ILLEGAL CARD ENCOUNTERED. FOLLOWING CARDS IGNORED UNTIL
ANOTHER - $ - CONTROL CARD IS FOUND.

A card has been encountered in the matrix card input data
which has an illegal character punched in card column 1. The
only valid characters which may appear in card column 1 are "H",
"E", and blank.

MATRII CARD FOLLOWING E CARD IS NOT A $ CONTROL CARD - WARNING
ONLY.

In a valid FORMAT II deck setup the only cards which may
follow the "E" card which is the last card in the matrix card
input data, are the "$SPECIAL" card and the "SEND" card.

MRES01 FIRST CARD IS NOT A - $ - CONTROL CARD

The first card of all FORMAT II jobs must be a "$MAGIC"
or a "$FORMAT" card.

MRES02 FIRST - $ - CONTROL CARD IS NOT A $MAGIC CARD. ALLOCATION
SUPPRESSED

The first card of all FORMAT II. jobs must be a "$MAGIC"
or a "$FORMAT" card.
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MRES03 UNRECOGNIZABLE OPTION ON - $MAGIC CARD STANDARD
OPTION ASSUMED

An Lption other than "NEW", "STANDARD" (or blank) or
"CHANGE" has been specified on the "$MAGIC" card or a valid
option starts before column 16 on the "$MAGIC" card.

MRES04 ILLEGAL CARD FOR - CHANGE - OPTION - ALLOCATION
SUPPRESSED

The "DELETE" card and the "UPDATE" card are the only
valid machine resources data cards which are ..zlid when the
"CHANGE" option has been specified on the "$FORMAT" card. The
"SETUP" card is the only valid machine resources data card
which is valid when the "NEW" option has been specified on
the "$FORMAT" card.

MRES05 THE SYSTEM INPUT DATA SET OR OUTPUT DATA SET HAS BEEN
SPECIFIED AS A FORMAT II SYSTEM FUNCTION

Two Fortran logical data sets which must not be specified
on "UPDATE", "DELETE", or "SETUP" cards are the system input
data set and the system output data set.

MRES06 DUPLICATE DATA SETS SPECIFIED - ALLOCATION SUPPRESSED

A Fortran logical data set has been specified more than
once on "SETUP" or "tPDATE" cards.

MRES07 INVALID **** VALUE DETECTED ALLOCATION SUPPRESSED

An invalid field has been specified on an "UPDATE" or
"SETUP" card. The valid fields are as follows. The firstfield must contain the logical data set number (an integer).

Thv second field a Valid FORMAT II system function (e.g.,
"MASTRI", "MASTRO", or "IOUTIL"). The third field must
contain the physical device containing the data set. The
valid specifications in the field are "TAPE", "DISK", "DRUM"i
or "CELL". The fourth field must contain the logical channel
designation. This consists of a letter A to H. The fifth
field must contain the capacity of the data set in basic
machine units (e.g., bytes, etc.). This field must be an
integer number. The error message indicates which of the five
fields is in error.

MRES08 INCORRECT SETUP OR UPDATE CARD ALLOCATION SUPPRESSED

A missing field has been detected on a "SETUP" or "UPDATE"
card.
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MRES09 INSUFFICIENT I/O UTILITY DATA SETS - ALLOCATION
SUPPRESSED

A minimum number of Fortran logical data sets available
to FORMAT II must have the FORMAT II system function of "TOUTIL".
The FORMAT II preprocessor sele-ts several of the data sets with
this function for scratch data sets during preprocessing. This
condition can be remedied by specifying addi.tional data sets on
"SETUP" or "UPDATE" cards with the FORMAT II system function
"IOUTIL".

MRES10 ILLEGAL DEVICE SPECIFIED FOR MASTER INPUT DATA SET

The only valid device types which may be specified for a
FORMAT II data set whose system function is "MASTRI" are
"TAPE" and "DISK". A "SETUP" or "UPDATE" card is the source
of the error.

MRES! ILLEGAL DEVICE SPECIFIED FOR MASTER OUTPUT DATA SET

The only valid device types which may be specified for a
FORMAT II data set whose system function is "MASTRO" are
"TAPE" and "DISK". A "SETUP" or "UPDATE" card is the source
of the error.

PREP01 INVALID CONTROL CARD OR INCORRECT DECK SETUP

The FORMAT II preprocessor has encountered a control card
which is unrecognizable or which is valid but does not occur
in its proper place. Recommended corrective action is to cht-k
the spelling of all control cards and check the deck set up.

PREP02 NOT A - $ - CONTROL CARD.. CARD IGNORED

When an invalid control card is encountered or incorrect
deck setup is recognized, the preprocessor searches for the
next "$" control card.

PREP03 PREPROCESSING TERNiNATED EXECUTION HALTED

Whenever a serious error occurs the preprocessing is
terminated and a "NOGO" condition is established.

PROB01 UNRECOGNIZABLE OPTION ON - $RUN - CARD. STANDARD
OPTION USED.

An option other than '-GO", "NOGO", "LOGIC" or "NOLOGIC"
has been specified on the "$RUN" card or.a valid option starts
before column 16 in the "$RUN" card.
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PROB02 CONTRADICTORY EXECUTION OPTIONS - ALLOCATION SUPPRESSED

The options "GO" and "NOGO" have been specified on the
"$RUN" card.

PROBQ3 CONTRADICTORY LGOIC OPTIONS - ALLOCATION SUPPRESSED

The options "LOGIC" and "NOLOGIC" have been specified on
the "$RUN" card.

PROB0I MISSING LEFT PARENTHESIS - ALLOCATION SUPPRESSED

A problem specification data card has a missing left
parenthesis.

PROB05 UNRECOGNIZABLE CARD

A problem specification data card is unrecognizable. The
valid problem specification data cards are the "ANALYSIS" card,
the "PROBLEM" card, the "PAGE SIZE" card, the "INPUT TAPE" card,
and the "OUTPUT TAPE" card.

PROB06 MISSING COMMA ON MASTER I/O TAPE CARD - ALLOCATION
SUPPRESSED

There is a missing field on an "INPUT TAPE" card or on
an "OUTPUT TAPE" card in the problem specification data.

PROB07 ILLEGAL MASTER IO DATA SET NAME - ALLOCATION SUPPRESSED

The master input or master output data set name which has
been specified on 'INPUT TAPE" card or on "OUTPUT TAPE" card
in the problem specification data is invalid. Master Input/Output
data set names follow the same rules as matrix names. In
particular, the name must be 1-6 characters long and the first
character must be alphabetic.

PROBo8 ILLEGAL INTEGER ON MASTER I/O TAPE CARD

The second field of an "INPUT TAPE" or "OUTPUT TAPE" card

in the problem specification-data is not an integer number-.

PROB09 ILLEGAL PAGE SIZE - ALLOCATION SUPRESSED

An invalid page size has been specified on the "PAGE SIZE"
card in the problem specification data. The valid page sizes
are "11 * 8", "8 * ll" and "14 * 11".
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PROB10 MASTER INPUT OR OUTPUT DATA SET USED PREVIOUSLY

All master input and output data set names as specified on
"INPUT TAPE" and "OUTPUT TAPE" cards in the problem specification
data must be unique.

PROB11 INVALID SIZE SPECIFIED ON SIZE CARD

An integer number must be specified in the only field of
the "SIZE" card.

5
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SECTION 2. MISCELLANEOUS ARITHMETIC MODULE ERROR MESSAGE

ASSEM - The order of the assembled - unreduced system,
NSYS = , The maximum size system can
only = ,**, D.O.F.

The variable KONST in subroutine MRES must be
updated to allow the user to assemble a system
with NSYS degrees of freedom.

ASSEMC - Element number * generated a LISTEL value
of *****, while NSYS =

If this error occurs see the MAGIC system analyst.

ASSEMS - Must update the dimension of the list and format
arrays to allow for ***** degrees of freedom.

The dimension of two arrays in subroutine ASSEMS
mv3st be updated to assemble more degrees of freedom
Lnan allowed. If this error occurs see the
MAGIC system analyst.

COLREP Input matrix ****** exceeds allowable size
IMAX =

The number of rows of the input matrix exceeds
the value cf KONST. IMAX is the number of rows
in the input matrix.

DEJNC The partition number = , is greater than
or equal to the column dimension = **** of the
input matrix.

An invalid column partition number has been
specified in the DEJOIN instruction 1 < JPART < ICOL.

DEJNR The partition number = , is greater than or
equal to the row dimension = * of the input
matrix.

An invalid row partition number has been specified

in the DEJOIN instruction 1 < JPART < IROW.

DEJOIN Invalid partition number =

The matrix partition number must be greater
than one.
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EPRINT Unable to execute the EPRINT module. The work
array is not long enough for execution.

The variable NWORK in subroutine MRES must be
updated for more work storage.

EPRINT The element information is for element number
- go to next element.

Unable to print out stresses or forces for this
element, continue execution. If this error
occurs contact the MAGIC system analyst

EPRINT The number of elements in the input matrices
are not the same.

If this error occurs contact the MAGIC system
analyst.

EPRINT Printing for element type *****, are not available,
proceeding to next element.

The EPRINT module has not been updated to handle
this element type. Contact the MAGIC system
analyst.

FORCE1 Unable to execute the force module. The work
array contains ******** words, and ********
words are needed to process the maximum element.

There is not enough work storage to calculate
the forces for all elements. The variable
NWORK must be updated in subroutine MRES.

FORCE2 Forces for element type *****, are not available,
proceeding to next element.

The FORCE module has not been updated to handle
this element type. The MAGIC system analyst should
be contacted if this error occurs.

FREEUP The number of matrices to be kept was input as
MATOUT = * the number of non-zero elements
of MAT =

lf this error should occur contact the MAGIC
system analyst.

GPRNT1 The row dimension of TR(transformation matrix
for application of boundary conditions) = ******.
The number of columns of TR = * This
should equal row dimension.

An incorrect matrix was input in the .GPRINT.

instruction.
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GPRNT1 The analyst has asked for ***** eigenvalues to
be printed. Subroutine GPRINT allows a maximum
of ***** values to be printed - see a program

analyst to correct this error.

Subroutine GPRINT must be updated to allow
more eigenvalues to be printed.

GPRNT1 Error while processing matrix *

An error has occurred in the GPRINT instruction
while processing matrix named.

GPRNT1 - The matrix to be printed has ****** rows while
TR indicates that it should have ****** rcws.

The input matrix to be printed is incorrect or the
input transformation matrix is incorrect.

GPRNTl Eigenvector matrix has ***** eigenvectors,
while the eigenvalue matrix has ***** elgenvalues.

The eigenvector and eigenvalue matrices input
into the GPRINT instruction are not compatable.

STRES1 Unable to execute the STRESS module. The work
array contains ******** words, and ******** words
are needed to process the maximum element.

There is not enough work storage t, calculate
the stresses for all elements. The varible
NWORK must be updated in subroutine MRES.

STRES2 Stresses for element type *****, are not available
proceeding to next element.

The STRESS module has not been updated to handle
this element type. The MAGIC system analyst should
be contacted if this error message occurs.
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SECTION 3. .USER04. ERROR MESSAGES

CHEK - Input section **** has not been found. This
input section is required for generation of
the following matrices.

The named matrices cannot be generated due to
the omission of the specified input section.

CONTRL - System information card missing. Cannot allocate
storage.

All input data decks must have SYSTEM section
to allocate storage for processing of input.

CONTRL - System information card missing. Cannot
allocate storage.

The SYSTEM card is missing from the report
form input deck.

CONTRL - $END card encountered while reading .USER04.
input, indicating absence of end or check card.
Check card will be inserted.

END or CHECK card missing from report form input
deck.

DEFLEX - .USER04. Module unable to locate matrix *****.

The system is unable to locate a matrix.

DEFLEX - Matrix ****** does not qualify as an input
displacement matrix for the .USER04. module.
Dimensions are ***** by ***** and should be
***** by *

The input displacement matrix used to calculate
incrementals is of the wrong order.

DEFLEX - Matrix ****** does not qualify as an input
displacement or stress matrix.

The input matrix used to calculate incrementals
is of the wrong order. If the matrix was a

stress matrix then it must have been generated
using the .STRESS. abstraction instruction.
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ELEM Element control error in subroutine ELEM.
Element number ***** nalls plug number
Plug number should be greater than zero.
Execution terminated.

All element type code numbers are greater than
zero. Proper element type cannot be selected.

ELEM Element control error in subroutine ELEM. Element
number ***** has material number * Material
identification must be different from zero.
Execution terminated.

Self-explanatory.

ELEM Element control error in subroutine ELEM. Element
number ***** has number of grid points =
Number of grid points must be greater than zero
and no greater than eight. Execution terminated.

Self explanatory.

ELPLUG Element input error No. *. Plug No *. Element
No.

Error number 1 - incorrect plug number
(element type code)

Error number 2 - incorrect number of elemert
defining points

Error number 3 - incorrect value for extra r!ement
input indicator

Error number 4 - incorrect matrix orders for element
(number of degrees of freedom per
point incorrect)

ELEM Element control error in subroutine ELEM. Element
number ***** has number of input points
Number of input points must be position.
Execution terminated.

Self-explana~ory.

ELEM Input error in subroutine ELEM. Element node
point is negative or zero in element number *

No element defining point number may be negative
and only mid-points may be zero.
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ELEM Input error in subroutine ELEM, after inter-
polation value of Young's Modulus equals
+.***~*** + ** in material number *****
********~**********, Value should be

greater than 1.0. Execution terminated.

Se]f-explanatory.

ELEM Input error in subroutine ELEM, after inter-
polation Poisson value equals +.********E
+ ** in material number *******
Value should be greater than -1.0 and less than
. O. Execution terminated.

Self-explanatory.

ELEM Input error in subroutine ELEM, after inter-
polation thermal coefficient values equals
+.********E + ** in material number ******
********************* Value should be
greater than -1.0 and less than 1.0. Execution
terminated.

Self-explanatory.

ELEM Input error in subroutine ELEM, after inter-
polation rigidity value equals + .********E
+ ** in material number **** *******************
Value should be greater than 1.0. Execution
terminated.

Self-explanatory.

ELEM Input error in subroutine ELEM. Mass density
value equals + . XXXXXXXXE + ** in materialnauer equal ************************ Value• number Value*

should be greater than zero. Execution terminated.

Self-explanatory.

ELEM Input error in subroutine ELEM. Value of
IP = ***, value of IPRE = *** for element number
one. Request to repeat data from element previous
to first element is illogical. Execution
terminated.

IP and IPRE cannot be negative for first
element.
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ELEM Input error in subroutine ELEM. Element number
** is defined by node points for which no

coordinates have been input. Calculation of
material temperature impossible. Execution
terminated.

Self explanaLory.

ELEM Cannot locate mzterial library.

The system cannot locate the material library
matrix.

ELEM MateriaL error in subroutine ELEM. Material
number ****** was not located on material
tape. Execution terminated.

fThe specified material number was not available
in the material library.

ELPLUG - Element input error no. ****, Plug No. *
and Element No. ****.

An error has occurred in generation of specified
element.
Error No. = 1 Plug number (element type) incorrect
Error No. = 2 Number of nodes incorrect
Error No. = 3 Number of input ele.:ent cards incorrect.

FMAT - Input error in subroutine FMAT. Material
number ******, **********************
Hlumber of material temperature points is *.
Number of plastic temperature points is *.
Number of temperature points in either case
cannot exceed 9. Execution terminated.

Self explanatory.

FMAT - input error in Subroutine FMAT. Mass density
value equals +******** + ** in material number
* ****** *************** Value should
be non-negative. Execution terminated.

Self-explanatory.

FMAT - Input error in subroutine FMAT. Poisson value
equals 4 .******* + ** in material number
* *********** ************ Value should
be greater than -1.0 and less than 1.0.
Execution terminated.

Self-explanatory.
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FMAT Input error in subroutine FMAT. Rigidity value
equals + . ********E + ** in material number

* *- ***********r****.***** Value should
be greater than 1.0. Execution terminated.

Self-explanatory.

FMAT Input error in subroutine FMAT. Thermal
coefficient value equals + .********E + *
in material number * *
Value should be greater than -1.0 and less than
1.0. Execution terminated.

Self-explanatory.

FMAT Input error in subroutine FMAT. Value of
Young's modulus equals + .********E + **
in material number ***** *****************
Value should be greater than 1.0.

Self-explanatory.

FMAT -Error message from subroutine FMAT. Attempt
to delete material number ****** using'lock
code * Incorrect lock code, request ignored

Self-explanatory.

FMAT Errcr message from subroutineFMAT. Attempt to
delete material that was not on material tape.
Material number * Material identification
is ** *u *** *** Input code is ***.
Request ignored.

Self-explanatory.

FMAT Error message from subroutine FMAT. Attempt to
revise material number ****** using lock code *.
Input lock code does not match tape lock code
for this-material. Revisions or deletions not
allowed without proper lock code. Execution
terminated.

Self-explanatory.

FMAT Error message from skbroutine FMAT. Additions
requested excf*ed capacity of material tape.
Maximum number of materials cannot exceed *

Self-explanatory.
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FMAT Error message from subroutine FMAT. Request
for print of material that was not on tape.
Material number ******. Material identification
is ********* *** input code is
***. Request ignored.

Self-explanatory.

FMAT Error message from subroutine FMAT. Unrecognizable
data input code. Legal codes are PI, PO, I.
0, P, OUT, ALL, SEE, SUM. Material number

* Material identification is
**********************. Input code is *
Execution terminated.

Sell-explanatory.

FMAT Error message from subroutine FMAT. Number
cf requests received is zero.

Number of.requests must not be zero. Value of
zero indicates improper operation of program.

FMAT Error message from subroutine FMAT. Attempt to
input plastic data only for material which was
not on tape. Material number ******. Material
identification is *
Input code is ***. Request ignored.

Usage of an input code of "P" requires that the
material to be revised already exists in the
material library.

FMAT New material tape not generated. All revisions
and/or deletions requested by this case have
been ignored.

Due to a previous error, generation of a-new
material library has been abandoned. Execution
will be terminated.

FORMIN Unexpected label card read -. point *

Input section label card encountered wi:le
reading table form input. Point reflects entry
now being processed.

FORMIN Repeat for first point ignored.

Repeat option on table forms of report form
input cannot be used for first value entered.
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F ED The"e Is a mistake in the coordinates for this
transformation, we will calculate the remaining
in soite of this.

An error has occurred in generating a grid point
axes transformation matrix. Execution will
continue.

Pb?!! - The integral of (LN(A+BRX)/X) DX is not allowed
for A+B*X=Q. A = +.******E + **.,
B = + .*******E - *, X = + .******E + **

Natural log of zero is urefined.

UrD.tCK - .USER04. input matrix ****** is not a valid
deck (word count error).

The specified matrix does not qualify as a
vrlid interpreted input deck.

ILDECK - .USER04. input matrix ****** is not a valid deck
(compression error).

The specified matrix does not qualify as a valid
interprete. input deck.

1NPUT - Input error, number of directions of grid points
not equal to number of directions of transformation
matrix. Execution terminated.

Order of gri1' point axes transformation matrices
must be equa. to three.

INPUT Input error, number of reference points input
exceeds ****.

Program cannot accommodate more than the given
number of input points.

I INPUT Label card error

Input card read should have been label card.
Execution will be terminated.

LOGFLO Logical input error - matrix ****** cannot be
generated by .USER04. module due to suppression
of fourth input matrix. Execution phase suppressed.
input processing continuing.

The incremental matrices cannot be generated
because the input displacement or stress matrix
has been suppressed.
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PDISP Input section ****** matrix not generated due
to prescribed displacement c.onditions .NE. 1
and .LT. Load conditions input.

The Prescribed Displacement matrix has not been
generated because of an illegal combination of
external load conditions and prescribed di.place-
ment conditions.

,IJASEI Unexpected blank label card encountered.

Card read should have contained an input section
label. Input processor will attempt to continue.

HPASEl - No option has been selected for request number
*** of material lilrary.

Self-cxplanatory.

P1HASEl More than one option has been selected for
request number *** of material liorary. Only
tihe first selection will be retained.

Self-explanatory.

PHASEl - Maximum number of load conditions allowed is
100. This problem contains *

Self-explanatory.

PHASE1 - Load condition *** sub-label is incorrect.
Program cannot distinguish between load conditions.

Load cond.tion sub-label in report form input
is in error.

PHASEl - Illegal MODAL card encountered. Card will be
ignored.

A MODAL card has been found while reading an
input section for which no MODAL card has been
defined.

PHASE1 Due to previously encountered error condition
this section is beinz skipped. Program will
flush data deck urit,.l next recognizable input
siction is encountered.
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PHASEl "nrecognizable input section.

Input section label has been read which is
undefined in input processor.

PHASE1 - Due to above error message this section will
be omitted and check card inserted.

Self-explanatory.

PHASE2 - Number of entries read for this section, *****,
does not agree with number that was to be read,
*****. Actual number read will be used.

Self-explanatory.

PHASE2 This section has either been omitted or flushed
by phase one error. In either case this section
is considered critical and execution will not
be allowed.

Self-explanatory.

PHASE2 Due to the omission of this section the following
sections may be ignored - ****** ****** ****** ...

The final processing of certain sections requires
data from other sections which by omission or
other 'input error are not present.

PHASE2 This section is to be merged with ****** and
******* for which values have been assigned by
both for point number *****. Two values cannot
be assigned to the same point. Neither value
will be used.

Self-explanatory.

PHASF2 This section is to be merged with ****** and
* * for which modal cards have been encountered
for both. Two values cannot be assigned to the
same point. Loth modal cards will be ignored.

Self-explanatory.

PHASE2 Number of elements read ***** is greater than
9999. Number of elements will be set at 9999.

Self explanatory, execution will be suppressed.
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PHASE2 No end or check card has been found. Check

card will be inserted, suppressing execution.

Self-explanatory.

PHASE2 - Due to above error condition check card will
be inserted. Execution will be suppressed.

Self-explanatory.

PHASE2 - Internal tape error has occurred. Processing
abandoned.

Report form input preprocessor cannot retrieve
information stored on a scratch data set.

PLUGI Value of sin (alpha) is zero - run terminated.

Element defining points are in error for
Quadrilateral Thin Shell Element.

PLUG5 For I = XX and N = XX integral does not converge.

No convergence has been obtained for the given
integral calculated by the Romberg technique
in the Toroidal Ring Element.

PLUG5 Maximum number of iterations reached in Romberg
integration routine.

Convergence was not obtained in 15 iterations
for an integral in the toroidal thin shell element.
Processing will continue, using 15 iteration
result.

PRINT5 Toroidal ring element with coordinates
R1 = + . ******E + **, R2 - + .**B***E + NE
Zl = r .*I****E +-*-, Z2 - +-.**ii*... + IN
is no! diagonally dominant an3 should be Tsubdivided.

Element stiffness matrices must be diagonally
dominant.

P7PRT PLUG7 error - third point to define plane was
not given - input error.

Three element defining points are required for
the frame element, the third supplying definition
of the plane.
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TRAIC Subroutine MINV has determined array GAMABQ
to be singular, execution terminated by
subroutine TRAIC.

Transformation matrix to system coordinates in
triangular cross-section ring element cannot be
inverted, usually because three element defining
points do not define a triangle.

USo4A Available scratch data sets **** is less than
the required 4.

The .USER04. module requires at least four
scratch data sets. The addition of more data
sets is required by the program.

US04A - Input routine, core storage required *
exceeds that available ****** to displacement
method matrix generator.

Blank common work area is not large enough for
processing input.

UJS04A Report routine core storage required *
exceeds that available ****** to displacement
method matrix generator.

Blank conunon work area is not large enough for
processing report form input data.

US04A Grid point loads matrix storage required *
exceeds that available ****** to displacement
method matrix generator.

Blank common work area is not large enough for
generation of grid point loads matrix.

US04A Reduction of transformation matrixes storage
exceeds that available to displacement

method matrix generator.

Blank common work area is not large enough for
generation of reduction transformation matrix.

US04A Element generation core storage required *
exceeds that available ****** to displacement
method matrix generator.

4

Blank common work area is not large enough for
generation of element matrices.
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USO4A Assembly transformation matrix size *
exceeds limit ****** of MAGIC system.

Self-explanatory.

USO4A Grid point load matrix size ****** exceeds
limit * of MAGIC system.

Self-exp.anatory.

USO4A - Reduction transformation matrix size ****
exceeds limit ****** of MAGIC system.

Self-expLanatory.

US04A - Stiffness matrix size * exceeds limit of
MAGIC system.

Self-explanatory.

USO4A Stress natrix size * exceeds limit *****
of MAGIC system.

Self-explanatory.

US04A Nv'ber elements size * exceeds limit *
of MAGIC system.

Self-explanatory.

USO4A Output matrix * will be a duplicate of
input matrix *

The user is saving the interpreted input deck
when he already has an interpreted input matrix.

USO4B Element sort routine core storage required *
exceeds that available ****** to displacement
method matrix generator.

Blank common work area is not large enough for
output of generated matrices.
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